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Preface

On April 27, 1982, at the 1982 American Society of Civil Engineers National
Spring Convention held In Las Vegas, Nevada, the ASCE Engineering Mechanics Divi-
sion Committee on Experimental Analysis and Instrumntation sponsored a session
entitled "Physical, Modeling Techniques for Missile and Other Protactive Struc-
tures". The oral presentations made in this session were summary versions of the
papers Comprising this volume. The papers presented herein are concerned with
experimental research programs related to the development of protective struc-
tures for missiles. Further, most are reportA of work carried out, under Depart-
ment of Defense auspices, in support of development of N-I missile protective
shelter concepts.

During the early stages in planning the convention session it became readily
apparent that there was considerable interest in the session amng those who had
performed research and developmtal work for the 14-2 project. Since it would
have been impossible to accomodate all qualified papers within the limits of the
session, the sponsoring Committee decided that publication of a volume of all
these papers was indicated. This voltme is the product of that decision.

The majority of the papers were necessarily subject to review by appropriate
military security authorities prior to release for publication. The sponsoring
Committee is indebted to Lt. Col. Niel Buttimer and Lt. Carol Schalkman of '1SM/PA,
Norton Air Force Base, California for their cooperation in expediting this task.

Oftentimes the information on experimental techniques and physical modeling
generated as a result of xpec.ited silitaky contract work is lost to the general
engineering audience because of the lack of a suitable forum for reporting the
work. It is the hope of the sponsoring Committee that this collection of papers
will be of interest not only to those directly concerned with the M-4 project,
but also to those who are seeking knowledge regarding unique and different appli-
cations of physical modeling mad experimental analysis.

Session Co-Chairmen:

Theordor Krauthbammr
C. D. Sutton

Condttee on Experimental Amalysis and
Instrumntation

Engineering Mechanics Division
American Society of Civil Engineers
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THE USE OF PHYSICAL MODELS IN DEVELOPMENT
OF THE M-X PROTECTIVE SHELTER

By Eugene Sevinl

1. INTRODUCTION

At the heart of the controversy over the M-X weapons system develop-
ment has been the plan for basing the miss;le; that is, how a force of
some 200'M-X missiles can be made to survive a massive attack of
several thousand nuclear weapons. Until recently, the preferred
basing was the so-called Multiple Protective Structure (MPS) concept
where the actual locations of the missiles were concealed among a
large number of hardened structures under the assumption that an enemy
could not *afford* to attack all possible locations.

In view of the presumed accuracy of enemy warheads, no one shelter is
intended to survive a direct nuclear attack. However, to enforce the
."price,' multiple shelter kills from the same attacking weapon must be
avoided. Thus, the requirement for nuclear hardening (i.e., to avoid
collateral damage from an attack on a neighboring shelter) has been a
primary consideration in shelter configuration, land requirements
(i.e., shelter spacing) and, hence, system cost.

While the level of hardening selected for the several MPS variants
generally has been well within the state-of-the-art of protective
facility design, the magnitude of the construction program ($3 billion
for shelter-related costs in FY 1978 dollars; $11 billion for the
entire military construction program--about twice as much in *then
year" dollars) is nearly without precedent. Thus, cost considerations
have motivated the search for innovative structural concepts and con-
struction methods, and have driven design margins to the minimum. It
has been in the latter regard that physical modeling has played an
extremely influential role in the M-X shelter design process.

The majority of the papers in this session deal with one or another
aspect of these activities undertaken in support of M-X protective
sAelter development over the past six years. This paper considers the
scope of physical modeling employed in the design of the three primary
protective shelter concepts for the M-X missile: the Shallow Buried
Trench, the Vertical Shelter (Silo), and the Horizontal Shelter.
However, emphasli: is on the trench-related models because they are
more innovative and relatively less well known.

2. OVERVIEW

In 1976, the Air Force entered into a two-year concept validation
program to select a final (sic!) basing mode for the M-X missile. The

lAssistant to the Deputy Director (Science and Technology) for II
Experimental Research, Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington, DC 20306
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two main candidates at that time were the (1) Horizontal Shelter--an
earth-mounded, garage-type structure for a single missile and its
transporter/erector/launcher (TEL) interconnected by an extensive open
road network, and (2) the Shallow Buried Trench--a single 35 Wn long
section of underground tube allowing random movement of a missile/TEL
"train." The entire 200 M-X missile force would reouire either 4600
horizontal shelters or 200 lengths of buried trench to meet minrmal
survival goals under the postulated threat.

As the horizontal shelter and buried trench designs became better
defined, and their estimated costs increased, interest was renewed in
other basing alter;vtives. A comprehensive basing review was under-
taken In mid-1978 and, as a result, both concepts were abandoned in
favor of a vertical shelter system. As seems to be the fate of M-X,
however, the silo was replaced only one year later by a more austere
version of the horizontal shelter, as a consequence of mounting
concerns over arms control impllcations--a principal reason for
rejecting silos in the first place. Thus, by 1980, M-X basing
virtually had come full-circle.

The nuclear hardness reouirement for both the horizontal shelter and
buried trench concepts was selected to be in the 400 to 600 psi over-
pressure range on the basis of system cost optimization studies.
(N.B. 600 psi peak surface pressure occurs at a distance of about
565 m from a one megaton (1 MT) surface burst). Optimum hardness for
the vertical shelter was determined to be between 1000 and 1500 psi.

Each shelter concept was to be hardened in a balanced manner against
all nuclear weapons effects (e.g., nuclear and thermal radiation,
electrowignetic pulse,ý dynamic pressures, and crater ejecta), and
physical models were employed extensively to develop design approaches
and t-) gather hardness data in all of the dispiplines involved. This
paper, however, will be concerned entirely with the use of physical
mad.'s relating to U last and shock resistant design.

The scope of the modeling effort undertaken for the three basic
shelter configurations is summarized In! the Test Objective Matrix
tables (Tables 1-3). These activities were conducted over a six-year
period and involved major laboratory and field investigations employ-
ing mechanical test devices, high explosive (HE) simulations of
nuclear eirblast and ground shock, and underground nuclear tests.

Small-scale (1/100 to 1/40) non-responding models were used to
determine airblast loads tn the horizontal shelter. Intermediate
scale (1/21 to 1/5) respotding models of generic structural elements
provided information on critical response features for all concepts,
assisted in the sc.reoening of alternative shelter design approaches,
and lent insight into fidelity requirements for blast and shock load
simulators. Larger scale (1/2 to 3A4) models of complete structural
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systems, notably for the buried trench and horizontal shelter concepts,
helped resolve significant design issues relating to structure-medium
interaction, structural subsystem interactions, and the motion
environment specifications for internal shelter eauipment. Relatively
lesser effort was devoted to the vertical shelter because of the
existing data base for silo structures.

3. THE SHALLOW BURIED TRENCH

In the shrillow buried trench concept, location of the missile was
concealed by its intermittent movement within a buried tube. The
original baseline design, uniformly hardened against 600 psi peak
surface loads (Fig. 1), was a fiber-reinforced concrete cylinder,
4 m internal diameter, 40 cm thick with 1.5 m soil overburden. The
missile canister could be erected at any location by being forced up
through the roof of the tube and soil overburden; the top was jointed
to facilitate this action. (N.B. Two alternative full-sized breakout
mechanisms were demonstrated successfully during trench development.)
In view of its large cost, a tybrid trench concept subseouently was
developed with hardenea sections every several thousand feet (from
which the missile could be erected more conveniently) connected by
unhardened tube sections of conventional design.

To protect the missile against the possibility of airulast entering
through damaged "upstream" portions of the trench, massive plugs were
provided at either end of the missile/TEL train. The uniformly
hardened tube had internal ribs that acted as stiffeners and aided in
locking the blast plugs to the tube walls. Eliminating the ribs in
the hybrid design was another significant cost saving.

A variety of physical models were used to gain insight into the
loading and response of the tube structure and blast plugs in an
effort to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept and to develop a
data base for minimum cost design. The scope of this ambitious
experimental program is summarized in the Test Objective Matrix,
Table 1. The purpose of most of the structural model testing was to
determine response modes and post-yield capacity of the fiber-
reinforced concrete tube for a representative range of cylinder and
backfill stiffness and breakout joint details. The principal static
response tests /1-3/ and dynamic response tests /4, 5/ are reported in
this session.

The blast plug was a major design consideration. It was postulated
that airblast loads could be introduced into the tube upstream of the
blast plugs by (1) airblast leakage through tube sections damaged by
surface pressures in excess of 600 psi, (2) internally generated
airblast due to piston-like implosion of the tube (caused by external
airblast and ground shock loading) or, for small miss distances, (3)
breeching of the tube by the attacking weapon or the resulting crater.

3
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Inasmuch as the latter case could not be ruled out from projections of
weapon delivery accuracy, the concern that the trench might become a
gigantic nuclear shock tube destroying everything within, came to be
the dominant feasibility issue for the trench concept. Theoretical
studies indicated that pressure leakage within the tube would not
produce as severe in-tube environments as the other mechanisms. Two
possible implosion modes were considered, one dominated by the
close-in ground shock and the other, a progressive collapse of the
tube roof, caused by the surface airblast. The latter so-called
"toothpaste tube" response was investigated early-on in a high
explosive field experiment, in which a 1/8 !scale section of tube was
exposed to peak surface overpressures decaying from 5000 psi to 1500
psi along its length /6/. The test results demonstrated that pro-
gressive collapse of the tube could occur, but would not give rise to
a propagating air shock, despite measured !local pressure peaks of
nearly a kilobar. This served to corroborate theoretical analyses and
led to dismissing this mechanism as a means of generating significant
in-tube pressures.

Preliminary calculations suggested that the ground shock-induced
implosion mechanism depended sensitively on the nature of the coupling
and tube collapse mechanism, and could cause a much more severe
in-tube environment. This mode of response was studied experimentally
in a series of high explosive tests on a 1/16 scale section of buried
tube /7/. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. A rectangular
slab of TNT was positioned on the ground surface directly above the
tube and sized to induce a 90 kbar shock at the tube wall (based on
source region predictions). Primary instrumentation consisted of
high-speed photography to record the tube collapse process, air and
impact pressures within the rapid closure region directly under the
charge, shock time of arrival (TOA), pressures along the tube and
conditions within the free-field.

Two instrumentation check-out tests were conducted using comiercially
available 6 in diameter concrete pipe. Fig. 3 shows the collapse
process at a cross-section within the rapid closure region as con-
structed from high-speed photographic records obtained in one of these
tests. A comparison with pre-test predictions also is shown. While
the general shape and timing of the upper tube surface is reproduced
well, formation of the two-lobe pattern was not anticipated. It was
estimated that the pressure within the lobes did not exceed about
1 kbar, and was the first indication that this collapse mechanism
might not prove effective in generating a strong shock in the tube.

Data recovery from the main experiment was: disappointing. The Fastax
camera broke before reaching full speed, and only the first phase of
tube collapse within the rapid closure region was recorded. Even
then, surface blow off material obscured much of the early time
record. Nevertheless, observations were consistent with those of the
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preliminary tests. The lobe pattern formed, trapping air at the sides
of the tube and preventing the uniform build-up of large pressures as
the tube comIpletely collapsed. Pressures along the tube, as measured
and inferred from TOA data, are shown in Fig. 4, indicating the
absence of a strong propagating air shock outside of the rapid closure
region. The results of these experiments led to the development of a
"leaky-piston" response model for the ground shock-dominated collapse
mechanism, according to which the preliminary estimates of the in-tube
environment were reduced significantly.

The breeching mechanism refers to the direct coupling of a portion of
the bomb's energy to the tube and occurs whenever the radius of
vaporization (about 10 m for a 1 MT burst) intersects a portion of the
tube. A worst case scenario clearly is when the bomb lands directly
overhead, penetrates the overburden, and detonates inside the tube.
In this event, initially all of the bomb's energy is coupled directly
to the tube.

A more probable occurrence is when the bomb detonates on the surface
directly ovtocad. It is estimated that oniy about 1 percent of the
energy couples to the tube in this case, the balance going into the
fireball (95%) and other regions of the ground. Unfortunately,
reducing a 1 MT on-line surface burst to the eouivalent of a 10 KT
in-tube burst did not appear to resolve the feasibility of designing
a survivable blast plug.

Detailed two-dimensional :adiation coupled hydrodynamic calculations
indicated that (for a I MT surface burst) only about 30 percent of
energy initially coupled remains in the (volume bounded by the
expanding) tube after the first 100 msec /8/. The effective source
region for the in-tube airblast consists of hot vaporized soil and
tube wall material mixed with air extending out to about 6 m in either
direction from the point of the explosion. At these early times, the
shock pressures in the tube remain relatively constant as the miti-
gating effects of various flow loss mechanisms are counteracted by the
collapsing action of the tube under the outrunning surface air blast.
The interior shock was expected to overtake the surface airblast after
about 7 msec (and 180 m from the source), whereupon expansion of the
tube volume and venting of tube gases to the atmosphere became
significant loss mechanisms.

The gas behind the shock front at this time is in a very high enthalpy
state (pressures of 5-15 kbar and temperatures of 1-10 electron volts),
far in excess of the level reouired to vaporize the tube walls. While
entrainment of ablated wall material serves to slow and cool the flow,
the cuantitative effect depends strongly on the formation of a
turbulent boundary layer behind the shock and the conseauent flow
mixing process. At pressures below about 10 kbar, the shock attenu-
ating effect of wall friction was thought to be important also.
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An intensive effort was undertaken to model these loss mechanisms and
to ouantify their influence on shock attenuation. The "then"
state-of-the-art predictions of peak shock pressures within the tube,
highlighting the effect of losses, is shown In Fig. 5. It seemed
clear that, if the "no loss" case prevailed, pressures in excess of
40,000 psi at the plugs would render the trench concept infeasible
(accepting the premise of an on-line surface burst attack). At the
other extreme, the combined effect of all loss mechanisms suggested
that thls near worst case attack scenario was no more severe than an
off-line attack at the 600 psi hardness level, and well within the
capability of plug design.

In view of the these extremes, and the uncertainties associated with
the theoretical basis for the predictions, a major experimental
program was undertaken in early 1977 (see Table 1). The high enthalpy
flows reouired to study the role of ablation (of crucial importance as
seen in Fig. 5) could be obtained only from a nuclear source. Accord-
ingly, an underground ruelear test (HYBLA GOLD) was conducted to
obtain ablation data on concrete pipes, 15 cm to 90 cm diameter; data
on wall friction, tube expansion, and the influence of ribs also were
obtained. Description and results of this fascinating test must be
obtained elsewhere /9/. Suffice it to say that a wealth of data was
obtained which, in conjunction with follow-on laboratory experimenta-
tion and considerable theoretical wozk, led to an acceptably complete
understanding of the role of ablation in shock attenuation, the upshot
of which is mentioned later.

The major modeling uncertainty associated with venting had to do with
early-time expansion and cracking of the o"erburden, and formation of
flow paths to the surface. Sufficiently rapid venting immediately
upstream of the blast plug (where reflected pressures increase some
seven-fold) would limit the impulse delivered to the plug and suggest
an energy absorbing plug design. Because of the need to maintain a
free surface, venting experiments were restricted to lower pressure
regimes.

Shock tube experiments employing fiber-reinforced concrete models at
1/26-size (6 in inside diameter) were performed to study '-jbe
expansion and venting and plug/tube interactions /10, 1i/. The models
had simulated breakout joints and were buried to scaled depth in
representative soils. In-tube pressures of between 400 psi and 3600
psi were generated with an explosively driven shock tube by reflecting
the shock from a rigid wall at the end of the test section. A Lucite
window was used for the reflecting wall so that the tube and soil
respor'3e could be photographed from the end by a high-speed movie
camera; the soil surface was photographed from the side as well.
Pressures were measured within the test section on the reflecting wall
and, for tne plug tests, behind the plug assembly.
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The experimental setup for the expansion and venting tests is shown in
Fig. 6. A representative suite of data for one of the tests (700 psi
reflected pressure) is presented in Fig. 7. The high-speed movies
s•ow that c.-acks form in the tube almost immediately after shock
arrival. The tube then expands symmetrically until a rarefaction wave
returns from the free soil surface, whereupon the roof moves off at a
greater speed than the lower portion. Typically, venting to the
atmosphere begins at a roof crack near the crown when the roof has
moved about to the level of the original soil surface.

Once venting starts, the trench "unzips" along its length at roughly
the speed of the reflected shock. Over the range of parameters
investigated, the roof motion depended on the pressure levels and
densities of the soil and tube material, but not on their strengths.
Soil strength did affect expansion of the lower tube sections. Roof
cracking and vent initiation were influenced by the strength and
geometry of the tube; at higher pressures, vet .ing occurred sooner and
at correspondingly lesser roof displacement. venting, even at late
trmes, occurs only directly above the crown.

Candidate M-X blast plug designs combined the concepts of an upstream
"leaky plug" . ich allows some blrw-by' and a downstream "solid plug"
to completely seal off the trench and trovi~e a safe section for the
missile/TEL. Three plug/tuhe interaction test" were performed using
smooth and ribbed tube sections; short and lor- solid plug models and
a simplified leaky plug model were used. The zxperimental setup was
the same as in the venting tests, except for a longer shock tube.
Additional measurements included pressures behind the plug and
reaction forces on the plugs.

The leaky plug model Is shown in Fig. 8 and was intended to represent
the first of a two-stage leaky/solid plu. design. Representative data
for a nominal 600 psi incident loading (3600 psi plug face loading)
are shown in Fig. 9. A post-test photo is shown in Fig. 10. The
results indicated that longitudinal cz-cking of the tube cao defeat
the plug function. In both the sho-t solid and leaky plug tests,
longitudinal cracks propagated beyond the plug face, allowing the
surrounding tube to ,xpsnd and providing a sutstantial flow path for
the. high pressure upstream gas to blow by the plug. However, the
longer solld plug performed more successfully, suggest.rvn the feasi-
bility of the two-stage concept. Irdeed, by the corelusion of the
trench development program, the Air Force had demorstrated two
successful full-size blast plugs at the 600 psi design level.

The cooperative effort between theory and experiment led to
substantial revision in the cammuter-based prediction methods and the
development of "second generation" codes. These were utilized in an
extensive series of parametric analyses dealing with airtlast
prozpagation uncertainties /8/. Ablation was determined to be the
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doirating attenuation effect for near-miss surface bursts (within
aboit 10 m for 1 MT), resulting in pressures at the plug less than
those on the surface. Expansion and venting, on the other htnd, was
found to contribute very little to shock attenuetion, contrary to
earlier expectations. For off-line attacks where tube collapse is
driven by the fireball, surface airblast and ground sck, ablation
effects were insignificant and the trench concept appeared entirely
feasible.

4. 9"R

The design of candidate M-X protective shelters mob extensive userU of
engineering data developed from tests on physical models. This paper
has described the effort associated with structural hardening of the
three prtncipal M-X shelter concepts: Horizontal Shelter, Vertical
Shelter, and Shallow Buried Trench. Primary emphasis wis on the
trench concept in which a highly coordinated program of theory and
experiment provided the data bans for (1) characterization of the
airblast loading within the trench structure (i.e., shallow buried
tube), (2) feasibility determination of blest plug concapts, and (3)
developing a minim• m cost design for the hardened shallow buried tube.

The experimental activities supporting this effort included laboratory
und field shock tube testing, high explosive field testing, and an
underground nuclear test. most innovative, from a structrl engineer-
ing perspective, was the modeling of (1) coupled airblast and ground
shock loading and demge-level response of shallow buried fiber-
reinforced concrete tubes, (2) expmnsion and venting of the tub under
internal airblast loading, and (3) couled flow-structuml respone of'
the plug/tube system.
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TESTING OF REDUCED-SCALE CONCRETE NX-SULTERS

SPEC IMEN CONSTRUCTION
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Misile; Modelt; Plain concrete; Reinforced concrete;
Reinforcement; SAL panel; Shelter; Structural engineering; Stud
spacing; Tolerances; Variables; Wall thickness

ABSTRACT: An experimantas pr,'ran irvol•iin9 cogt:ruction and

testing of coun.ed-scalu toncrete Horizontal MX-Shelters was

conducted. This paper describes the construction of 43

reducee-scale cement models of the Shelters. Twenty-two

different prototypes were constructed. All specimens had a

2-ft (0.61 m) inside diamncter witn plain or reinforced concrete

walls 1.8 (46 m) or .2.4-in. (61 =m) thick. Specimen test

length was 4 ft (1.22 m) with 1 ft (0.30 a) at each end for

load transf e%.

Variables ,n npeimer, constrvcti•Jn included wall thickness,

amount c-f rel-nfozcing, treak-it "joirt details. liner thickness,

spa',-ir -. of st-ds, aniJ Z- nse.t g'np of the SAL inspection

pane'.. Senritivity *,f t•e•t :esulta to variations in specimen

*ireiPsiots :equired unwiually rY.id tolerances. In spite of

,Yr;faczuTing :-opl.exizies, spncimens were manufactured at a

c;.te nf three par veek.



TESTING OF REDUCED-SCALE CONCRETE MX-SHELTERS

SPECIMEN CONSTRUCTION

by

Adrian T. Ciolko*

INTRODUCTION

An experimental program Involving construction and testing

of reduced-scale concrete Horizontal MX-Shelters was conducted

by Construction Technology Laboratories, a Division of the

Portland Cement Association. The program included 43 specimens

tested under static loading conditions. Each specimen repre-

sented a "candidate design" being considered for prototype

construction.

One deployment concept involved MX missiles stored in under-

ground horizontal shelters. One purpose of the shelter was to

protect the missiles from nearby nuclear weapon attack such that

the missiles could be successfully launched after an attack.

In the testing program, loads modeling combinations of forces

that might occur from an attack were applied to the specimens.

Loads consisted of axial thrust and non-uniform radial surface

pressure. Data obtained from this test program were used to

analyze shelter behavior under "known" loading conditions.

* Evaluation Engineer, Structural Evaluation Section, Construc-
tion Technology Laboratcries, a Division of Portland Cement
Association, Skokie, Illinois.
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This is the second of three individual papers describing the

test program. Other papers describe the Experimental Program

and Instrumentation and Load Control.( 2 )

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the Specimen Construction program was to

fabricate 43 reduced-scale concrete models of NX-Horizontal

shelters for '.esting in the Experimental Program.( 1 ) Follow-

ing sections of this paper describe the test specimens, mate-

rials, and construction.

TEST SPECIML4S

All specimens had a 2-ft (0.61 m) inside diameter with

either plain or reinforced concrete walls 1.8 (46 mm) or

2.4-in. (61 mu) thick. As shown in Pig. 1, specimen test

length was 4 ft (1.22 u) with an additional 1 ft (0.30 m) at

each end for load transfer. Overall specimen length was 6 ft

(1.83 i). At specimen mid-length, there was a 900 wide

removable segment 1-ft (0.31 m) long representing the UX-Shelter

Strategic Arms Limitation (SAL) panel. This panel was fitted

into the specimen with OZO-shaped joints. Weakened plane

joints, when required, were simulated at + 450 frrom the crown

in the remaining specimen length.

Design Configurations

Twenty-two different prototypes were constructed. Each

design was modeled at approximately I/7-th scale. There were

seven *basic" wall design configurations. They were designated

-2-
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as follows:

Al - plain concrete, no SAI panel

A2 - double layer reiniorcement, no SAL panel

A3 - plain concrete, with SAL panel

B] - double layer reinforcement, with SAL panel

B2 - single layer reinforcement, with SAL panel

Cl - steel liner with stud anchors, plain concrete, with

SAL panel

C2 - steel liner with stud anchors, single layer

reinforcement, with SAL panel

Additional variables within the basic design configurations

included wall thickness, amount of reinforcing, breakout joint

detaila, thickness of liner, spacing of studs, and gap between

inner and outer Z-insert. Variable matrix and quantities are

given in Table 1.

Acceptance Criteria and Tolerances

Because of the sensitivity of test results to variations in

specimen dimensions, unusually rigid tolerances were required.

A constrction specification was written (3 which included

procedures for fabrication of specimens as well as materials

specifications and tolerances.1

Acceptance of shelters was based on tolerances intended to

prevent unintentional eccentricity of loading during tests. In

addition, physical dimensions, and properties had to accurately

model the full-size shelter. Tolerances of +0.10 in. (2.5 mm)

were required for specimen wail thickness and outside diameter.

Specimen length was required to be 6 ft. (1.83 m) ± 0.125 in.

S-4-
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(3.2 mm). Similar requirements were placed on steel reinforce-

ment. Steel cages were tied at tolerances of + 0.05 in. (1.3

mm) on the clear distance to formed surfaces, and + 0.125 in.

(3.2 -m) on the spacing between bars.

MATERIALS

To meet stringent construction specifications, innovative

materials were developed for modeling concrete shelters. The

following sections describe concrete and steel reinforcement

for the specimens.

Concrete

A micro-concrete was developed to satisfy modeling require-

ments as well as demands for casting and consolidation. All

cement was purchased from one manufacturing burn. Type III

cement was used. Maximum aggregate size was 3/8 in. (9.5 mm).

A short program of placement tests was performed to evaluate

consolidation techniques for the micro-concrete. Specimen

mock-ups including reinforcing and simulated SAL panels were

used as shown in Fig. 2.

A 28-day compressive strength of concrete of 6000 psi

(41 MPa) was required for the 4-ft (1.22 m) middle portion of

the specimens. The proportion of ingredients for the mix were

1.0 part Portland Cement to 4.75 parts aggregate to 0.50 parts

water. In addition, an 8000 psi (55 MPa) 28-day compressive

strength micro-concrete was designed for the 1-ft (0.30 m) long

load transfer portions at the specimen ends.

-6-



Fig. 2 Specimen Mock-up During Placement Test
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Reinforcing

To satisfy modeling requirements, reinforcing steel was

scaled down. Size D3 cold worked deformed steel wire, annealed

to produce properties of Grade 60 reinforcement, was used as

reinforcing bars. No. 2 Grade 60 plain steel reinforcing bars

were used for dowels in weakened plane joints. Cold drawn

steel wire, size No. Wl, was used for fabricating stirrups.

For specimens requiring liner plates, various thicknesses

of Grade 45 cold rolled sheet steel were used. This material

was also used to fabricate the Z-inserts for SAL panels.

Partially threaded 1-5/8-in. (41 mm) long studs with nuts were

used as shear connectors for liner plates. They were welded to

liner plates using drawn arc capacitor discharge stud welders.

Figure 3 shows a liner plate with attached studs.

FORMWORK AND EQUIPMENT

Because of strict acceptance criteria on shelter models,

steel forms for casting were manufactured with tolerances less

than + 0.01 in. (0.3 mm ). Forms consisted of a base ring, an

inner form, and an outer form. The precisely machined base

ring held inner and outer forms in place. The inner form was

rolled and machined from 0.50-in. (12 mm) thick steel plate.

It contained a 4-in. (101 mm) wide remov3ble gate along its

entire length. Removal of the gate permitted collapsing the

inner form. The entire inner form could then be removed from

the interior of the specimen after hardening of the concrete. 4*1



Fig. 3 Liner Plate with Studs
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The outer form consisted of 1800 wide halves. They were con-

nected using heavy pins and bolts. Joints in all forms were

sealed to prevent leakage of mortar using O-ring gaskets.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the shelter form.

A separate form was manufactured for casting SAL panels.

It was a horizontal form which matched the tolerances of shelter

forms. It permitted casting of three S#.L panels simultaneously.

The Z-inserts were bolted to the outside of the form. The form

was filled with concrete and carefully finished so that the com-

pleted SAL panels would fit inside the shelter form. Figure 6

shows the form with two Z-inserts in place before casting.

Other equipment required for casting included two external

form vibrators attached opposite each other to the outer form.

Vibrators were selected b4sed on placement tests of mock-up

specimens and discussion with manufacturers. Vibration was

transmitted to the entire length of the form through channel

sections welded to the outer form wall. Vibrators were rated

for 1650-lb (7.3 hN) centrifugal force at approxImately 3600

vibrations per minute.

CONSTRUCTI ON

Complete construction of a shelter model consisted of many

important tasks to meet strict specifications. Although casting

of the concrete took only about 45 minutes, numerous hours were

spent preparing each specimen.

-10-
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Fabrication and Placing of Reinforcement

The most difficult type of reinforcement to fabricate prior

to casting was the double layer reinforcing cage. A portion of

the steel cage was tied as shown in Fig. 7. It was then posi-

tioned over the inner shelter form. Tying of steel continued

as shown in Fig. 8. After the longitudinal and circumferential

steel was in place, stirrups were attached. Strain gages and

inserts for attaching displacement transducers to the specimen

were also positioned at this time. Figure 9 shows strain gages

attached to the reinforcement. Figure 10 shows a complete cage

with precast SAL panel in place.

For specimens requiring liner plates, steel fabrication

procedures were similar. A liner plate was positioned over the

inner form, and studs, if required, were welded to it. If

required, a steel cage was then assembled and instrumentation

was attached.

After fabrication of reinforcing steel and placing of

instrumentation, the outer shelter form was attached to the

base ring and preparations were begun for concrete casting.

Concrete Production

Concrete for shelter models was batched and mixed in the

Batch Plant of Construction Technology Laboratories. Prior to

batching, weights of aggregate and water were adjusted for mois-

ture conditions of the aggreg.ite. Mixing of concrete took place

in a 6-cu ft (0.17 m 3) drum-type mixer. Two concrete mixes were

-13-
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Fig. 7 Tying Bottom Portion of Steel Cage

Fig. 8 Tying Top Portion of Steel Cage
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Fig. 9 Closeup of Reinforcement with Strain Gages
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Fig. 10 Complete Reinforcing Steel Cage
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used for each specimen. Higher strength concrete was

used in the first and last foot of each specimen.

Concrete Placement, Handling snd Curing

Before starting concrete placement, forms were checked for

roundness and embedded items were checked to verify location.

Specimens were cast by depositing concrete between the inner and

outer forms. The first and last foot of the specimen was cast

using the high-strength mix. The remainder of the specimen was

cast using the 6000 psi (41 MPa) compressive strengt• micro-

concrete. Figure 11 shows casting of a specimen. External

form vibrators operated continuously during placement.

Forms were removed within 24 hrs after casting. Specimens

were cured in large plastic bags until needed for testing.

Figure 12 shows a specimen awaiting testing. Immediately after

forms were removed, preparations were begun for casting the

next specimen.

Quality Control

Concrete materials were tested during manufacture of the

shelters. During %ixing, slump was determined using applicable

procedures outlined in the Construction Specification.(3) Also,

six-6xl2-in. (152x305 mm) cylinders were cast to represent

concrete in each shelter. Two cylinders were tested for com-

pressive strength at 7 and 28 days, and two were tested for

modulus of elasticity and compressive strength at an age repre-

senting testing of the shelter. Quality control charts were

-17-
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Fig. 12 Specimen Prior to Testing
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established to monitor performance of the micro-concrete mix

with respect to specifications.

RESULTS

Although the nature of the manufacturing process was complex

and delicate, specimens were constructed at a rate of three per

week, with no rejections based on either material properties or

workmanship.
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TESTING OF REDUCED-SCALE CONCRETE MX-SHELTERS

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 4
KEY WORDS: Concrete, Deformations; Loads (axial); Missile;
Models; Nuclear Attack; Pressure (surface); Reinforced concrete;
Shelter; Strains; Structural engineering; Tests

ABSTRACT: An experimental program involving construction and

testing or reduced-scale concrete horizontal MX-Missile Snelters

was conducted. The program consisted of 43 shelter specimens

tested under static loading conditions. Applied loads modeled

forces that might occur on the shelters from a nearby nuclear

weapon attack. Loads consisted of various combinations of non-

uniform radial surface pressure and axial thrust. Loads,

deformations, and reinforcement strains were measured. Strength

and ductility of specimens were determined. Test results were

used to analyze shelter behavior under "known" loading condi-

tions and to assist in selection of feasible shelter candidates

for design.
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TESTING OF REDUCED-SCALE CONCRETE MX-SHELTERS

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

by

J. I. Daniel and D. M. Schultz,* K.ASCE

INTRODUCTION

An experimental program involving construction and testing

of reduced-scale concrete horizontal MX-Shelters was conducted

by Cnnstruction Technology Labocatories, a Division of the

Portland Cement Association. The program included 43 specimens

tested under static loading conditions. Each specime.. repre-

sented a "candidate design' being considered for prototype

construction.

One deployment concept involved MX missiles stored in under-

ground horizontal shelters. One purpose of the shelter was to

protect the missile from a nearby nuclear weapon attacc such

that the missile could be successfully launched after an attack.

In the testing program, loads modeling various combinations of

forces that might occur from an attack were applied to the spec-

imens. Loads consisted of axial thrust and non-uniform radial

surface pressure. Data obtained from the test program were used

to analyze shelter behavior under 'known" loading conditions.

Respectively, Associate Structural Engineer and Assistant
Mahager, Structural Development Departknt, Construction Tech-
nology Laboratories, a Division of the Portland Cement Asso-
ciation, Skokie, Ilinois.
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This is the first of three papers describing the test

program. Other papers describe Specimen Construction (1) and

Instrumentation and Load Control. 2 )

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The primary objective of the experimental program was to

determine strength and ductility of plain and reinforced con-

crete specimens.

The objective of this investigation was accomplished within

the following scope:

1. Loading techniques were developed to model design

forces on reduced-scale shelters.

2. Test fixtures were designed and constructed for the

simultaneous application of axial comrression and

non-uniform radial surface pressure on the specimens.

3. Forty-three static load tests were performed.

Final results included a set of data plots for each

specimen. These data together with specific test notes, crack

mapping, and pictures of tested specimens assisted in the

selection of feasible candidates for shelter design.

TEST SPECIMENS

All specimens had a 2-ft (0.61 m) inside diameter with

either plain or reinforced concrete walls 1.8 (46 sm) or 2.4-in.

(61 m) thick. As shown in Fig. 1, specimen test length was

4 ft (1.22 a) with an additional 1 ft (0.30 a) at each end for

load tr3nsfer. Overall specimen length was 6 ft (1.83 m). At

-2-
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Fig. I Schematic of Test Specimen and Prototype Loading



specimen mid-length, there was a 900 wide segment 1-ft (0.30 a)

long that represented the NX-Shelter Strategic Arms Limitation

(SAL) panel. This panel was fitted into the specimen with. OZ

shaped joints.

Early concepts for shelter design required breakout joints

(weakened plane joints) located' at + 450 from the specimen

crown on both sides of the SAL panel. Breakout joints were

required in Phase 1 specimens only.

There were seven ObasicO wall design configurations com-

prising a total of 16 wall designs. Basic design configurations

were classified as follows:

Al - plain concrete, no SAL panel

A2 - double layer reinforcement, no SAL panel

A3 - plain concrete, with SAL panel

Bl - double layer reinforcement, with SAL panel

B2 - single layer reinforcement, with SAL panel

Cl - steel liner with stud anchors, plain concrete, with

SAL panel

Cl - steel liner with, stud anchors, single layer reinforce-

ment, with SAL panel

Additional variables within the basic design configurations

included wall thickness, amount of reinforcement, breakout joint

details, thickness of liner,. spacing of studs, and 'gap between

inner and outer Z-insert. Variable matrix and quantities

included in the program are given in Table 1.
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TEST LOAD RIVUIREMENTS

Specimens were subjected to static loads consisting of axial

thrust and non-uniform radial surface pressures that represented

pressures defined in Fig. 1. Applied radial pressure modeled a

distribution around the specimen circumference equal to P0 +

P2 COS 20, where P0 was a uniform pressure and P 2 ranged from

0.05 P0 to 0.20 Po0  Axial thrust pressure, Pa' was applied as a

multiple of the uniform radial pressure; i.e., 0.0 Po' 1.0 Po'

2.0 Po, and uniaxial load only. In general, axial thrust was

applied with an: initial eccentricity of zero on the specimen

end.

Sixteen different combinations of Pa/Po were used in the

testing program. A description of each loading condition is

given in Table 2.

All specimens were to be tested to failure or to the limits

of the test equipment.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTING APPARATUS

The test apparatus was designed to apply any one of the

following loadings:

1. Axial load only

2. Axial load with radial surface pressure

3. Radial surface pressure only

Radial Surface Pressure Loading

Radial pressure was applied to the specimen by pressure

bladders housed between the specimen and a steel pressure

--6--i



TABLE 2 - LOADING CONFIGURATIONS

Type Description Pa/P P

A Uniform Radial Only 0 0

B Nonuniform Radial Only 0 0.05

C Nonuniform Radial Only 0 0.10

D Axial and 1.0 0.05
Nonuniform Radial

E Axial and 1.0 0.10
Nonuniform Radial

F Axial Only -

G Axial and 2.0 0.05
Nonuniform Radial

H Axial and 2.0 0.10
Nonuniform Radial

I Axial and 1.0 0.15
Nonuniform Radial

3 Axial and 2.0 0.15
Nonuniform Radial

K Nonuniform Radial Only 0 0.15

L Nonunifcrm Radial Only 0 0.20

M Nonuniform Radial Only 0 P2 - Po = 25 psi

N Nonuniform Radial Only 0 P 2 - Po = 50 psi

P Axial and 1.0 0.20
Nonuniform Radial

Q Axial and 2.0 0.20
Nonuniform Radial

Metric Equivalent:

1 psi = 6.9 kPa

-7-



vessel. The pressure vessel is shown schematically in Figs. 2 "3

and 3.

Bending in the pressure vessel due to non-uniform radial

pressure was resisted by steel ribs around the circumference of

the 1-1/2-in. (38 mm) thick steel vesel wall.

The pressure vessel could resist the combined effects of P0d0
and P2 equal to 1050 psii (7.2 MPa) and 150 psi (1.0 MPa),I
respectively., In addition, it could accommodate + 4 in.

(102 mm) of diameter change under non-uniform radial pressure.

Vessel weight of 15,000 lb (6800 kg) was supported on its own

legs and not by the specimen prior to or during the test.

The radial pressure component indicated in Fig. 1 was

modeled using three distinct pressures applied by eight spe-

cially made neoprene bladders housed between the specimen and

steel vessel. Pressure bladders labeled A in Fig. 2 applied the

largest pressure. Pressure bladders labeled B applied the

smallest pressure. Pressure bladders labeled C applied the

middle pressure. Segments A and B were 600 wide and Segments

0C were 30 wide. Bladders were partially separated by steel

partitions to limit force transfer betweerL adjacent bladders.

To develop the model pressure loading, a computer program

was written to determine the effects of several pressure con-

figurations around the circumference of the specimen. The model

that was finally selected closely approximated the moments,

shears, and thrusts, induced from the prototype loading
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distribution shown in Fig. 1. Plots of moment, shear, and

thrust occurring on the specimen due to both the prototype

component and modeled pressure component are shown in Fig. I.

As indicated, model load application provided nearly identical

moments, shears, and thrusts at all locations where maximum and

0minimum values occurred. This included shear at the 45 line

in the specimen.

Uniaxial Compressive Loading

Arrangement of the testing apparatus for uniaxial compres-

sive loading is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Also indicated in

these figures is the position of the radial pressure vessel.

Test specimeis were positioned with their longitudinal axis in

a vertical direction.

The axial test fixture was constructed of prestressed con-

crete to minimize stored energy. Reduction of stored energy in

the system during teiting facilitated recording of inelastic

specimen behavior. The reaction frame was capable of resisting

1500 kips (6670 kN) of axial force. Axial load was applied by

a 3500-kip (15,570 kN) hydraulic ram acquired on loan from

National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

As shown in Fig. 6, bearing plates transferred axial load

from ram to specimen and from specimen to laboratory floor.

Bearing plates were constructed of reinforced concrete and steel

plates. The shape of each bearing plate conformed to the open-

ing in the end plate of the pressure vessel. There was a

1/16-in. (1.6 mm) gap between the bearing plate sides and the
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end plates sides of the pressure vessel. This *fit" assured

continuous alignment of the pressure vessel during each test.

The combination of bearing plate and end plate also assured

complete and continuous confinement for the enclosed pressure

bladders described earlier.

The steel bearing plates were level and flat with a mirror-

finish chrome plating. Teflon bearing pads, shown in Fig. 6,

were placed on the grout capped ends of each specimen. The

combination of Teflon on chrome gave a coefficient of friction

of about 0.04. Low friction allowed the specimen to deform

radially under combined axial and radial load while inducing

minimum bending stresses into the specimen wall. Capping

specimen ends with grout facilitated leveling of specimen ends,

thus ensuring initial uniform axial load application.

A photograph of the test setup is shown in Fig. 7.

Calibration

Calibration of radial pressure and axial load was perforned

using a specially built calibration rig shown in Fig. 8. This

calibration rig was a solid reinforced concrete cylinder,

identical in size to a test specimen. Inside the calibration

rig were six 100-kip (445 kN) load cells housed behind a 48.0 x

7.2-in. (1220 x 180 mm) piston.

The calibration rig was inserted into the pressure vessel

and the upper bearing plate was lowered to contact its top.

The bladders were then pressurized while loads applied into the

piston and into the top bearing plate were being recorded.
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Calibration factors used to correct applied load or pressure

were determined using the recorded calibration loads and known

contact areas. These factors were directly programmed into the

computer to automatically correct subsequent test data.

TEST PROCEDURE

Preparation and testing of one specimen took approximately

four hours.

Specimen Preparation

Prior to testing, each specimen was checked against con-

struction specifications.(') Steps in specimen preparation

were as follows:

1. Exterior instrumentation(2) was connected to the

inside wall of the specimen.

2. Specimen bottom was leveled with a quick setting grout

using a 3pecially built leveling platform. This

procedure was similar to capping a 6 x 12-in. (152 x

305 mm) concrete cylinder.

3. Instrumentation was plugged into the data acquisition

system and checked for proper functioning prior to

inserting specimen Into the pressure vessel.

4. All visible cracks in a specimen prior to testing were

recorded.

5. Specimen was inserted into the pressure vessel.

6. Specimen/vessel combination was rolled on rails into

the axial test fixture.
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7. Instrumentation was plugged in and cables were taken

out through an opening in the top bearing plate.

Teflon pads were placed under the specimen.

8. Pressure vessel was lowered into the proper position.

9. Quick setting grout was placed on the specimen top,.

The level top bearing plate was lowered to contact and

squeeze enough grout out to ensure a level specimen

top. Grout was allowed to dry.

10. Top bearing plate was raised to permit placement of the

top Teflon bearing pads. Top bearing plate was lowered

again.

11. Pressure bladders were filled with oil. All air was

bled from the bladders.

12. Test was ready to begin.

Test Conduct

Each test was fully computerized. The responsibility of the

testing engineers was to monitor test progress, make any neces-

sary manual adjustments, and take test notes. Technicians were

posted around the test fixture only to note the occurrence of

anything out of the ordinary.

Prior to the start of each test, the proper loading func-

tions were programmed into the computer controlled loading sys-

tem. A detailed description of the load control system is given

in Ref. 2. During the test, an entire set of data was collected

by the data acquisition system approximately every 10 seconds.

In this time, the coaputer was programmed to accept and store
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raw data. In addition, there was ample time to reduce and dis-

play necessary data for observation of test progress. This

"Test Control" information was continuously displayed on a video

screen (CRT) and updated every 10 seconds. A spoytaneous user

request provided a hardcopy of the data. Control information

consisted of the following items:

1. Axial Load

2. Three Radial Pressures

3. Axial Shortening

4. Radial Deformation

5. All Strain Gage Data

In addition to control data displayed on the CRT, continuous

plots were recorded on "-Y plotters. Detailed description of

the data acquisition system, instrumentation, and data handling

are given in Ref. 2.

A test was terminated under any of the following conditions:

1. Design axial load or radial pressure limits were

reached

2. Specimen failed catistrophically

3. Axial load or radial pressures dropped to 501 of peak

values

4. Allowable specimen deformation, i.e., 4-in. (102 mm)

was exceeded
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Post-Test Examination

Observed failure mode of each specimen was recorded. Photo-

graphs were taken and pre- and post-test crack patterns were

plotted.

TEST RESULTS

Approximately 24 hours after each test, the client was

provided with the following test results:

1. Test notes

2. Reduced data recorded on magnetic tape

3. Data plots

4. Map of crack patterns

Photographs were provided to the client on a weekly basis.

Tested specimens are shown in Fig. 9. Examples of data plots

are presented in Ref. 2.

SUMMARY

The fast-paced test program was successfully completed

within 11 months, from November 1979 to October 1980. In this

time the following was accomplished:

1. Design and construction of test fixtures

2. Calibration of test fixtures

3. Design and setup of load control and instrumentation

systems(2)

4. Design and fabrication of specimen forms for casting(1)

5. Casting and instrumenting 43 test specimens(I)

6. Testing 43 specimens
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Test results were used to analyze shelter behavior under

"known* loading conditions and to assist in the selection of

feasible candidates for shelter design.
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ABSTRACT: Equipment and methods are described for application

of axial load and non-uniform radial pressure to concrete speci-

mens in constant strain rate tests. Forty-three specimens

modeled candidate designs for horizontal #PX-shelters. Loading

combinations represented forces from nearby nuclear weapon

attack. Servo-controlled hydraulic loading equipment and

instrumentation were combined to apply specified loads and

monitor both test performance and specimen behavior.



TESTING OF REDUCED-SCALE CONCRETE MX-SHELTERS

INSTRUMENTATION AND LOAD CONTROL

by

N. W. Hanson, N. ASCE, and J. T. Julien*

An experimental program involving construction and testing

of reduced-scale concrete Horizontal MX-Shelters wes conducted

by Construction Technology Laboratories, a Division of the

Portland Cement Association. The program included 43 specimens

tested under static loading conditions. Each specimen repre-

sented a "candidate design" being considered for prototype

construction.

One deployment concept involved MX-missiles stored in under-

ground horizontal shelters. One purpose of the shelter was to

protect the missile from a nearby nuclear weapon attack such

that the missile could be successfully launched after an attack.

In the testing program, loads modeling combinations of forces

that might occur from an attack were applied to the specimens.

Loads consisted of axial thrust and non-uniform radial surface

pressure. Data obtained from this test program were used to

analyze shelter behavior under "known" loading conditions.

*Respectively, Principal Structural Engineer, Structural
Development Department, and Associate Construction Engineer,
Construction Methods Section, Construction Technology Labora-
tories, a Division of the Portland Cement Association, Skokie,
Illinois.
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This is the last of three papers describing the program.

Other papers describe Experimental Program(1) and Specimen

Construction. (2)

OBJECTIVES

Testing of the shelter model shown in Fig. 1 included appli-

cation of selected combinations of axial thrust and radial

pressures. Displacement control and data handling during test-

ing are discussed in this paper. Objectives of instrumentation,

test control, and data handling were:

1. Install sensors as necessary to provide data for con-

trol and for documentation of structural behavior.

2. Maintain a selected relationship between all loads

while generating a monotonic increase in a measured

displacement at a selected rate.

3. Measure and store data at 10 second intervals of time

and display suitable reduced data at each interval for

status check by test engineer.

4. Produce reduced data in the form of tables, charts, and

digital tape for delivery to client within 24 hours of

each test.

5. Provide semi-automatic instrumentation checkout and

calibration procedures to allow two tests per day.

INSTRUMEVTATION

Measurements of strain, load, displacement, and time were

recorded at intervals during the teat for later analysis of

results. Some measurements were also displayed on X-Y recorders

-2-
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for visual observation and verification of the' test. Certain

measurements were also used by the servo-controlled load system

for test control. Table 1 lists types and locations of instru-

mentation. For reference purposes, specimens were positioned

with their longitudinal axis vertical and with the SAL panel

facing North.

A digital data acquisition system sampled all data items at

about 10 second intervals during each test. Each sample was

recorded at a rate of about 10 items per second. An average

test had over 100 samples of data.

Longitudinal Strains

Axial change in length was sensed by linear potentiometers

attached to the inner surface of the specimen. Measurements

were made over a gage length of 50 in. (1.25 m). Potentiometers

were spaced at quarter points around the inner circumference

with one potentiometer centered on the SAL panel. Waters Model

SLF-2 position transducers with 2-in. (50 mm) stroke were used

for longitudinal strain measurements. Strain was calculated as

axial length change divided by gage length.

Radial Displacements

Linear potentiometers were attached to the inner surface of

each specimen to sense changes in diameter. Locations are given

in Table 1. Two measurements on orthogonal diameters were made

at each of two cross-sections. One cross-section was at mid-

height with one diameter measurement centered on the SAL panel.



TA=E 1 -INSTRMOITATION

I tea Description

Longitudinal Strains
Potentiometer Axial #1 - west side
Potentiometer Axial #2 - east side
Potentiometer Pxial #3 - south side (opposite SAL)
Potentiometer Axial $4 - at SAL Panel (north side)

Radial Displacement
Potentiometer Axial #1 - aid-height - north-scuth (SAL panel)
Potentiometer Axial $2 - aid-height - east-west
Potentiometer Axial #3 - above aid-height - north-south
Potentiometer Axial #4 - above aid-height - east-west

Radial Forces
and Axial Load
Pressure Cell Radial load #1 - north-south (highest pressure)
Pressure Cell Radial load #2 - 4 places (intermediate pressure)
Pressure Cell Radial load J3 - east-west (lowest preseure)
Pressure Cell Axial ram

Specimen Strains
6 Strain gages On circumferential reinf. at aid-height
2 Strain gages On radial reinforcement at aid-height
2 Strain gages Or. longitudinal reinforcement at mid-beight
6 Strain gages On circumferential reinforcement above mid-height
2 Strain gages On radial reinforcement above aid-height
2 Strain gages On longitudinal reinf. above aid-beight



The second measurement was 12 in. (300 m) above mid-height.

Waters Model SLF-6 position transducers with 6-in. (150 mm)

stroke were used for radial displacement measurements.

Radial Forces

Radial surface pressures were applied by means of inflated

pressure bladders pressing against zont, on the specimen. Each

zone was duplicated at symetrical locations. Hydraulic pres-

sure in each of the three zones was measured by a strain gaged

pressure cell.

Axial Load

Force applied to axially compress the specimen was deter-

mined from a strain gaged pressure measuring cell. This cell

sensed hydraulic pressure in the large axial load ram.

Specimen Strains

Strain gages were bonded on special small diameter steel

rods or reinforcing steel embedded in the concrete of each test

specimen. Strains were monitored at the 20 locations listed in

Table 1.

Time

A digital clock in the data acquisition system provided a

time reference for each data sampling.

Instrumentation Plan

Connections between sensors and instruments are shown in

Fig. 2. Sensors, cables, and strain gage leads inside the

specimen were connected to a junction bei. Figure 3 shows the

--6--
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junction box with a short cable and multipin connector for

attachment to the data acquisition system. All analog data were

converted to digital data by a Hewlett-Packard Model 3052

Automatic Data Acquisition System. Digital information on each

channel was stored on cartridge tape on a Hewlett-Packard Model

9845B desk computer.

LOAD CONTROL

The standard test involved application of combined uniaxial

compression and radial surface pressure. In this configuration,

radial load was applied as necessary to maintain a near constant

rate of diameter deformation. Axial and radial loads weL.'

applied in proportions that developed the necessary Pa /Po and

P2/P ratios. Po Pa and P2 are defined in Fig. 1. Closed

loop electrohydraulic equipment by MTS Systems Corp. provided

servo-control of loads.

The standard test at a constant rate of diameter deformation

was conducted in about 30 minutes.

A schematic repzesentation of load control is shown in Fig.

4.. A radial displacement signal was manually compared to a

predetermined ramp function to generate a control signal. This

control signal was then used as program input to four MTS Model

406.11 Servo Controllers.

The combination of four individual closed loop servo-

controlled loads within an overall closed loop incorporating

hianual rather than servo-control functioned well for these very

slow tests. Using Servo-control in the outer loop tended to

-9-
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produce very low cycle oscillations (one cycle in 2 minutes) in

the control circuit. Manual control was incorporated as a prac-

tical solution since the project schedule did not allow time for

the experimentation needed to otherwise solve the problem.

The feedback signal for each controller came from a pressure

cell, BLH type DEF, at each radial loading assembly and at the

Iaxial ram. Each controller compared the feedback signal to the
I

program input signal to generate a control signal that operated

a servo valve in the loading system. An MTS Model 252.22 Servo

Valve controlled hydraulic pressure applied to high, middle, and

low pressure loa ing assemblies, and to the axial ram. These

valves, which had flow rates of 2.5 gallons (9.5 L) per minute,

were matched to required flow rates to minimize load puls'ations.

A predefined relationship was maintained between radial

pressures in the three zones and axial load. Adjustment of each

controller set the proportionality factor between radial pres-

sures and axial load.

The preceding description applied to the standard test which

included both axial and radial load. When only radial load was

applied, program input on the axial load controller was set to

zero. For tests of axial load only, program input on the three

radial load controllers was set to zero. Axial load tests were

based on constant rate of axial strain rather than diameter

deformation.

DATA HANDLING

As a ta" progressed, data items were sequentially connected

by the scaSr to' a digital voltmeter that measured voltage and
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sent voltage data to the computer. The 32 data items plus time

were measured in an elapsed time of about 3 seconds at intervals

of 10 seconds. The computer stored each 10-second data as a

record in a random access file on magnetic tape. Data were then

:educed to engineering units and ratios for presentation on the

screen of the HP9845B computer. Since the test specimen was com-

pletely hidden from view during a test, the test engineer had to

judge conduct of the test from the constantly updated data dis-

play. An example of a screen display of data is shown in Fig., 5.

Data Reduction

After each test, data files on tape were read into the com-

puter for reduction to engineering units and plots. Tables of

data were printed and relationships between variables were

plotted. An example of a table and a plot are shown in Figs. 6

and 7 respectively. The data files on a raw data tape for a test

included descriptive information concerning the test, zero read-

ings on all items, calibration factors, and data records for each

time interval. A reduced data tape was made for the client. That

tape included descriptive information and data records prepared in

engineering units. A package of tables, plots, and tape, such as

shown in Fig. 8, was sent to the client within 24 hours of each

test.

An additional improvement in the reduced data was made for tho

final report. In tests that included non-uniform radial load,

there were data points in which the load ratio P 2/P deviated from

the specified ratio. Final reduced data included only those

points with the ratio of P2/P within +10% of the specified ratio.
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Each test started from zero load and pressure so it was difficult

to develop data within the specified ratio limits early in the

test. Valid data points were joined by straight lines on graphs

showing relaticnships.

CALIBRATIONS

The computer and data acquisition system were utilized during

check-out of instrumentation before a specimen was placed in the

test rig. At that time, the junction box was connected and a

recording of data was made to check that all strain gages were

connected. Open or short curcuits not previously assigned to gage

failure were corrected. Repeated recordings of data were used to

check stability of each gage. Drifting gages, not previously

noted to have low resistance to ground, indicated poor connections

that could be corrected. Similar checks of potentiometers

revealed continuity, iaitiai stroke settings, and stability. Two

complete sets of potentiometers and junction boxes were used to

allow specimen instrumentation and checkout to be completed prior

to test time.

After a specimen was installed in the test rig, the junction

box shown in Fig. 3 was again connected to the system. Screen

display on the computer was used to prompt successive steps in

calibration and adjustment needed to prepare for a test.

Power supply voltage to the junction box was read and compared

with a specified value automatically. If adjustment was needed,

prompts on the screen helped the technican make the adjustment. A

similar bridge voltage check and adjustment was made on a standard

voltage in the M.T.S. control equipment.

-17-



Pressure cells at the axial load hydraulic ran and in the

hydraulic connection to the three zones of radial pressure were

calibrated by shunt resistors inserted manually from the conso'e.

On prompt from the computer, the four calibrations were made and

bridge voltage adjusted.

The initial output of each displacement potentiometer was set

to zero by adjustment on the console. Prompts from the computer

guided the zero adjustment sequence. Total preparation for test

using these prompts from the computer was completed in about 10

minutes.

SUMMARI

Instrumentation and load conr:'ol were used to meet the objec-

tives for testing reduced scale concrete MX-Horizontal Shelters.

Details of instrumentation, * )ad control, data handling, and

calibrations are presented.
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BLAST AND SHOCK FIELD TEST MAXAGCKENT

By Michael L. Noble1

INTRODUCTION

The Blast and Shock field test management structure has been shaped by

a blend of the program manager philosophy and the technical functional aren

structures. This integrative management approach in Blast and Shock field

testing is given the title of matrix management. This paper will discuis and

outline the field test matrix management structure as it pertains to the Air

Force's Blast and Shock testing. The Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Civil

Engineering Research Division (AFWL/NTE) has been the responsible agent for

Blast and Shock testing of the Nuclear Hardness and Survivability (NI&S) of

protective structures and systems within the Air Force Systems Command. Th1'

organization's management structure will be presented. The discussion vil!

focus primarily on the alignment of the field test's organizational str-uctu'i,1

and the technical integration roles and procedures.

DEFENSE SYSTEM POlICY

It is important to bring out the Air Force's macro program mnnngc(c.tZ

policy. The Major Systeis Acquisition regulations have a dominant role in

structuring the primary test program objectives and milestones through wbtch

the Blast and Shock test management responds a. a participating agency. T

regulations state the policy for managing all Air Force acquisition protrnili:-

which art funded through the Research, Development, Test and Evaluation

appropriations. Responsibility for the mnagment of acquisition progr:ý,, ! i

1 C1ief, Effects Simulxtion SectirNn, Weapons Effects Branch, Civil Engi;,:,V"T
Research Division, AI: Force Weapons Laboratory, XIrtland Air Force ,
Alrrnquerque, New Mexico
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delegated to the implementing command. Each acquisition program will be

managed by a single person known as the Program Mansger (PI). The Program

Manager role for the Air Force's test management is thus directed by

regulation and provides the macro management cornerstone for any major defense

system program.

The Program Manaser is responsible for all management decisions

within the approved acquisition program. The PM's decisiom are directives on

all participating comands. The program's taske are containd in the Program

Management Plan (FIP). This plan is the management outline through which the

participating agencies lendL their support to meet the program's objectives,

constraints, and thresholds.

The system acquisition process is a sequence of specifled phases and

decision points directed towards the achievement of the DOD established

program objectives in the acquisition of the defense system. The process is

initiated with the approval of a mission need statement and extends through

the successful completion of development on to system deployment.

-fhe current system R&D process decision p;ints ide~ified with the

separate phases of program activity are structured as follows:

Milestone 0 - Program Initiation

The Secretary of Defense fequests, or a DOD Component Head perceives,

a mission need to exist and determines that a new capability is to be acquired

to meet the need. The DOD Component Head submits a statemest of the mission

need to the Secrstar7 of Defense for approval to proceed, to identify, and to

explore alternative solutions to the mission need. The considerations to

support the determination of the mission need are documented in the Mission

Need Statement (MENS).

The Secretary of Defense will approve the mission med and direct,

one or more, of the DO) Components to systematically and progressively explore

and develop alternative oystem concepts to satisfy the approved need.

2



Milestone I - Demonstration and Validation

When the DOD Component completes the competitive exploration of

alternative system concepts to the point where the selected alternatives

warrant system demonstration, the DOD Component Head requests approval to

proceed with the demonstration and validation effort. The rOc omendations

shall be documented in a Decision Coordination Paper (DCP) and reviewed by the

Defense System Acquisition Reviev Council (DSARC) and the (Service) Syv •M

Acquisition Review Council ((S)SARC) prior to the Secretary of Defense

decision.

The Secretary of Defense action will reaffirm the mission need and

approve, one or more, selected alternatives for competitive demonstration and

validation.

Milestone II - Full-Scale Engineering Development

When the demonstration and validation activity has been completed,

the Component Read is prepared to recommend the preferred sys ems for full-

scale engineering development. The reco mendations are documented in an

updated DCP and reviewed by the DSARC and (S)SARC prior to the Secrttary of

Defense decision.

The Secretary of Defenqe will reaffirm the mission need, and approve

the selection of a system for full-scale engineering development, including

procurement of longlead production items and limited production for

operational test and evaluation.

Milestone III - Production and Deployment

When the Component Read is prepared to recommend production of the

system, the recommendations are documented in. an updated DCP and reviewed by

the DSARC and (S)SARC prior to the Secretary of Defense decision.
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The Secretary of Defense will reaffirm the mission need, confirm the

system ready for production, approve the system for production, and authorize

the Component to deploy the system to the using activity.

MACRO-MANAGENENT SUNMARY

Test and evaluation of any defense system shall commence as early as

possible. Testing directly supports the system's estimates of military

utility, operational effectiveness, operational suitability, and design

modifications to meet mission requirements. These utility determinants shall

be made prior to large-scale production commitments. The most realistic test

ervironment possible and an acceptable model of the future operational system

will be used in the testing. A specific test or test series, keyed to an

appropriate decision point, will normally be conducted within each phase. 1

The precee~ing background reviews the present foundations of DOD

management structuring: a PH policy and the decision point milestones. The

typical system Research and Development (ROD) cycle, showing the phases and

DSARC milestones, is shown in chart A. Thus, field testing has its macro

operational management outline.

As of this writing, the DSARC process for system's R&D is being

streamlined. It will cut the number of formal DSARC milestones from the

present four to two. In brief, first it will meld the MENS point with the

DSAJC I milestone. Secondly, DSARC II was made the key decision point.

The 'go-ahead" decisions for both full-scale engineering development and

production will be at DSARC II. This management direction clearly will

increase momentum in the system acquisition R&D process. Regulations are

pending on the now tailored" DSARC system.

A point of discussion must be emphasized. The Air Force Systems

Command (AFSC) conducts independently long-lead-time technology base programs,

!DODI Directive 5000.1"," "Acquisition of Major Defense Systems," Jamnary 18,
1977.
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deemed research and exploratory development, to support future acquisitions.

In general, these programs are unconstrained from the system acquisition

process due to the long-term needs time element. However, in developing

research programs, the program management orthodox is parallel.

FIELD TEST MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW

The AFWL/NTE handles its Blast and Shock test management for either

basic research or system related developmental/validation testing using the

same approach. The only difference is in a programmatic sense, i.e.,

definition by DOD of a specific system. The use of a system directed test

will be followed throughout this discussion.

Blast and Shock field testing is a direct statement towards achieve-

ment of a fundamental defense system mission need requirement. It exercises

the system's NH&S capabilities. This assessment task is performed at early

stages of system development and repeated as necessary throughout the design

optimization process.

The maintenance of this ability to meet the system's field testing

criteria is a mission responsibility of AFWL/NTE. The successful management

of system field testing depends upon a strong and viable Blast and Shock

technology base and field test support management organization. The ability

to fluidly adjust the technical staff to meet the field test requirement is

fundamental to the organization's mission responsiveness. Managemant must

pattern itself to cross established functional area linep to obtain the

necessary personnel to efficiently execute the technical tasks. The AFWL/NTE

uses a matrix management approach to provide the progrim support service. The

basic organizational form in depicted in chart B, entitl6d Matrix Organization.

It should be emphasized that a matrix management system has the strong

potential to grow in an inter-organizational sense. This expansion process

necessarily developri from the research concept to a system demonstration/

validation testing phases. The SPO involvement becomes pronounced when

6
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i.'ternative solutions are narrowed; a apecific system is selected for

proof-testing and prototype development. Also, with this programmatic shift

brings the mandatory addition of a system program manager. However, lets

proceed with the basic development of the Blast and Shock field test

management structure.

Two basic management elements, whereby the nature of ones dependence

on and adherence to, provide the structural framework for productive field

test mangement. Those conditional elements are personnel and planning. Test

plannin4 is the primary requisite to insure that all Zechnical tasks intermesh

whereby progress is made to meet the objective, a successful field test

execution. Test personnel provide the control to implement the test plan.

TEST PERSONNEL

The manpower involvement level for all field test management

operations is directly dependent upon each test's magnitude. It is recognized

that not all test programs are of the same scope; therefore, some of the

positions described may be embodied in one individual.

In order to expedite flow of information, task accomplishment, and

decision making, each test program has personnel designated by the technical

arca's leadership (Branch Chief) with the concurrence of the Division head.

Major task requirements are coordinated through the technical task

manvger(s). Performance period scheduling and manpower commitments are

coordinated through the responsible section 'hief, the administrative

supervisor. Finally, the Loordination of day-to-day activities involving

technical support tasks flows horizontally betwveen the individual test

personnel. This lateral interaction is the central thrust of the matrix

managemant organization, Once the line authority is cognizant of the

individual(s) task, the direction and control of duties for each test will

reside with the Test Director. The broad line segment in chart B shows the

generalized AFW1/NTE organization established to implement the test.

8



The basic task and responsibilities of the primary test management

personnel are the following:

Program Manager (PM)

Responsible for the coordination, scheduling, and overall program

management of the blast and shock activity. Maintains the primary interface

with the SPO and participating agencies line management. Defines program and

test objectives. Ultimately responsible for the appropriate theoretical and

experimental programs, budgets, and schedules which support the system's

research and development.

Test Director (TD)

Responsible for all the facets of test direction, from planning

through execution. Determines the priority, adequacy and the integrated

design plan of experiments for the field test. Directs the test-related

technical work and coordinates the Program Manager's test requirements. The

essence of his task is patterned after the Air Force's PM philosophy.

However, the scope is adjusted to be centered on a specific test event.

The TD's functional tasks include monitoring procurement actions and

directing test scheduling. The scheduling effort is a critical role. The use

of Critical Path Methods (CPM) is a marngment tool whicch is highly

recommended. He manages the test's budget, coordinates administrative

requirements (test plan, construction drawings, and reports), and support

functions (photo, fabrication, and meteorology).

The TD is the technical interface with both the test site personnel

and the technical. support personnel. All the test technical support

requirements and exoeriments are approved by or requested through the Test

Director. Participating agencies coordinate their activities through the Test

Director and are responsible to the Site Operations Director during th.-

9



fielding of their experiments. All major changes must be approved by the Test

Director, while minor field modifications approval -oordination rests with the

Site Operations Director. The intent is to have the Test Direrztor responsible

for all pertinent interfaces with the field operations and technical support

units for the test. The Test Director is the integrator. He translates and

conveys the test's technical tasks from the technical staff to the field

operational personnel who are under the direction of the Site Operations

Director (SOD).

Site Operations Director (SOD)

Responsible for all On-Site Test Operations. Reports directly to the

Test Director. The SOD must be cognizant of the intent and purpose of all

field experiments. A deviation of construction practices set down in the test

plan and/or construction drawings may nullify either the experiment or

compromise the test. The interdependence between the TD and SOD cannot be

understated.

The Site Operations Director's functional tasks include both the

management of field test support activities and assistance towards the

execution of the test event. Responsible for on-site construction inspection,

quality control, and test event firing. Specific delegated activities

encompass the field operations integration; such as, facility operations,

contract services, equipment and supplies, personnel administration,

communications, security, and vehicles. Maintains t'e as-built working

drawings and applies the field procedures for construction and other

operational test support.i

Instrumentation Project Officer -(PO)

Responsible for all Instrumentation support required in the fieiding

of the test. This task encompasses the engineering of B&S measurement

10



techniques from gage to recorder. The IPO must integrate the measurement and

recording equipment using a systems engineering approach. He must be

cognizant of field emplacement techniques and be able to apply selected gage

types to provide the experimenter's data. The management of van operations

and recording practices is a field operational facet delegated from the Test

Director.

The IPO's functional tasks include responsibility to procure, select,

and provide order information for wire, cable, and transducers. He ensures

that the field test's measurement requirements are coordinated and translated

to gages in place and that data is properly calibrated, conditioned, and

recorded. He publishes planned channel assignments and as-built measurement

lists. He interfaces with data processing personnel to produce the data

report.

Documentation is an essential responsibility, for it provides the link

between the test design and product. The experimenter relies on accurate

reporting of gage placement, as well as a complete record of the environment

(waveforms).

Technical Task Manager(s)

Field testing requires select technology support. The translation of

NH&S assessment support within technical functional areas is a method of

providing a continuing expertise in select engineering and scientific

disciplines. The technical support framework is held independent of the test

requirements, thereby it can develop and progress with the state-of-the-art.

Within the organization's functional areas (Branches) are personnel

whose task is to maintain each technical discipline. The TD coordinates with

those technical task managers to develop and outline the test plan. Technical

task managers also recommend individual support personneal for assigrment on
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the respective test. The task manager is responsible to insure the

appropriate methodology is applied to the test effort. Some technical tasks

which are maintained at AFWL/NTE are: siting (geology and geophysics);

airblast phenomenology; ground shock phenomenology; cratering; debris and dust

definition; instrumentation development and technology; effects simulation

development and technology; structural loads and response technology; and

systems assessment methods.

TEST OPERATIONAL PLANNING

Management Principles

Management plannin%'s foundation is in controlling the fundamental

measurands of task, schedule, and funding. Field test management necessarily

must incorporate these "triple constraints" in its operational planning to

effectively control the test program. Blast and Shock field testing is

restrictive in its NH&S program character. Field testing is frequently

constrained by both a fixed date decision point and a fiscal year funds

ceiling. Thus, the test integrator's latitude diminishes to only one

!ndependently manageable parameter. This is the Work BreaYdown Statement

(WBS), with its derivative elements (task versus manpower) to apply towards

test execution. Thus, a detailed development within this outline is required.

,Test personnel must be bound in a unified commitment towards obtaining

the specific goals and requirements set by the system's program manager.

Engineers and scientists are regimented by their respective professions.

Their technical outlooks, emphases, and methodologies are quite different.

The TD's task and purpose is to blend their technical expertise to meet the

test objectives. A means to that end is the test plan.

Test Planning Overview

A system oriented field test, by its very nature, is a short-term

program occurrence. It has specific PM directed objectives to meet the

12



respective R&D phase's DSARC milestone. This situation requires a process by

which the technical issues and procedures can be focused. The test plan

producea the mechanism for quickly achieving technical tasks integration. A

comprehensive test plan can bridge the specific teat objectives and non.-

standard test requirements with standardized field operational practices. AA

with technical iscues, the test plan binds the participating agencies.

Organizational commitment Is an important factor in a successfully managed

test program. Without functional line management's approval and backing, the

Test Director is essentially void of any authority to implement the test.

Test Plan

The test plan is a written outline formatting management means: test

definitions, task assignmnts, and the technical/operational methodologies. It

links the test objecti-.s with thi- commitment of technical resources through a

formalized document. Appendix I provides an example of the typical Blast and

Shock (B&S) temt plan's scope. The principle test plan '-ontrol linkage, as

ptated ptz.vlously, is the Work Breakdown Statement (M.-- A detailed WBS

example for a multi-participant field test is developed in Appendix I1.

Critical in test development and planning ic clarity oi tasking. The WbZ

details the elenental task. and sets, in parallel, the responsibilities. It

is important to establish In the HIS structure both hardware and nonhardware

dellv•.rables. This action keys tho participants into a responslve iude

through tne WBS checkY'-st act.ivity. Othepr plan annexes support the

development of task and resource management by detailing the funn'tional

support areas. Principal annex•-s which carry a continuta- integrative

responsibility (update) are: Schedule, Instrtuentation Plsm, and Construictlon

Package. These annexes are implementative in nature and a great deal of

participant interaction is concentrated in these areas. Tne quentioný. f
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"how' and 'when' correlate directly with the proper utilization of the VIS,

the allocaton of time and manpower. The test plan's overall purpose is to

ensure the test objectives are met. Failure of one technical task to be

completed on time or at the proper level of effort could quite possibly

jeopardize the teat execution, thereby seriously impacting the system's R&D

milestone.

Teat Program Controls

Control systems are invaluable tools to the TD. They provide WSB

tasks forecasting of critic.l paths. Aamlysis techniques vary, but the

program mangement thrusts remain constant. These techniques provide methods

to highlight any task deviation and indicate a relative measure of the task

sagnitude. The techniques may range from a simple milestooe-ber chart

(detailing short-term deliverables) to a complex CPM network (shoving the task

interdependence and time scales). The author recommends a CI4 for it will

relate two Important parameters: the taskts schedule period and the task's

interface logic. The use of program controls respective to support task

personnel has minor utility. However, the TD is the true benefactor of this

anelysis. Its utility further increases with the teat's technical complexity

and multi-paruicipeant involvement. The Test Director must be able to control

the course of all test activities. Program control techniques provide an

activity road map for the Tost Director to apply his management skills.

.Reprogramimn

A test program can only be resarn.ive to the system's 1&0 needs if

there are ave•n•es for reprogramming actions. These action* aomally o*.-ar at

the meacro-level upon R&D phs"s transitions; however, unscheduled proirsm dlrec-

tives do occur with some frequency. System program modifications ar*

inevitable.

The TD should set his own pattern of micro-level decision points. I
Develop a conscious attitude of periodica1ll holding test program integration

t-l-I 14



checkpoints. Particularly, at the initial stages of test planniog, it is

essential to convey this tone. Vital test progrm technical Issues are to be

communicated. The TD must relate the test cbjectives In the proper context to

all participants, develop the WBS commitments, and set the p..opar managoment

interfaces between functional line management and the test matrix management.

Constructive management practices ccmunicate and convey, as well as integrate

and direct. Why expect to have a participant commit to any test implementation

If he was not a party to the test plan development.

The test plan is the embodiment of the system's current test require-

ments and specifications. The tost moment.m can only progress, if and only

if, there is full cognizance.

The initial test plan must necessarily have an administrative revision

procedure. When the test objectives change upon a major system level concept

redirection, a more extensive feedback practice may be necessary, i.e., a

cosprehensive technical review.

Reviews

Technical reviews are an extensioa of reprogramitg actions.

Msnageaent reviews hive a high frequency of occurrence; however, they differ

greatly in purpose and style. The utility, as previously stated, lies in

communication.

At AFYL/WTa, the principal reviews in which the TD institutles test

program coetrols are: the Inittil teat plan briefing, the construction

package review, the field teat mangmnt meetings (weekly) and the pre/post

test data analysis briefings. The p.ectoding rev'.eow are built into the test

management outline.

During the course of th- test program a broad spectrum of task

specific technical interchange meetings take place. The majority of thee.



meetings are set at the technical task level and may generate into formalized

task vrking groups. 16S field testing technical interchange areas which

historically maintain a formalized state are: instrumentation, simulation,

and pressure/crater related effects.

SUMMARY

The Air Force has developed a system management policy under which a

program manager directs the macro-level R&D program flow. This philosophy of

a single-point integrator is applied to AFWL/TM's Blast and Shock field test

progrom management.

The Test Director performs this role as integrator. Be uses a matrix

management approach in fulfilling the system's field test support requirements.

Matrix management Is the organizational framework which enables

AFdL/WYT to respond with the progressive nature of a systems R&D cycle. The

astrix's horizontal decision and task flow can adjust to specific system test'

requirements and select technical expertise. The test support can progress

without Interfering with the fabric of technical functional area roles. The

matrix management approach's essence Is In the segregation of a short-term

system field test program relative to the long-ter2 research technology base

development.

The field test operational planning and principal personnel are the

basic management control elements. A dominant management practice of all the

test personnel outlfned is a knowledge of communication. The field test staff

must communicate and convey technical tasks, as well as perform their integra-

tion and direction management responsibilities.

The management tools for a test program pTuvide the mechanism for the

test integration and direction. The key worklag docemeeC ts the test plan.

It brings into focus the system test objectives with the compreta...eive

annexes, detailed to specific test requirements and operational practices.
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APPENDIX I - TEST PLAN (EXMPLE)

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

1. Objective. Discussion to provide foundation Information to
individuals or groups involved in planning, implementing, executing, and
supporting the test operation.

2. Test Overviev. Discussion giving the program baseline; i.e.,
mission needs, criteria, etc. for the Blast and Shock simulation of the
nuclear environment on a system.

SECTION II - PtOGRAM MARAGEMENT

1. Sponsors and Agreements.

a. Statement of pro~ram scope and directives for the test is
being sponsored by the System Program Office (SPO). Select excerpts from the
program plan specific to the testing support.

b. Memorandum of Agreenent.

2. Test Direction and Technical Supervision. Test direction and
technical supervision is the responsibility of

Discussion on the authority teceaosry to perform the fielding of
this expvriment being delegated to the Test Director and functional
relaticni hips with the line authority.

3. Organization and Responsibilities. (See Annex)

SECTION III - DESCRIPTION OF TEST

1. Requirements and Justification: SPO directed requirements, AFR
80-38, etc. (Specify applicable portions, and use direct quotes.)

2. Type of Test and Go:vral Descriptions (Succinct general
statemsents)

a. The overall objectives of this test are:

(1) To develop

(2) To demonstrate

(3) To validate

b. General background on field testing techniques, if required.

3. Technical Discussion: Approximately 250 words - details of #2

%
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4. Operations Approach: (overview)

a. Work Breekdown Statement (WBS) (see Annex)

b. Schedule (see Anex).

c. Construction Package (see Aannx)

OUTLINE

Responsible
Annex Annex

Annex Description Executor Writer Revision

A Location and Site Description (with Site Support Layout)

5 Geology and Geophysics (Site)

C Schedule

D Test Organization (Chart)

a Safety Plan

F Test Event Operations Plan

-Explosives Transit and Storage

-Dry Run Procedures

-Test Arming 6 Yiring Checklist

-Critical Measurmnents List

-Hold Conditions & Procedures

-Misfire Procedures

-Pro/Post Event Procedures

G Security Plan (Site)

H Security Classification (Dootimnnts, Data, Briefings)

I Inviroumental Impact Assessment

i Environmental Effects Monitoring

Appe.nd"x I
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Responsible 4
Annex Aex

Annex Description Executor Writer Revision

K Communications Plan

L Meteorological Support Plan

M Photo Plan

N Construction Package (Drawings and Procedures)

0 Instrumentation Plan

P Data Reduction & Analysis

Q Technical Reports (Requirements
& Schedules/Philosophy/Briefings)

R Theoretical Support

S Travel & Billeting Procedures

T Vehicle and Equipment Control Procedures

U Community Relations

V Funding

W Equipment/Data Listings (CFE/C'FD, CFE/CFD)

Note: 1. The Test Director is the coordinator for assembling the
Terst Plan.

2. Executor(s) listed above may change for a given test
dependent on when, where and how it is performed.

Appe.ndix I



APPENDIX II - BLAST AND SHOCK TEST REQUIREMENTS
AID RESPCHSIBILITIZES

Legend: A - Primary Agency
B - Secondary Agency
C - Tertiary Agency

WOM •LRAIwN STATEMMT (EXAMPLE)

APPROVING

WOK UNIT PERPORIER AUTHORITY COMMENTS

1. Gentral Requirements (criteria) B

a. Geology B B

b. Simulation B B

c. Structure B B

2. Preliminary Design (Measurement A A

List & Plans)

a. Ground Shock A
b. Simulation A

c. Strurture A

d. Development A

3. Site Investigation A/B A/B

4. General Inst. Req. (Test Plan) A

5. Preliminary Analysis A

6. Testbed Design A A

a. Instrumentation Layout A

b. Gage Ranging A

c. Trench Plan A

7. Instrumentation Systems Plan and
Procedures A A

8. Final Structure Design Drafting A A

9. Final Simulator Design Drafting A A

10. Final Teat Plan w/Drawings and
Procedures A A

11. Test Plan Reviews A A

12. Precast Structure Fab A A

13. Simulator Materials A A

Appendix II
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APPROVING
WORK UNIT PERFORMER AUTHORITY COMMENTS

14. Testbed Inst. Materials (ZGFE)

a. Structural - Cast Gages (100%) A
b. Structural - Other (100%) A
c. Simulator - (100%) A
d. Free-Field (100%) A
e. Developmental (100%) A
f. Camera Protection, Camera Control,

Suspended Mounts and Light
Boards C

g. Cameras, Film and Batteries A A Aerial Photo
is GFD

15. Field Inst. Mat. (Z GFE) A

a. Cable (100%) A
b. Recording Eqpunt (100% GYZ) A Including

recording
materials and
spares

c. Bunkers (100%) A
d. Pre-Amplifiers (100%) A

16. Instrumentation Calibration A A

17'. Test Logistics (Site) B A,B

a. General B
b. Instrumentation Installation B,C

Material Crimps, Wire, etc.
c. Precast Structure Shipment B

18. Testbed Construction B A,B

a. Construction and Installation
Support Work Package C

b. Construction and Test Integra-
tion Management C

c. Preparation (Survey, Siting,
Digging) B

d. General Tasks (Welding, Carpentry
etc) B

e. As-Built Drawings C
f. Inspections A,B,C
g. Simulator B
h. Structural (Install) B
i. Gage (Install) A,C
J. Photo (Fab & Install) A,C
k. Cables (Install) C Lay all cables

and connect
I-Vin. A
splices all
g.•es.

Appendix II
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WO)RK UNIT PERFORMER AUTHORITY COMMENTS

19. Pretest Predictions (Analysis) A A To partielpate
as part of
transition (over
the shoulder
training)

20. Pretest Reports A A To participate as
part of transi-
tion (over the
shoulder
training)

21. Test Instrumentation Recording

a. EnvIronmeutal Monitoring A

b. Van Preparation (Dry Runs). A

c. Pre-Amplifier (Checkout) A

d. Photo A,C

e. Test Event Data Acquisiton A

f. Photo Control System Support C

22. Test System (Dry Run) A A

23. Test Readiness Review A,B,C A,B

24. Test Execution A

25.. Post-Test Analysis

a. Post-Test Inspection AB,C A,B

b. Data Processing (100% GFE) A

c. Data Analysis A

d. Quick-Look Report (30 days) A

e. Corrected Data Analysis A

f. Data Report A

g. Final Report A

26. Post-Test Cleanup B

Appendix II
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BLAST AND SHOCK FIELD TEST MANAGEMENT

KEY WORDS: Military Engineering; Organizations; Planning; Tests;
Program Manager; Matrix Management; Test Director; Test Integrator; Blast and
Shock Testing

ABSTRACT: Matrix management functions as the principal field test management
technique. The key is integrating the functional technology areas and a field
test support organization. The Ylast and Shock Field Test Management
structure for ballistic missile acquisitions system's test integrator role has

changed responsibility among several different organizations and site operating
locations. However, management's logic plan for accomplishing a multi-
participant field test has basically remained constant. The program's flow
for the performance of a field test is directed from the system's program
manager through major decision points, wit*- select developmental milestones.
Blast and Shock field test provides a direct statement, through the exercising
of the system's Nuclear Hardness and Survivability (NH&S) capability, in
seeting select decision point needs. A test integrator (test director) is the
responsible agent in the management of any Blast and Shock field test program.
The central thrust of the discussion is to present the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory, Civil Engineering Division's (AFWL/NTE) integrative (matrix)
structure with its test planning and operating elements.



Blast and Shock Field Test Management, by Michael L. Noble. The
matrix management technique is presented as a principal field test management
structure. The test integrator (test director) is the responsible agent in
coupling the functional technology areas and a field test support organization.
Planning and operating elementm are presented.



A COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR SIMULATION TECHNIQUES ON
GENERIC MX STRUCTURES

By John F. Betz1

INTRODUCTION.

Land based MX missiles represent an importart system in the of-

fensive triad of the United States military strategy. Deployment of this
new weapon system in a shallow-buried hurizontal configuration created

the need for a missile shelter design which could ensure survivability.

Structural designs had to be accomplished starting with simplified tech-
niques and proceeding with testing and advanced computer analysis. Once

a generic MX protective structure had been developed to a stage nearing

completion, large scale testing of the structure under anticipated at-

tack scenarios began.

Two main nonnuclear simulation techniques which are used to
reproduce nuclear airblast pressure loading were considered for use at

large scale (1/5 scale up to full scale). These are the Dynamic Airblast
Simulator (DABS) and the High Explosive Simulation Technique (HEST). The

DABS is a high quality simulator which reproduces both static and dynamic
airblast pressure loadings. The DABS configuration for the 1/5 scale

test on the generic protective structure is shown in Figure 1. The simu-
lator is essentially a semicircular cylinder with an explosive driver on

one end and a free surface on the other end, with the test structure
located at the desired range in between. The results from the DABS pres-

sure loading in that 1/5 scale test were used to design the HEST layout

for the follow-on test. Shown in Figure 2, the HEST was designed with

eight different zones to duplicate the DABS loading on and around the

generic structure.
Although each test revealed much about the struv;tural response

and survivability of the protective structure, the reascn both tests

were performed was to see if the HEST could perform as well as the DABS
in simulating nuclear blast pressure lo."d•ng. Cost was a driving force

1Research Engineer, Structural Response Section, Technolo!y and Applica-
tions Branch, Civil Engineering Research Division, Air Force Weapons
Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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behind this evaluation, because for tests 1/5 scale and larger, DAMS

simulation is at least twice as expensive as NEST simulation. There-
fore, using the generic model response as a yardstick, the HEST simala-
tion was measured against the DABS standard.

SURFACE PRESSURES.
Overall, the SN-i (NEST test) and D-1 (DABS test) airblast

pressure loading wre very similar in magnitude, waveform and timing.

Peak pressure loading of the front of the structure aad the surrounding

headwall was 20 to 50 percent higher than 0-1 for SH-i. Impulse loading

is also around 20 percent higher than 0-1 along the face of the struc-

Airblast pressure loading on the berm and bem sides atop the

structure had higher peek magnitudes and impulse loadings In SH-i than

0-1. As was the case for the Meadwall loading, the peak pressures and

the impulse were 20 to 50 percent higher for SH-! than for 0-1.

An iamination of the near field soil stresses and velocities

indicated the sawe trend shown in the airblast pressure data. While the

near field soil gages had more variation than the blast pressure read-

ings, the data for SH-i tended to be 25 to 100 percent greater in peak

magnitude than for D-1. The timing and shape of the soil near field

waveforms, like the airblast pressure waveforms, were very closely

matched between the two simulations.

With the airblast pressure data and soil near field data In-

dicating that the two tests had very similar simulations, structural re-

spon?. p;wtooters from 01- and SN-i should match quite well with SH-1

data magnitudes generally greater than D-i magnitudes.

STUIJCTURAL RESPONSE.
In evaluating the similarity between the structurel loads and

response between SH-i and 0-1, data from three main sources weve used.

First of all, nc--ml stress at the soil-structure interface orovided a

comparison of the normal stress on the structure Lhrough the soil. Then,

velocity and Int,,grated acceleration data showed how well structural

motions matched beteen the tests. Finally, strain data Indicated the

wades of response and their relative severity In both 0-i and SH-1.

4



Before examining the specific structural data, however. scm

general understanding of the comparison would help clarify the data

which will be presented. Neither the D-1 nor the SH-1 test exhibited

any signs of severe plastic behavior. There was minor hairline tensile

cracking in each test due to ovaling and due to other deformations under

loads. Generally, structural response indicates Initial response due to

direct alrblast loading only, then the response is affected more and

wore by normal stress and shear stress loading of the structure. Verti-
cal longitudinal bending of the structure occurred in both tests, as did

two distinct cycles of positive ovaling response (crown and invert move

closer). Although the re ,onses of both tests matched well overall, the

position of mzxmium response was not always the same. For example, the

location of the maximum vertical longitudinal bending moment was ftrther

aft in SH-1 than D-1 due to the greater magnitude of SH-1 airblast pres-

sure loading of the headwall, which caused the effective support of the

front of the structure to extend farther aft. Overall, D-1 and S*-1

waveforms ind timing matched very nicely, bwt the lmagnitudes of the re-
sponse In SM-1 were 50 to 100 percent greater on the average.

SMI CHARACTE•IZATION.

Structure-4edia Interaction (W!) loading on the structure pro-

vides the second major loading transmitter to the structure (direct air-

blast loading is the other one). While direct airblast loading causes

the most imediate response of the structre, airblast-induced ground

shock generates structural response in concert with the remainingj direct

airblast loading of the structure after the primary compressive wave

effects. This is seen in both tests in the longitudinal response of the

structure, which consists of two distinct peaks: the : Irst due to direct

airblast loadin", and the second due to reflect-d airblast loading and

soil drag-back shear stress occurring in the frontal region of the struc-

ture. Separating the two peaks (seen in both longitudinal velocity and

strain data) is a relief caused by the normal stress induced by airt!ast

loading of the berm atop the structure propagating along the structure

and "'ripping the structure.

As seen In Figure 3. the norna stress at the crown, spring-

lines, and invert at the region just behind the beadwhll agrees overall
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on timing and waveform Vith the normal stress tracings from correspond-
ing locations in D-1. The magnitudes are slightly higher for SH-1, as

seen at the upstream springline and invert. However, the waveform does

not seem similar at the invert, and the D-1 normal stress magnitudes are
higher at the downstream springline. First of all, when the structure

is placed at the test site, it rests in a 120* cradle of sand. Good con-

tact between the invert gage and the surrounding media is not controlla-

ble in those conditions. Therefore, those gaae readings are not always

the best, and that variation een at the invert is not beyond reasonable

agreement for two tests. Second of all, the reading at the downstream

springline, while showing a greater 0-1 normal stress, shows very good

agreement in the waveforms. Once again, the variation in the waveforms

could be due to placement problems with the soil against the gage for

SH-1. Regardless of that, the variation is not beyond that which can be

seen in a single test alone.

Figure 4, which illustrates te normal stresses at the rear of

the structure, shows the D-1 normal stresses to be higher across the sec-

tion. The overall agreements are good for magnitudes and waveforms, ex-
cept at the upstream springline, where the SH-1 normal stress data must

have a problem with the scale but the waveforms are quite similar in peak

timing and shape. SH-1 berm loading was not as high at the aft end of

the structure as in the more forward regions, so that could be a partial

explanation for the lower magnitu& of SN-1 normal stresses.

Higher frontal loading in SH-1 causes higher longitudinai soil

velocities which are reflected in part in both the longitudinal shear

stress and the longitudinal structural velocity. SH-1 had greater drag-

back shear stress magnitudes and a greater portion of the length which

this drag-back shear acted upon t1•an 0-1. This, in turn, is reflected

in the second longitudinal veltcity peak and the secondary compressive

strain pulse, although the separation of effects betweoen initial air-

blast loading and later shear stress and reflected airblast loading

grows less distinct toward the end wall.

SMI effects, then, are similar in conparlson with the airblast

pressure and th near field paramenters already investigated. SN-i mimics

0-I very closely in SMI behavior, but generally the magnitudes in SH-1
are greater due to the greater loading in the simulation.
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VELOCITY MCRTERIZATION.

Structural velocities are useful in examining the movement re-
sponse of the structure under the loading caused by the attack scenario.

The overall waveforms &re usually easy to explain, especially in light

of the loading conditions already explored.
Structural longitudinal velocities are presented in Figure 5.

As already explained, they consist mainly of a double peak positive wave-
form with a relief seen in-between. The initial velocity peak is due to

the direct airblast loading on the face of the structure. Normal stress

application caused by vertical airblast-induced ground shock ac:ounts

for the slowing in-betmeen peaks, while the second longitudinal velocity
peak is due to both secondary atrblast peaks loading the structure face

directly and positive "drag-back3 shear stress acting in the frontal

third of the structure. As shown in Figure 5, the structural longitu-

dinal velocities are greater in SH-i than in 0-1 due to the slightly

higher airblast loading. Near coincidence of the peaks in the aft of
the structure accounts for the higher velocity magnitudes.

The vertical structral velocity profile is given in Figure 6.

This waveform is characterized by an initial high peak due to incident

normal stress from vertical airblast-induced ground shock, with a usually

minor second peak as th* ground shock envelops the cross-section and a
rigid-body vertical displacement occurs. Once again, the wavefows agree
bett'.en D-1 and St-1, with greater magnitudes seen in SH-I due to the

greater airblast loads on the berm. The fLvrwrd velcity readings for

this profile are more rounded because of the type of gage used to record

the data.
The lateral structural velocities are shown in Figure 7. The

best agreement is seen at the rear of the structure when comparing 0-1
and SH-i. The expected velocity waveform for lateral velocities is
shown consistently In 0-I data, where the crown of the structure dis-

places downstream, followed by the invert when the vertically-propagating
ground shock arrives there. SH-i showed consistently negligible lateral

movemnt In the forward half of the structurfe. This could be due in part

to the higher downstream stresses caused by greater eirblast loading act-

Ing to restrain lateral motion.

9
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Taking an overview of the velocity profiles shows that the ver-

tical structural velocities were of greatest magnitude, followed closely

by the longitudinal structural velocities. Both the vertical and longi-
tudinal velocities agreed with the D-1 waveforms but had higher magnitudes.

The SH-1 lateral structural velocities were consistently lower than D-1

except in the aft third of- the structure, where the waveforms and magni-
tudes matched well for the two tests. Agreement of the velocity data be-

tween the two tests is surprisingly close, given the difference in blast

simulators and the higher SH-1 loading. Indications are that similar

structural responses occurred in both tests, since no noteworthy varia-

tions were seen in the velocity comparisons for the two tests. An in-

vestigation of the strain data will be the final measure of the capability

of a HEST simulator to reproduce a DABS blast loading of a test structure.

STRAIN CHARACTERIZATION.

Structural strain data from the 0-1 and SH-I tests gave the

best indications of structural response, especially in light of the load-

ing conditions and the velocity response of each test. A great number

of strain gages were placed in the structure at specific regions so that

response could be defined in a more detailed manner. Representative

cases will be used for this comparison between SH-1 and 0-i strain data.

Cases will be examined in cross-sections from the front to the rear of

the structure.
Strain near the supported edge of the closure base pan is pre-

sented in Figure 8. Tensile strain is expected in the data from the

vertically-oriented gage, and both 0-i and SH-I reflect this condition
as the closure dishes inward under the airblast load. The waveforms re-

flect the higher SH-i loading, but the timing of the three peaks in both

tests coincide regardless of the airblast loading differences. This is

because the peaks reflect the closure frequency of 500 Hz, which should

agree in both tests with the same closure design.

Longitudinal strains at a section 2 meters from the front of

the structure are seen in Figure 9. Inner and outer strains for both

tests are shown at the crown and upstream springline, while onlyt outer

longitudinal strains are shown at the invert and downstream springline.

13
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The overall agreement is very good between waveforms and magnitudes.

Several differences are apparent due to the loading conditico variation

between the DABS and the NEST. The 0-1 frontal airblast loading was
greater at the bottom of the headwall than the top of the headwall and

greater on the downstream side than the upstream side of the closure.

The result was a bending moment seen in the strain data during the ini-

tial airblast loading compressive peak. The str3in data displayed

greater compression at the invert than toe crown and greater compression
at the downstream springline (due to the hinge area and the greater air-

blast pressure loading) than at the upstream springline. While this same

bending moment occurs in the horizontal direction in SH-i (influenced

most by the presence of the hinge), the vertical moment is not seen in

SH-1 due to the constant load distribution vertically on the face of the

structure. The:e longitudinal strain ccmnarisons also illustrate the

common longitudinal modes of response: an initial compressive peak due
to direct airblast loading, folloed by relief end a vertical lor.gitu-

dinal bending which causes compression in the crown es the normal stress
from airblast loading of the berm arrives and generates large shear

stresses. These shear stresses act te slow the structural motions, and

the normal stresses also induce the vertical longitudinal bending of the
structure.* The severity of the normal stress on the crown can also cause

localized wall bending, which is seen clearly in the 0-1 data but more
moderately in the SH-i data at this location. The final longitrdinal re-

sponse mode is seen at around 26 to 28 milliseconds as tne erqg-cacý .
shear stress in the forward region of the structure interacts with the

resihting shear stress and the end wall support further aft to cause a
smooth transient compressive strain pulse as the structure vertically

bends.
Mid-structure longitudinal strains, shown in Figure 10, follow

the trends seen in the more forward location. All tle wavyforms agree
in shape and timing, but SH-i shows more extreme strains due to the
higher loading (except at the crown). The difference in strain at the
crown between 20 and 25 ms is due to the vertical longitudinal bending
in SH-I, which occurs farther back from the headworks than in 0-i and

results in more compressive strains in the crown as the bending takes

16
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place. This effect due to vertical longitudinal bending is seen in the

invert strain data as well, where the tensile strains caused by the bend-

ing show up in SH-1 but are not as severe in 0Dl data. The pronounced
relief seen in both tests betueen 20 and 2S milliseconds is due to the

fact that the normal stress and resultant shear stresses are acting to

restrain the longitudinal motion of the forward portion of the structure

while the aft portion of the structure is reaching peak longitudinal

motions due to direct airblast loading. However, the major point of this

comparison is that both tests contitnue to direct the identical response

modes from the structure with slight changes due to the difference In

loading In the two simulations.

Figure 11 cmpares the circumferential strains for 0-1 and SH-1
test structures from data taken at the Inner face and outer longitudinal

rebar at each location In the cross-section. As mentioned sarlier, the
structural ovaling response consists of two positive ovaling phases

(crown and invert move closer) with a relief in between. The relief be-
tbwen positive ovaling response peaks is more pronounced in 0-1, when

negative ovaling occurred at times between the positive ovaling responses.

The initial ovaling phase was caused by the application of normal stress

at the crown due to alrblest pressure loading of the bers over the struc-

tur*, while the relief was caused by the flow of the normal stress around

to the springlines as it propagated vertically. Finally, the second

positive phase occurred as the normal stress engulfed the structure and

the vertical motion of the structure dowvnwrd was halted due to the com-

paction of the cradle material beneath the Invert. The second positive

oveling phaso seems mor severe due to the higher strain magnitudes, but
the reduced concrte cross-section due to cracking of the concrete in
the initial positive ovaltrg phase accounts for that exaggeration.

Figure 11 illustrates all of these points, and once again the SM-1 re-

sponse is generally greater due to the higher loading In the simulattcm.
The springlines provide the closest match, while higher ovaling modes

seem to be present at the crown in SH-1 and at the invert in 0-1.
Shown in Figure 12, lateral strains on the Inner and outer sur-

faces of the endwall are copared for D-1 and 5)1-1 at the center and the

rim. Timing and shape of the waveforms agree very well in all cases,

with SH-1 experiencing the higher strains, as expected. At the center,

18
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the endwall dishing into the structure causes initial outer surface com-

pression and inner surface tension. As the load increases, the endAll

goes into overall section tension with the bending ment still evident

in the data. The initial peak is due to structural displacement under

direct airblast loading. The second peak is caused by the propagation

Cf. ts MIrtical a&1"tiast-induced ground shotk down through the berm, and

the final long peak is due to the same cause as the second longitudinal

strain and longitudinal velocity peaks seen thrnughout the SH-1 structure-

secondary airblast peak loads on the face of the structure and drag-back

shear stress acting in the frontal region of the structure. The same

effects are seen at the rim, except that the outer strain gage is re-

lieved of load dvae to edge effects near the outer corner of the struc-

tures, and thus that gage gives a very minor strain reading. The inner

strains at the rim go into initial compression as the endwall dishes in,

but then the load increases to cause overall section tension seen in the

gage. The second peak, due to vertical airblast-induced ground shock,

is not as isolated an event at the rim, and that peak is seen as a bump

on the decreasing side of the Initial peak. Given the complexity of the

response of the cndwll, the two tests agree very well in timing and
shape, with the only discrepancy being the greater magnitudes in SH-1

strains due to the loading differences with D-1,

Strain data analysis.. based on understanding of the loading

condition differences and motion data, makes a very strong case for the

ability of a HEST simulator to mimic the loading of a DABS when simulat-

ing a given blast enviromnt.

CONCLUSION~.
Comparisons between the D-1 test data and the SH-1 test data

reveal that similar structural response modes uere observed in both

tests. The only differ nces stem from the difference in the airblast

loading simulation in S4-1 coMared to a D-1 standard, and that is a dis-

crepancy which can bee corrected with a refined HEST design and proper

calibration of the HEST design. Using structural response as a yardstick,

therefore, the less costly hEST simulator is as viable a choice in test-

Ing generic structure designs under anticipated airblast conditions as

the more expensive DABS s-,Imulator.
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SUMARY

A Comparison of Nuclear Simulatioh Techniques on Generic MX Structures, by
John F. Betz. Two separate 1/5 scale tests were run on a generic MX protective
structure using different simulators to create a standard blast environment.
Based on analysis of the structural data, the less expensive HEST simulator was
as good a simulator as the more expensive nABS simulator.
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A COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR SIUJLATION TECHNIQUES ON

GENERIC NX STRUCTURES

KEY WORDS: Explosions, rPuclear Explosions, Missiles, Shelters

ABSTRACT: A HEST (High Explosive Simulation Technique) is as good a

simulator of an airblust enviteu...t as a DABS (Dynamic Airblast Simula-

tor). A study performed on the results of two identical 1/5 scale pro-

tective structures when tested under matching environments produced by

each of the simulators revealed data which supports the viability of

the HEST simulator, which is less costly and was thought to be of less

fidelity than a DABS simulation. Structural response data, which is

used as a yardstick to compare simulators, shows identical response

modes are produced by the two simulators as arran,nd in the matching

tests.
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PHYSICAL MODELING TECHNIQUES
FOR

MISSILE AND OTHER PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES

ABSTRACT

INS TRUENTATI ON
FOR

PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES TESTING

Joe V. Quintana

Selected stress and motion parameters associated with test japut
stimulus, free-field response, and specimen structure responses are
identified as measurands in simulation testing of Air Force (AF) pro-
tective structures. For each measurand the corresponding sensor and
sensing technique used by the Ar is illustrated and briefly described.
Observed performance is noted and other factors reveal implementation
guidelines.
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INISTIM3TATION
FOR

PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES TESTING

JOE V. QUINTANA 1

IITRODUCTION

Critical to the success of efforts to develop survivable protective
structures is the data acquired in experimental field tests. Real-time
measurements characterizing the test input stimulus, free field responses
and structure responses are indispensable for accurate empirical assessments
of structure survivability and verification of physical models.

This paper is an overview of instrumentation used in simulation testing by
the Air Force Civil Engineering Research Division of the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory (AFWL/NTE). The techniques presented have evolved over several
years and have been used in a number of programs for nuclear blast simulator
development and subsequent survivability testing. In this paper selected
stress and motion parameters in the areas of stimulation, free field
resp'onse, and structure response are identified as specific measurands of
interest. A description of the corresponding sensor (transducer and its
mounting hardware) and the sensing technique is presented with petti-
nent considerations and observed performance parameters. Emphasis is on the
sensing end of the measurement channel although a brief description of system
topics such as signal conditioning electronics and cabling schemes is
included. The techniques described generally represent current approaches
at the Civil Engineering Research Division. However, they do not reflect
ongoing instrumentaston development efforts toward utilizing the latest
in transducer materials technology, electro-optics, semiconductor
devices, fiber optics, and others to enhance fieldability, accuracy and
survivability of the instrumentation.

It is hoped that the descriptions will enable readers to assess the tech-
niques in view of their own current practices or interests and enter a
technical dialogue with the author toward optimizing the instrumentation for
specific applications. Only with such information exchanges can the
experimental community realize mutual benefit in fielding instrumentation to
obtain the necessarily high quality of field test measurement data required.

TEST INPUT STIMULUS

Blast Pressure

Considering that large masses of high explosives are used to create the
tailored blast environments for simulation testing it follows that a most

1 Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Civil Engineering Research Division
Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico
A.C. 505-944-0156; Autovon 244-0156



significant parameter to characterize test input stimulus is the blast
pressure time history. The hostility of the total test environment and the,
stringent characteristics of the messurand require a highly specialized
transducer. The unit developed to APWL/NTE specifications specifically forr
use in simulator applications is designated the EKS-ll-375-lOK. The
resistance-based transducer incorporates a silicon integrated sensor (IS) disk
with diffused semiconductor strain gages in an essentially monolithic
construction to provide outstanding shock hardness. The silicon IS enables
extremely high resonant frequency, and thermal barrier provisions minimize
flash thermal responaes in the use environment. Evaluation testing and
successful applications of the HKS-11-375-10K since 1975 have demonstrated
shock acceleration hardness to greater than 5c Kg (indicated), natural
resonant frequency greater than 700KHz, on-axis acceleration sensitivity less
than 0.4.0v/g , and less than 0.2 xv response from flash thermal stimulus I
applied per NBS Bulletin 905 to the sensing face of the transducer. The basic
unit is available in various performance ranges from 3.4 MPa (500 psi) to 1

137.9 MPa (20,000 psi) from Kulite Semiconductor Products, Inc., originators
of the IS silicon disk element for pressure transducers. Figure 1 is a
representation of the unit.

For events using the BEST simulator the specific measurand is the blast
overpressure loading the ground surface directly under the explosives array.
To measure blast overpressure sensors are installed flush in the testbed
surface. Normally sensors are located throughout the total area to observe
propagation of the blast wave front. To provide stable sensing platforms
concrete masses on the order of O.2m3 are poured at the sensing locations.
Steel mounting hardware and provisions for cable protection are embedded in
the pour. After concrete cure, the cable and the plug-in sensor module (with
transducer) are installed to complete the stable flush-mount installation.
Figure 2 shows the AFNL/NTE blast pressure sensor hardware. Figure 3 shows a
typical HEST blast pressure sensing installation. BEST cavity pressures to 35
MPa (5 K psi) have been measured using the concrete high mass scheme.

Time of Arrival

A parameter used to cross-correlate blast pressure data, monitor HE
detonation rate, and characterize detonation wave front symmetry is the time
of arrival (TOA). The specific measurand is the time lapse between the
explosives initiation at T-zero and the time the detonation front arrives At
uniquely predetermined precisely established positions throughout the
explosives array. Up to 300 sensors (devending on size of the simulator
explosives area) may be fielded to acquire the TOA data with a TOA digitizing
system designated as TOADS Il. TOADS II is the second generation of a system
developed to AFWL/NTE requirements specifically for simulator applications.
Typically, a TOA sensor consists of a relatively inexpensive 1 cm dia X 5 mu
thick ferroceramic (PZT-5) disc secured directly to the explosive element at
the established location. Each sensor is assigned a unique identifying
number, and each is cabled directly to the TOADS forward system (PS)
electronics unit usually within 50 meters of the HE array. The TOADS, totally
independent of the instrumentation system, functions as an electronic I
stop-watch with all channels starting to count simultaneously at T-zero and
stopping when a pulse is generated by the pi-ezoelectric disc on arrival of! the
detonation wave front. All elapsed time data is stored on receipt during the
event. After the test the FS is retrieved and the data is dumped, digitized,
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and printed on paper tape by a central control (CC) unit in the control van.
Each channel is uniquely listed with its corresponding qlapsd time in
microseconds. Data accuracy, a runction of the internal clock, is on the
ocder of +0.2 us. Resolution is +0.4 us, and data yield is consistently above
95Z. Figire 4 shows a typical TOA sensing installation.

Total Pressure

For applications in shock-tube-like 31mulators, such as the Dynamic
Airblast Simulator (DABS), a prime parameter toward characterizing input
stimulus is total pressure. Again, considering the masses of .' used to drive
the simulator and the resulting hostility of the test environment, highly
specialized instrumentation is required. Considering that total pressure must
be sensed with the transducer oriented head-on into the oncoming flow, and
considering presence of blast driven debris particles, the primary concern is
protecting the transducer with minimum perturbation of the measurand. The
design of the HKS-11-375 sensing face is such that only particles impacting a
2 sm diameter area at the center can cause transducer failure. Thus,
protecting the central area is all that is necessary for survivability against
blast driven particles. The method used was to design a cap which could be
threaded down over the transducer face. The flat surface of the cap was then•
machined to provide the necessary central A.rea protection and apertures for
enabling blast flow. to the tzansducer face for total pressure sensing minus
debris effects. Thus an effective "debris shield." Figure 5 shows the debris
shield configuration designated the Mod VI "church-wir.dov" as used in
conjunction with the HKS-11-375 transducer. The design features the maximum
aperture area to offer minimum restriction to blast flow thus minimizing
effect on rise-time and Peak amplitude. The aperture configuration also
precludes definition of a cavity which could support acoustic oscillations.
The principle of deep beams theoretically enables the thin webs to support the
critical protective area against hypervelocity impact of 1 m3 mild steel
particles. Originally designed for tze up to 69 MPa (10,000 psi) measurements
to 100 MPa (14,500 psi) have been performed by using hardened (heat-treated)
debris shields and thermal barrier reti-n•rs on the face of the transduccr.
Numerous successful head-on sensing applications in a variety of blast
environments has demonstrated adequacy of the technique. Signal analyses of
acquired data verifies the antiresonance of the "cavity". However, during the
shock tube evaluations in developing the shield it was found that at levels of
reflected pressure in the range to 20.7 MPa (3000 pal) a perturbation of early
time data profile was noted such that validity of the firstý50 usec by
comparison with an unshielded reference measurement was questionable. Thus
selective application of the technique is required as for all measurement
applications.

Incident Overpressure

In applications where structures are tested with blast wave stimuli
generated by "point-source" explosives simulating nuclear surface burst
weapons, the principal parameter (and the measuraid) is incident overpressure
(1OP). IOP measurements are made with the sensor surface flush in the free
field and oriented side on to the direction of blart wave front propagation.
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In this orientation the sensor experiences a relatively mild shock
mcceleration environment compared to that in the REST. Consequently, it vas
established that the concrete high mass sensing technique would also york in
IOP "eusing applications. Thus the 10? sensing technique has been the
poured-in-place concrete mass vith 2abedded hcrdvare as described earlier for
the BEST. However, because of the wide range of IOP magnitudes possible In a
given test event (typically from 35 HP& "close-in" to the HE stack to .035 MPa
at "far-fleld" locations) transducers other than the HKS-11-375 series are
requieed. For gage pressure measurements down to .03 MPa the Kulite XTS-1-190
series transducer has b-en used In suitably modified plug-in sensor modules.

For IOP and REST measurement applications where constraints preclude use
of the concrete mass, an alternate sensing technique has been devised.
Designated the "pipe mount", the technique consists of standard rigid pipe and
pipe fittings in an in-line assembly with the ragular plug-in mo.ule mounting
hardware at the sensing end. Figure 6 is a typical assembly. Subject to
properties of the free field geology the assembly, with a "driving hed" in
place of the sensor body, is impact driven vertically into the free field at
the sensing location. At proper depth the driving head is removed and a
regular sensor body is threaded into the upper coupling. A hand excavation is
made to enable routing the cable downward and out into the cable trench. With
the cable in place and covered over the plug-in sensor module is installed, a
minor backfill and surface compaction effort is performed, and the low mass
blast pressure sensor is ready. The pipe mount has been fielded in a number
of REST and non-HEST applications in a wide range of environment severities
and has demonstrated highly satisfactory performance. Pro and post test
optical surveys of sensor location and orientation together with analyses of
acquired data have indicated as good, if not better performance than the
high-mass concrete in terms of salatainine an established sensor location and
orientation. The consideration is that if the censor is the same post-test as
it was pre-teat, there is reason to believe that the sensor did not displace
with respect to the free field and did not become disoriented from
perpendicular with respect to the propagating overpressure wave: two critical
factors In acquiring valid pressure measurement data.

FRME FIELD RESPONSE

Particle Acceletation

Of critical Importance in charscterlzlng free field response to test inpot
stimuli is particle Acceleration. Fortunately there ere many makes of
accelerometers vhich will, very accurately sense the magnitude of acceleration
which it has experienced. The difficulty here Is to couple the transducer to
the fvee field much that it will experience the average accelerations that a
typical soil particle experiences as a result of a specific stimulus.
Historically, the accepted method has been to enclose the accelerometer in a
package whose selected physical properties closely approximte those of the
specific free field and comply vith the free field motion response. A variety
of metal canisters (usually aluminum) has been devised and used by
experimenters in many free field measurement applications. However, due to
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the propensity to ring when shock excited and a number of problems inherent in
fabricating, waterproofing, and fielding metal can packages, the AFWL
developed the castable canister sensing technique. Main feature of the
technique is that the package containing the accelerometers is of caat epoxy.
With epoxy of suitable properties and with re-useable molds, cost effective
mass production methods are easily implemented. Normally, a sensor package is
made in two pours. The first forms the base and the pillar for mounting the
accelerometers on 3 mutually perpendicular surfaces. Accelerometers are then
bonded .o the surfaces with cyanoacrylate resin to sense along the axes as
desired. Wiring transition from the very small transducer wire to the larger
forward landline cable is effected without tedious splicing activity by using
miniature terminal stripe also bonded to the pillar. The second pour
completes the cylindrical geometry and effects total encapsulation. After
overnight cure, the resulting miniature package is a moisture impervious, 3-d
sensing, eseentially monolithic cylinder with relatively high natural
frequency for sensing free field accelerations. Figure 7 shows the AFWL/NTE
epoxy micro-canister. For placing the sensor in the free field an NX-size 7.6
ca (31n) diameter vertical hole is drilled at the desired location. An
indexed and graduated placement rod is connected to a fastener cast into the
upper face, and the sensor assembly is lowerpd to the desired depth. Vertical
orientation and azimuth are carefully establlJhed and maintained while
roil-matching expansive grout is in!ected to effect coupling cf the sensor to
the free field. After a suitable cure time the placement rod is unfastened
from the sensor and a final injection of grout completeA the coupling for the
sensing installation.

Soil Pressure

To observe load stresses in the free fheld as well as in backfill regions
around emplaced structuresn meastirements are made of a principal axis stress or
"soil pressure". The transducer used is the "SE" gage developed to
specificatiom3 of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterways Experiment
Station, The transducer is wafer-like with sensitive diaphragms forming the
central area of each surface. A flat ring encircles and is soft coupled to
the central area to isolate it from transverse stressea. The ring also
functions to provide the proper diameter such that the central ares registers
true strezs and is not affected by arching In the soil media. Figure 8 shovs
the transducer. Most critical in sensing soil pressure is the placement of
the transducer such that intimate coupling with the media and accurate sensing
orientation are established and maintained. In backfill areas and in
near-surface free field applications careful hand placement in sie7ed soil
beds with strict attention to reconstituting the soil around the transducer
has yielded correlatable data to 14 MPa. Various placement schemes for
vertical and horizontal sensing at depths greater than 1 a iL the free field
have been only partially successful due primarily to the inability to
establish and verify intimate coupling to the unknown in-situ media conditions
at the deep (6 a) sensing location. Verticai boreholes to partial depth have
somewhat alleviated the placement problem for sensing the horizontal
component. However, more development is needed for deep placement of the
sensor.
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STRUCTURE PARAMXE1 M

With a specific teot Input stimulus characterized by blast pressure data
and pr'opegation through the free field revealed by particle notion and stress
data, the bottom line is to determIne specimen integrity as characterized by
structure data. Comprehensive and accurate determinations require knowledge
of real time blast and ground shock induced loads as well as the resulting
response parameters. Thus a variety of typee of measurements Is normally
fielded such that data is acquired on specific measurands and
cross-correlations may be enabled with other related parameters.

Blalt Induced Load

Basically 3 modes of alrblast loading occur in simulation testing.
Depending on simulator configuration these are (1) downward direct as in HEST
(2) total loading horizontally as in DABS (3) incident loading as from
"point-source" HE. Although the transducer used for all blast loadI

measurements is the HKS-11-375, each sensing environment is unique. Thus each
measuresont channel must be designed only after careful consideration of all
information pertinent to the environment and each sensing location.i

(1)1 Direct Loading

'The sensing technique used for measuring airblast loading of the exposed
surface in HEST environments is similar to free field blast pressure
measurements i.e. a high mass concrete mount with embe'ded gage mounting
hardware. However, in this case the high mass concrete Is the structure
itself. Tht most competent, stable location in the structure surface is
selected and gage mount hardware is placed prior to concrete pour. Normally,
care is taken to isolate all transducer mounting hardware from rebar or other
structural steel components In the structure. Thus, shock stresses are not
directly coupled into the transducer, and a possible source of shock-induced
noise is eliminated. Rigid plastic or metal tubing leads from the mount to
the, interior of the structure. Thus the cable is locally protected against
cable noise induced by shock stress and gross motion. Ultimately the cable
exits the structure via a cable penetration provision through the structure
wall at depth into the free field. For measuring blast loading the sensor is
flush with the structure surface which in turn is flush with the testbed.
Thus, blast load measuresents on structures in REST simulators register the
same measurand as the free field blast pressure measurements, and the data is
directly correlatabla.

(2)1 Total Loading

Sensors to measure loading in DABS-like simulators experience a somewhat
different environment. Total reflected pressure magnitudes tend to be higher
with generally higher attendant shock environment. The thermal environment is
driven by hypervelocity compression in addition to HE detonation and burr.
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Large quantities of debris, especially soil particles and explosives residue,
are driven down the simulator and impact specimen surfaces. The sensing
technique for full duration measurements of blast load on surfaces is to
employ the church window debris shield as for DABS free-stream total pressure
measurements. Again, the blast load sensor hardware is cast into the
structure such that the sensor is surface flush. The regular plug-in sensing
module face is simply counterbored and the qebris shield is threaded on to the
transducer. With the debris shield in l.ac_ full duration data yield for
measurements of blast loading in debris-'Laan environments has consistently
been above 95Z of the channels fielded. Measurements to 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi)
have been made using the technique.

(3) Incident Loading

Load measurements in field tests driven by point sources such as HE stacks
are generally of the incident overpressure type sensed side-on. The sensing
environment associated with this measurement is by far the least severe of
all. The regular blast pressure sensing hardware is cast in at the desired
sensing location such that the plug-in module is surface flush. The
HXS-11-375 transducer is installed and the sensor is complete. For
measurements less than 1.7 MPa (250 psi) the plug-in module is modified to
accommodate the Kulite XTS-1-190 series transducer. Measurements to 0.03 MPa
(5 psi) are enabled such as those in the far field.

GROUND SHOCK LOADING

Overall loading on the specimen structure cannot be characterized without
knowledge of the load stresses transmitted to the structure through the
geologic media. Although a wide variety of interface stress and motion
measurements has been fielded to measure interface parameters toward
characterizing structure-media interactions, measurements of normal and shear
stress at the interface are required to provide the necessary structure
loading data.

Interface Stress

Characterization of load stresses in AFWL simulation testing has been from
information of normal stress and biaxial shear stresses. Currently two
sensors are employed to measure normal stress, and one is used to sense shear
and normal stresses at the interface. The two configurations of rormal stress
sensors are the WAM gage and the NS gage. Both employ similar stael cases
cast into the structure at the sensing location and strain-gaged aluminum
elements installed from the outside to effect a surface-flush normal stress
sensor. FIgure 9 shows typical installations. With total moisture
impervious strain gage installations both sensors have yielded comparable data
for a given environment. The NS gage geometry is better suited to use in
transverse shock acceleration environments above 2 Kg. The lower mass, stiffer
element produces less noise response from transverse shock accelerations and
transverse load stresses acting on the sensing face. For sensing shear
stresses and normal stress with one transducer the TRIAX gage is used. As for
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the normal stress gages, a steel case is first cast into the structure and the
sensitive element installed after concrete cure. However, the triax case is
carefully oriented such that the sensitive eleaent will be properly indexed
and sensing axes will be correct. The triax element is installed from the
inside. The geometry of the element with its strain gaged cantilever beams is
such that, in addition to sensitivities in three axes, there is an
acceleration compensation effect in the transverse axes. Sensing end of the
case is tapered to rhe sensing face diameter for minimum surface texture
perturbation. Addi tionally, the face of the element is filled with a
concrete/epoxy mix to duplicate the actual concrete texture for required shear
coupling with the soil media. Figure 10 shows a typical triax gage
insta llation.

Rebar Strain

A prime parameter to assess structure response to loading stresses is
strain in the steel reinforcing components, rebar strain. A successful
technique for sensing rebar strain is the use of four separate foil strain
gages all at the strain sensing location. Two are applied diametrically on
the bar to sense tension-compression and the other two are on separate metal
tabs as dummies. The tabs are mounted near the sensing location such as to be
mecbanically isolated from, but thermally coupled to, the rebar. Thus the
tab-mounted gages are fully temperature compensating dummy gages in keeping
with good strain gage instrumentation practice for high accuracy data. Strain
gages are bonded with cyanoacrylate adhesive to enable a 15 minute cure time.
installation free of all adversities associated with 2 part-mix, long-time or
heat accelerated cure epoxy adhesives. The complete installation is
waterproofed and overlayed with a tough, two-part shrinkfit jacket against
damage during concrete pour and vibrating. The inner layer of the jacket is a
resilient waterproofing material which also serves to isolate the strain
installation from back-side stresses. Leads cotected to each strain gage are
routed from the sensing installation to the structure interior. Figure 11
illustrates the technique. Maximum length for the completed installation can
be around 38 mm. The strain gage bridge connections can conveniently be made,
and all electrical parameters for defining sensitivity can be monitored
essentially at the bridge with the circuit in the actual use configuration.
The sensing technique with bridge excitation voltages to 30 vdc has
demonstrated 50 le resolution direct (i.e. unamplified) data and yields in the
range above 90% of channels installed. (One test event used the strain
sensors after a 7 month period during which the emplaced silo structure was
from 1/3 to 2/3 full of water!)

Structure Acceleration

Gross structural acceleration responses are among the less troublesome
measurements performed in survivability testing. Sensing techniques require
embedding prepared metal mounting plates in the surface to enable attachment
of the motion trensducers. Pre-drilling, tapping, and welding Nelson studs
facilitates proper orientation and ensures intimate coupling to the concrete
mass. Figure 12 shows a typical sensor. Care is taken to isolate the
mouttlng plates from rebar and other structural steel members to preclude
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possible noise inoudng shock stresses. Design considerations for the plates
include sizing to .he .minimum for the highest possible natural resonant
freeuency (at least 10 X the highest expected motion frequency) while
accommodating the transducer. Where the requirement is for biaxial sensing at
a particular location a block Is welded or otherwise securely fastened to the
plate to mount the orthogonal notion transducer. Generally, transducers cau
be any of a number of available accelerometers with small cr.'tically fluid
damped units preferred for gross motion measurements. Such a unit is the
Endevco 2262C-2000. Of extreme importance in such installAtions is the proper
strain relieof and retention means for cabling. If not properly implemaented
initial shock motions may easily cause cible failure at worst or cable slap
and flexure induced noise at best. Pre-planned cable routing and anchors
embedded in the structure surface for cable clamps enable adequate retention.
Also, for successful installations total moisture imperviousness must be
achieved at all cable splice connections. A combination of AMP
sealing/dielectric compound overwrapped with Scotch 88 electrical tape has
pr,'ven highly successful in structures as well as in all other field test
locations.

Relative Displacement

A most difficult response measurement is the relative displacement between
one point on a structure interior surface "vith respect to another during the
violent transient test environment. Such measureaents are required for
characterizing deformations of structures under transient loading.
Complicating the task is that generally the static distance (span) between
points can be up to 2 m. The requirement to sense 3otion ranges to +13 cm
with required resolution of 2 mm is not uncomon. Other troublesome-aspects
include shock-driven debris and blow-by combustion products (which preclude
use of radiative sensing techniques) and the fact that the points on the
structure move randomly with respect to each other while under up to 3 Kg
shock loading. A sensing technique most suited to withstand the shock
accelerations, remain intact during random shock motions of sensing points,
and yield effective displacement data is to use a "pull-vire potentiometer"
(PWP). The unit consists of a constant-tension clock spring motor whose shaft
is copyon with a low-inertia pulley and the shaft of a rotary potentiometer.
Tht PW? is fastened to a mounting plate embedded in the structure surface at
the sensing point having the least severe initial shock environment. A
pre-cut span length of low mass high strength 1 - diameter braided steel
cable (wire) is "onnected to aai anchor at the otner sensing point. The
similar rtype cabl e wound on the pulley in the unit is now pulled ot't against
spring tensicn and coupled to the span cable. The sensing pointn changing
effective separation vary the length of cable which rotates the potentiometer
shaft producing as proportional voltage. Figure 13 is a diagram of the PWP
unit. Early (1973) applications of the technique used a ccmmercially
available unit from Celesco Transducer Products, Inc. in California. The
ruggedi-ed PT-1OIRX model was obtained and modified for special application.
The units yielded smooth data profiles of displacements at Indicated
velocities to about lOm/m. Criticil to using the technique is the proper
tension in the spring motor and adequate shotk hardness of the potentiometer.
Tension of the spring motor producec corresponding tension in the pull-wire
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which enables fast retraction with decreasing span and increases the
fundamental vibrating frequency of the cable span. Shock hardness of the
potentiometer establishes survivability with a minimum of shock-induced
noije. Obviously careful consideration of these two parameters aa well as the
others is mandatory for the acquisition of accurate full duration relative
displacement data.

SYSTEM TOPICS

Cabling

Extremely important is the requirement that the analog signal from the
seusor be transmitted without alteration via landline cable to the
electronics. Cabling considerations are separated into two general areos
based on environment (&) the forward cable (typically 70 a) from sensor to the
close-in ISC 230 signal conditioners (b) the trunkline cable (typically 600 a)
from conditioners to the instrumentation vans in a remote location. The
forward cable experiences ambient direct burial conditions and the blast
induced stress and motion environment of the teethed. Thur, cable design must
require a mechanical construction that will minimize stre6c induced
piezoelectrical noise effects and flexure-induced triboelectric noise.
Electrical design is to ensure minitum impedance at frequencies of interest.
Cables must be properly placed in well-designed trench arrays to minimize
broadside stress impingement and to accotmmdate differential motion of the
free field. Slabs of 5 cm thick expanded polyethylene beadboard placed over
the cables in the trench prior to backfill and compaction may be of benefit in
testbeds especially where high stress (35 MPa, 5000 psi) will be applied.
Expanded headboard is also used in various designs at structure cable

penetrations to the free field to witigaze the shear and tensile failure
condit:ons occurring at initial motion. Trunkline cable, normally unburied,
must withstand the ambient meteorologic and solar radiation environment and
present the minimum possible electrical impedance at the frequencies of
interest.

Signal Conditioning

Since all transducers normally fielded are resistance based and connected
as Wheatstone bridge circuits, signal conditioning is simple and straight
forward. Electronics providing transducer excitation and signal amplification
is located in shelters as near as practical to the testhed. Design of the
special AFVL/N7E ISC 230 conditioner includes electro-ortic as well as
electromagr;etic techniques to provide signal isolation. Thus, flexibility in
system grounding and shielding is enabled to effect highly favorable
signal-to-noise ratios with dynamic performances of 60 db typical. Long term
zero signal and gain stability over the temperature range -10'C to +50 0 C,
a 26 KHz frequency response and remote shunt ca.lbration capability are other
features included to ensure fieldability and rerformance. Conditioned analog
sigrals are recor-ed on magnetic tape in the single channel-per-track (CPT) FM
mode or with FM subcarrf.er multiple= (multilple channels per track) in the
direct mode. Data bandwidths can range to 8Q KXz with CPT recording and up to
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32 KRJ with sultiplex configurations. Thus, a vide range of data frequencies
can be recorded; everything from r1e very rapid transient of a blast pressure
to the re:atIvely slow rigid body response of the specimen structure.

On cmpletion of current up &ade &ctivities sponsored by the UWSA
Ballisti. Missile Offlie, the ArWL/NTE will operate and maintain six fully
equipped intztrusentation vans with a combined data channel capability of
approximat.], :- channm1s. WIch two a&-ditional vans for timing, control,
and communicatlove, a major capability vwil exist for data acquisition in
simulation development and field testing of protective structures in MX as
well as other critical Air Force pro-raus.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing overview has attempted to give some insight to
instrumentation techniques successetlAy epplied by the Air Force Civil
Engineering Iesearch Division in smmu)ation field testing of protective
structures. Althoegh such descriptions tend to give a "no-problem" impression
of simplicity, nothing is farther from fact! The author cannot overemphasize
the importance of considering every known or suspected factor surrounding each
measurement requirement as a uniquely definitive parameter extremely able to
allow Murphy to prevail. Thus, the author hopes that If the descriptions
stimulate any interest, pro or con, a telephone call will open the topicto
ths kind of indepth technical discussions which will hopefully defeat Murphy
in all his guises and result in better techniques toward acquiring the highest
quality field test data.

JOE V. qUINTANA
Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Civil Engineering lbsearch Division
Kirtland AF3, NN 89717
(505) 844-0156 Autovon 244-0156
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FINITE ELEMENT DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
OF DCT-2 MODEL E

by

B. L. Bingham, 1st Lt, USAF
DTC Project Officer

Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Structural Dynamics Section

ABSTRACT

This report discusses quasi three-dimensional finite element dynam-

ic analysis performed for a buried reinforced concrete cylindrical shell

explosive test conducted by AFWL at Kirtland AFB, NM. The test (con-

ducted on 27 Feb 81) included two horizontal ICBM shelter models with

rectangular roof cut-outs, inner steel liners, longitudinal interior

rails, and two differemn thickness to inner radius ratios (0.18 and

0.28). Both models were -ubjected to a combined axial and transverse

simulated nuclear envire.r-ent. The finite element analysis examines the

axial response to include the initial compressive wave, structure-media

interaction loads, longitudinal vertical bending, axial strains and

motion, and effects of certain structural details such as rectangular

roof cutouts and varying thickness to internal radius ratio. The rein-

forces concrete material model is piecewise linear, perfectly plastic

with smeared steel.

Key Words: Dynamic Structural Response, Horizontal Buried Cylinders,

Finite Element ,nalysis, Axial Response, Longitudinal Bending, Struc-

tural Modeling.



FINITE ELEMENT DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
OF DCT-2 MODEL E

by Barry L. BinghamI

INTRODUCTION

Background

Shallow buried, scaled horizontal cylindrical shelters for Inter-

Continental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) were subjected to a simulated

nuclear airblast environment. This test, the second Dynamic Cylinder

Test (DCT-2) subjected these generic horizontal shelter models to a com-

bined axial and transverse airblast environment. This shelter concept

consists of a closure/headworks region which opens into a roadway and i'

directly subjected tc airblast loading. The rest of the cylinder is

covered by soil berm. The closure/headworks region is elevated above

the front roadway such that the soil directly underneath the shelter is

loaded. Each of the models in DCT-2 contained two rectangular roof cut-

outs (called Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, SALT, ports). These ports

are designed for removal for missile verification. The models also have

inner steel liners, longitudinal support beams near the springline to

support a missile mass simulator, and two different thickness to inner

radius ratios (T/IR - 0.18 and 0.28). Posttest data analysis of DCT-2
concluded that a low frequency longitudinal vertical bending moment dom-

inated structural response with moment concentration occurring at the
first SALT port.

Analysis Objectives

The objective of the SAMSON (Ref. 1) two dimensional. (quasi three-

dimensional) finite element dynamic analysis of a 1/4.22 scale generic

horizontal shelter is to examine and define axial response in a combined

axial and transverse loading environment. Specific items of interest in

axial response include the initial longitudinal compressive wave down

the length of the model, the reflected relief wave off the backwall,

axial strains and motion, structure-media interaction (SMI) loads,

IStructural Dynamics Research Engineer, Ist Lt, USAF, at the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory, Civil Engineer Research Division, Structural Re-
sponse Section, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico.
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longitudinal vertical bending, and effects of certain structural details

such as SALT ports.

Scope

A SAMSON two dimensional (2-0) finite element computer code calcu-

lation was performed to simulate the response of DCT-2 structure E (T/IR

= 0.18). The 2-D model was subjected to axial and transverse waveforms

determined to be best fits to DCT-2 environmental data. This model is

very simple to use and inexpensive to run, while being extensive and

reliable in information gained. It is capable of simulating longitudi-

nal structural motion, longitudinal structural strains, longitudinal

near field soil motion, SilI shear stresses, SMI normal stresses, verti-

cal soil motion and stresses, and structural ovaling. Each of the

structural parameters vary from crown to invert. This report mainly

focuses on comparison of the calculation results to test data. An AFWL

technical report yet to be published (under the same name as this re-

port) discusses theoretical development of this modeling procedure in

greater detail.

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYTICAL MOOELING PROCEDURES

Fitite Element Grid

The basic model configuration in the DCT-2 testbed is shown in

Figure 1. The entire two dimensional SAMSON finite element grid (Figure

2) is a representation of the elevation view shown in Figure 1. The

finite element grid can be separated into two main element groups; (1)

the structural elements and (2) the soil elements.

There are 95 bilinear displacement quadrilateral structural ele-
ments and 120 structural nodes (Figure 2). The largest element dimen-

sion is 0.758 meter (29.8 in) and the smallest is 0.246 meter (9.7 in).

A single element represents each of the two SALT port lids located at

third points down the length of the structure. The SALT port joint gaps

are represented by the element material properties. The tube section of

the structure is represented by five layers of plane stress elements

(Figure 3).
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Figure 1. DCT-2 elevation view.
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Figure 3. SAMSON 0 grid break-up DCT-2 Model E.

The structure eits in a soil island grid (Figure 2) which is simply

supported along the bottom and outermost sides. There are 311 bilinear

displacesent quadrilateral soil elements and 320 soil nodes (Figure 2).

The grid is 20.4 meters (66 ft 11.2 in) wide and 7.3 meters (23 ft 11.4

in) high. The largest element dimension is 1.394 meters (54.9 in) and

the smallest is 0.246 meter (9.7 in). The soil elements t ake up a con-

tinuous grid with the structural elements overlaying soil elements.
This type of grid allows for full developmeýnt of ground shock from air-

blast loading, while load is also being applied to the structure. There
are seven sliding/separating boundaries ',SSB) between the soil and

structure elements. One SSB defines the interface at the backwall. The

remaining six SSB's are all horizontal with respect to the grid in

Figure 2 and extend down the entire length of the structure. The top

and bottom SSB's are at the crown and invert, respectively,' with the

other four SSB's corresponding to the structural layers in between. The

three SSB's above the structure springline are such that downward moving

soil cannot pass through any of the SSB's, but the soil is free to move

4



upward. The three SSB's below the structure springline are such that

downward motion of the structure is restricted by the soil. The ele-

ments on either side of the SSB can slide relative to each other, sepa-

rate, and impact after separation. The SSB's transmit normal and shear

forces at the nodes across the interface.

Structural Modeling

The structure consists of five layers of tube elements, two SALT

port elements, five loader lid elements, and five backwall elements.

All of the structural elements are anisotropic with different material

models in the horizontal (X)'and vertical (Z) directions. The horizon-

tal or longitudinal material model for the tube elements is shown in

Figure 4. The axial reinforced concrete (R/C) behavior is represented

by an elastic-plastic material model. The SALT port joint gap is repre-

sented by a 1.0 me shift in the stress-strain curve and a zero tensile

cutoff (Figure 5).

The vertical elastic modulus for the structure tube elements has to

be modified to allow for ovaling of the cylinder. The equation for the

vertical oval ing modulus, Ev, is derived in an Air Force Weapons Labora-

tory (AFWL) technical report yet to be published (under the same name as

this report) from concepts presented in Timoshenko's "Theory of Plates

and Shells" (Ref. 2, pp 5 and 502).

L El (1)
=A 0.149 a3 (1-v2)

where

L = Total depth of the structure elements (1.340 meters)

A = Weighted average (with respect to the element vertical

depths) of the element vertical areas for a 1.0 meters
2long section (0.295 m

E = Young's Modulus for concrete (3.45 x 104 MPa)

I Area moment of inertia of a cracked wall cross section

1.0 meters long (2.66 x 10-5 m4)
a = Average cylinder radius (0.619 meter)
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Figure 5. DCT-2 SALT port lid material model.
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v - Poisson's ratio for concrete (0.2)

Ev- Ovaling modulus (123.0 MPa)

This vertical ovaling modulus resulted in the relative displacement be-

tween the crown and invert nodes (at m~d structure) shown in Figure 6.

The peak relative displacement is 26.5 mm (1.04 in) which is character-

istic of DCT-2 test data.

0.03

0.0265 m-

. 0.02
E

0

N

I--

> 0.01 -

0.00
0 10 20 30 40 50

TIME (ins)

Figure 6. Relative displacement between crown and invert nodes at mid-
structure.

Airbl ast Representation

Figure 7 shows the assessed axial and transverse loading environ-

ments for DCT-2. The pressure waveforms were input into SAMSON as
pressure-time pairs (also shown in Figure 7). The transverse pressure

waveform traveled over the top of the finite element grid (Figure 2)

froa left to right with a velocity of 2936 m/s (9630 ft/s). The axial

pressure waveform was applied to the full layer of soil elements and the

7
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Figure 7. OCT-2 axial and transverse loading environments.

overlayed structural elements. The axial pressure waveform traveled

over the front face of the soil and structure elements from top to

bottom with a velocity of 6400 m/s (21000 ft/s).

COMPARISON OF ANALYSIS TO TEST DATA

Structure Response

DCT-2 test data relevant to the SAMSON calculation is in two cate-

gories; (1) longitudinal motion and (2) longitudinal strains.

Longitudinal Motion.

Longitudinal motion data from OCT-2 model E is rather limited.

Gage placement only measured longitudinal motion in the strlcture at the

springline and at seven locatiors along the length, X = 2.108 meters,

4.159 meters, 6.209 meters, 7.799 meters, 8.259 meters, 9.284 meters,

and 12.172 meters. Figure 8 compares the nearest SAMSON calculation

plot (solid lines) to each of the measured data plots (dash dot lines).
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In general the comparison is excellent. The first peak is matched very

well in timing and magnitude. Between X - 2.109 meters (6.9 ft) and X a

7.799 meters (25.6 ft) (Figure 8 (a) - (d)) SA?4SO( te.nds to overestimate

the magnitude of the second peak. There are three main possibilities

for this discrepancy; (1) the calculation did not allow enough SMIl shear

damping, or (2) the structural damping coefficient (0.04) was too low,

or (3) the gage measurements are in error after early time response

(after 6.0 ms). As of this writing the above possibilities have not

been thoroughly investigated. At X - 8.259 meters (27.1 ft) and beyond

(Figure 8 (e) - (g)) the second peak is matched very well in timing and

magnitude.

Longitudinal Strains.

Figure 9 shows plots of DCT-2 E axial strains at seven locations

along the length of the structure; X - 2.109 meters, 3.699 meters, 4.159

meters, 5.184 meters, 6.209 meters, 8.259 meters, and 10.309 meters, re-

spectively. Figure 10 shows the -- rresponding SAMSON strains. C.-oupar-

ing Figures 9 and 10 reveal many similarities. At approximately X - 2.1

meters (Figure 9 (a) and 10 (a)) the axial strain at the crown has an

initial peak strain followed by a larger second peak strain at 6.0 ms.

This second peak strain is most likely due to initiation of vertical

bending. The invert strain in Figure 9 (a) seems to be contrary to

indicated response with the measurement showing compression rather than

tension after 10.0 ms. At approximately X = 3.5 meters (Figure 9 (b)

and 10 (b)) and X - 4.1 meters (Figure 9 (c) and 10 (c)) notice that the

SAMSON calculation overestimates the initial peak strain at the crown.

Therefore, the assumption of 1.0 mc for the SALT port joint gap is most

likely too low. In general after 5.0 ms in both the DCT-2 E and SAMSON

data the highest compressive strains occur at the crown and the highest

tensile strains occur at the invert. Other than this general view, tim-

ing coordination between the two sets of data is difficult. At approxi-

mately 5.0 meters on back timing of the peak bending moment seems to be

in fair aqreement between the two sets of data. Again, the invert mea-

surement in Figure 9 (d) seems to be contrary to indicated response

after 10.0 ms. The best agreement occurs at X - 6.209 meters (Figure 9

(e) and 10 Wa)) for timing and impulse of the initial peak compressive

9
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strain and for timing and magnitude of the bending moment. At X =8.25

meters Figure 9 (f) and 10 (f) both sets of data indicate a detour of

the axial stress path from around the SALT port lid and concentrated

between the bottom of the lid and springjline. Tensile strain from the

relief wavie off of the backwall-soil interface also concentrates at this

point. Also, the bending moment has substantially reduced in both sets

of data (although more so in the test data). At X 10.3 meters (Figure

9 (g) and 10 (g)) the initial peak strain impulse is low and the bending

moment has essentially disappeared in both sets of data. The SAMSON

calculation underestimates the peak tensile strains due to the reflected

relief wave, possibly, because the assumed R/C material (Figure 4) over-

estimates tensile capability.

Soil Response

DCT-2 test data relevant to the SAM'SON calculation are in two

categories; (1) longitudinal motion and (2) vertical motion.

Longitudinal M"otion.

Soil deformation under a simulated nuclear environment can be very

large. But under relatively short distances, attenuation of peak soil
motion and stresses can also be very large. Therefore, unless a node

point in a finite elemient grid is at the same relative location as a

gage measurement in the testbed, the two resultant plots may be very

different, and rightly so. The DCT-2 measured data is shown in Figure

11 compared to SAMSON data from nodes located on either side. The DCT-2

gage measurements were 0.7, meter (27.6 in) away from the structure,

whereas the SAMSON soil nodes are immTediately adjacent to and directly

influenced by the structure. Due to the structure influence, the SAMSON

data will have high early time velocity (when the structure initially

punches through, dragging the soil back) and low late time peak velocity

(when the structure retards the progression of the ground shock). Even

the DCT-2 test data shows a hint of early time structural influence at

X -4.159 meters and 6.209 meters (Figure 11 (b) and (c)).

Vertical Motion.

Figure 12 (a), (b), and (c) shows plots of free field suil vertical

velocities at three different depths, Z 0.250 m~eter~, 1.031 meters, and

16
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2.401 meters, respectively, for both the SAMSON calculation and OCT-2

test data. Figure 12 (d) shows plots of near field soil vertical veloc-

ities directly beneath the structure at a depth of Z - 2.401 meters.

The SAMSON data agrees very well with the free field test data. One

OCT-2 free field test data measurement did not agree well with the

others (the dotted line in Figure 12 (c)). There are a couple of possi-

bilities for this odd measurement; (1) the gage measurement was incor-

rect or (2) the location of X - 4.159 meters and Z - 2.401 meters may be

feeling the combined effects of the horizontal and vertical HEST cavi-
ties. Timing of the vertical and horizontal ground shock does not sup-

port the second possibility.

The peak vertical velocity of the near field test data at Z = 2.401

meters (Figure 12 (d)) is 5.5 m/s, which is lower than the peak vertical
velocity in the free field at the same depth (7.5 m/s, Figure 12 (c)).

This is due to the shadowing effect of the structure on the vertical

ground shock. The SAMSON calculation overestimates this shadowing

effect and results in an even lower peak vertical velocity (4.0 m/s,

Figure 12 (d)). The soil underneath the structure in the testbed is

influenced by vertical soil flow around the structure. The SAMSON

finite element grid has no way of accounting for this phenomenon.

SMI Normal Stress

Figure 13 shows plots of SMI normal stresses at the crown and in-
vert at four locations down the length of the structure, X = 0.152

meter, 0.652 meter, 6.209 meters, and 11.820 meters, respectively. At

each location there is a plot of the crown normal stress (dash dot
line), the invert normal stress (dotted litte), and the sun of the two

curves (solid line). Positive stress is a downward load on the struc-
ture. At X = 0.152 meter (Figure 13 (a)) there is an overwhelming

pressure load from underneath the structure trying to force the front

portion of the structure up out of the soil. This high pressure region

is caused by the airblast pressure loading on the front wail and is a

result of the soil confinement. The soil ever the crown is loaded in

the same manner, but there is a nearby free air surface and the pressure
in the soil is only able to develop to the transverse load airblast

pressure. At X 0.652 meter (Figure 13 (b)) the high pressure region

119i
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has disappeared. Here the pressure load is primarily downward. This is

a moment couple which initiates moment wave traveling down the structure

from front to rear. Figure 13 (c) shows a typical loading distribution

for the center of the structure with the pressure load predominantly

downward. But at the back (Figure 13 (d)) the pressure load shifts at

late time (greater than 15.0 ms) to a predominant upward load again.

This is the reaction pressure at the structure Invert due to the verti-

cal bending moment.

Figure 14 shows a comparison of crown S1I normal stresses for the

SAMSON calculation (solid line) and test data (broken lines). At early

time (prior to 5.0 ms) the SAMSON calculation does not match the spiked

stresses in the test data. This is most likely due to the fact that the

finite element grid is coarse and unable to transmit such high frequency

response. The early time pressure spikes may be matched better with a

fine grid. This coarse grid analysis assumes that such early time

spiking is insignificant to overall structural response. After 5.0 ms

the agreement between the two sets of data is excellent.

Figure 15 shows a comparison of invert SMI normal stresses for both

sets of data. Here the agreement is also excellent. Both plots show a

slow rise time to a peak stress of 2.4 MPa and then a slow decay (al-
though the decay is more pronounced in the SAMSON data). The excellent

match in the two sets of data shows that the ovaling model was very

successful in filtring the load from the crown to tUe invert.

CONCLUSION

A quasi three-dimensional finite element modeling procedure of a

hcrizontal buried shelter has been developed. This procedure is simple
to use and inexpensive to run. It models structural response to include

the initial longitudinal compressive wave, longitudinal vertical bend-
ing, and ovaling. It is extensive and reliable in information gained.

The results of this analysis model closely the dynamic response of the

structural field test data, This procedure can also be applied to

vertical shelter response, particularly if one is concerned about bend-

ing of the longitudinal axis of the tube.
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FINITE ELEMENT DYNAJmIC ANALYSIS OF THE DCT-2 MODELS, by Barry L. Bingham.
This report discusses a quasi three dimensional finite element analysis of a
horizontal buried missile shelter. The analysis examines axial response to in-
clude longitudinal bending.
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MX BASING DEVELOPMENT DERIVED

FROM H.E. TESTING

Donald M. Cole

ABSTRACT

The large size testing associated with the buried trench, horizontal and

vertical shelter basing concepts is evaluated for its role in the development

of structural design corncepts. The major Impact of the testing was in general

to revise baseline concepts and to develop confident design and analysis pro-

cedures.

KEY WORDS: HX, BASING TECHNOLOGY, STRUCTURAL RESPONSE BLAST AND SHOCK
TESTING, REINFORCED CONCRETE, SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
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MX BASING DESIGN DEVELOP MENT DERIVED FROM H.E. TESTING a

1

By Donald M. Cole ,M. ASCE

INTRODUCTION

From the early 1970's to the present the Air Force assisted by the

Defense Nuclear Agency has conducte d an intense study of the suitability of

protective basing concepts for the MX missile (and required support equipment)

for conditions of nuclear attack. This paper will concentrate on large size,

high explosive field testing, which~was only one aspect of the overall Nuclear

Hardness and Survivability Programý that supported the development of an MX

Weapon System. After a brief presentation of background information, the

large size field testing associated with the first-three of four basing

concepts will be analyzed to determine if fundamental assumptions for

etructural loading and response were confirmed or altered. These fundamental

assumptions become rritical when they define the design requirements for the

protective structural concept. The first basing concept will be treated in

detail and the remaining concepts sunmerized.

aPresented at the April 1981, A3GE National Convention held at Las
Vegas Nevada.

I Resparch Structural F~girneerl, Civil engIneering Resenrc'n Division, Air
Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico.
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In many cases, the large scale testing and associated analysis influenced

requirements for supplemental research. Where appropriate, the interaction of

the large size testing and the supplemental research will be discussed.

BACKGROUND

Until October 1981, the Air Force concentrated MX basing studies on

concepts relying on dispersion and deception in addition to hardening to

provide survivability for the weapons system under conditions of nuclear

attack. This strategy included considerations of current and projected Soviet

capabilities, long range United States goals for Strategic Arms Limitations

and the United States defense policy of maintaining a survivable "Triad"

structure of nuclear strategic forces. For greater detail on the complex

issues affecting this strategy, references 2, 27, 28 and 29 are recommended as

a starting point.

The chronology of basing concepts and associated large size testing is

given in figure 1. Initially the continuously hardened buried trench concept

was selected from the many concepts consiaered by the Air Force for intensive

analytical and experimental study. R#bcognizing that the trench concept

contained substantial technical risk, a system of discrete horizontally

aligned shelters connected by a surface road network was chosen as a beck-up

basing mode. Large size field testing on structura) elemets of both basing

concepts began in April 1977 and continued to October 1978. The change to a

vertical shelter concept in 1978 resulted largely fros considerations of

survivability, economy and from public interface issues associated with land
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withdrawal. The change to a verifiable horizontal shelter concept in late

1979 reflected increased emphasis on SAL negotiations.

While this paper will focus on the technical issues associated with

design and analysis of the protective structures, it is important to remember

the dominant influence that international politics, public policy and opinion

qAA~~~ AAd A MLV'and economic considerations -nave on the design of "

BURIED TRENCH BASING CONCEPTS

As initially conceived, the buried trench was actually a set of shallow

concrete tunnels each approximately twenty miles long and each containing a

single mobile missile protected by a blast plug both fore and aft (figure 2).

This train of vehicles would change location frequently so that the entire

tunnel length would have to be targeted with weapons to assure destruction of

the mJssile. The number of tunnels and tunnel length were determined based on

estimates of the number of warheads available to an attacker. The tunnels

were planned to run roughly parallel to each other along the valleys selected

for- basing, and were not interconnected. The lateral spacing between tunnels

(3t) was selected based on nuclear weapons effects considerations so that no

single weapon could significantly damage more than one ttmnel. Following an

attack, a surviving launcher would erect the missile cannister by breaking out

through the roof of the tunnel and pushing through the soil overburden; and

would then launch the missile.

Since thousands cf miles of tunnel construction would be reQuired, use of

highly automated construction techniques had to be anticipated in the design of

/4
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the tunnel structure. This requirement coupled with direction to minimize

construction costs, led to a baseline structural concept with constant wall

thickness and rib dimensions and using fiber rather than conventional rein-

forcing for rapid automated construction. This initial baseline configuration

is shown in figure 3.

At. the beginning of the validation study on the buried trench concept, a

number of issues were identified as significant to the adequacy of the

concept. These are listed in Table 1. The large size testing discussed in

this paper primarily addresses structur'l loading and response issues. The

impact of this testing and associated experimental and analytical efforts was

principally to force changes In the conceptual design.

The first two large size test (T-l, T-2, figure 1) were designed to

provide very fundamental information on loading and response assumptions used
1

in the concept definition process. Designs for the test articles were derived

from the baseline configuration of figure 3. Since model mechanical blast

plugs were not yet developed, simple concrete masses were used to examine the

fundamental behavior of trench-plug interaction.

Under envisioned attack conditions, breaching of the shallow tunnel

structure was thought to be a likely event. This would occur if the crater

formed by the attacking weapon intersected the trench structure. WheL this

occurred, radioactive plasma would enter the trench and generate a shock

rtunning thou[h the tunnel structure. The amount of energy that would be

injected or coupled into the trench was unknown and analytical estimates

varied substar.ti&lly. Similarly, quantitative estimates of the attenuation of

this flcw could not be confidently estimated vethout substantial experimental

data. The Defense Miclear Agency (DNA) undertook the task of providing an

analytical and experimental program to define the coupling and attenuation

6
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processes. In the absence of a well defined shock environment within the

trench, the first large field test (T-l) was designed to develop structural

loading and response data for a known internal shock environment. In addition,

analytical techniques for predicting loading and response were evaluated and

revised for use as results from the DNA internal environment definition

program became available.

The half-sized T-1 test is described in figure 4. The test model closely

resembles the baseline shown in figure 3 with some notable exceptions. First,

the model was precast in 6 meter long sections and joined on the test site

with a form of bell and apigot joint. This procedure was chosen over the

automated cast in place construction envisioned in the baseline to reduce

modeling costs and to improve quality control for construction and placement

of instrumentation. Unfortunately, the presence of this joint did influence

both loading and response and was redesigned for later testing. Other

exceptions includeu elimination of the running surface and alteration of the

details of the upper 1100 of the cylinder (a series of interlocking panels

to facilitate breakout of the missile after attack). The design of an

economical structure which would resist external nuclear environments and

provide for easy breakout of the missile post attack was not entirely a

straightforward problem and other approaches would be proposed and tested

during concept development.

The major contribution of T-1 was to provide data on the response of the

trench structure near the plug. At the face of the plug, the shock flow is

abruptly halted resulting in very large reflected pressures. These large

pressures, in turn, rapidly accelerate the expanslon of the tunnel.

Understanding this expansion response was important for two reasons. First,
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the duration of the high reflected pressure was significantly influenced by

both the rate of expansion and the subsequent time required to expand to the

point where the gas trapped in the trench could vent to the outside. This

process determined the form of the pressure time history on the face of the

plug and the resulting axial loading transferred by the plug to the wall of

the trench structure behind the plug (figure 5). The second important

consideration was the behavior of the trench wall at the rib engagement

location of the plug. Circumferential shear failure in the wall would limit

the expansion of the wall around the plug and* prevent disengagement of the

plug. Otherwi.e, the shock could penetrate around the plug and destroy the

missile, and the plug itself would be propelled toward the missile launcher.

Text data confirmed the general predictive capability for shock loading

on the plug and expansion of the trench given an incident shock envtiraonent.

In addition, failure of the trench wall behind the plug did occur as predicte4

due to loads coupled into the wall from the plug. However, the transverse

bell and spigot joint behind the plug appeared on post-teat examination to

have Played a role in the wall failure and this joint was not modeled

explicitly in the pretest one-dimensional finite eleuv.nt analysis. Small

scale static model tests (reference 10) conducted just prior to T-1

demonstrated wall fa.lure in the absence of transverse joints at loading well

below the peak dynamic loads of T-1. Based on the static data and sub"equent

analysis of the T-1 configuration (references 20 & 13), failure behimd the

plug is attrlbutod to the magnitude of the plug lnqa.ing, thP eccentricity of

the load application (at the ribs), and the prearice of the lonnitni•nal

Joints separating the 1100 arc roof panels frova t•- remainiug trench

13
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structure below. While thge transverse bell and spigot joint appeared to

influence the behavior at i•c:lure, it is not believed to be a primary cause of

failure.

The response behavior at the front of the plug also diffe-ed from

prediction. Expansion of the wall adjacent to the plug =s expected beted on

two-dimensional analysis of a crozs-section of the trench at the face of the

plug ,reivrence 20). This expansion did occur from the face of the plug back

to the first engaged rib. At this point the trench wall failed circumfer-

entially limiting the zone of expansion. The failure was attributed to a

combination of shear due to expansion and tension from the plug loading. An

additional factor may have been the extremely close fit of the plug with the

tre-ch structtire. The plug was cast directly against the trench wall

separated only by a coat of paint to prevent bonding. This consideration

Influenced a redesign of the cast-'in place plugs for T-2.

The second major contribution of T-1 was to provide data on the

Interaction of the trench ribs with the internal airblest. This interaction

couples loading into the trench wall which outruns the airblast and a'-rivs at

the blast plug prior to arrival of the alrblast. In addition, the secondary

shock formed by, the collision of the sirshock with the ribs is 'strong enough

to pperturb the wmin shock flow in the trench. The primary affect. is to

convert kinetic energy in the flov to enhance the static overpressuie and

subsequently to accelerate expansion of the trench. This effect is ultimately

important to the designor because of its reduction of the loading measured at

the plug. The rib loading coupled into the wall is sigrificant if it reduces

the effective capacity of the wall to resist plug loads.

T-1 pretest analysis indicated that longitudinal compressive strains of

approximately 800 p4 due to rib loading would arrin at the plug prior to the

16



airblast, reducing the remaining capacity for plug loading to approximately

tvo-thJrds of the unloaded vali capacity (figure 5). Although blast pressure

data recorded in T-1 confirmed pretest analysis of the rib shock interaction

process, the longitudilnal data showed substantially lowr outrunning strains.

Maxinum outrunning compressive strains of 150, were recorded in the trench

walls and no clearly observable outrunning was evident in the roof panels.

Again, the transverse joints were suspected of influencing test results.

Sibeseuent analysis would show that the shock propagation was slowed by the

joints and later testing would provide higher measured values of outrunning

strain. Howpver for T-1, outrunning strain was not a significaut factor in

response.

The T-1 test established the fundamental aspects of loading and response

behavior for a known internal environment. It also raised questions about the

capability of the baseline design to react plug loading. Tiis data was

particularly important as it came at a time when system planters had just

altered the baseline dcaign to reduce projected system costas.

Late in 1976, the program office for MX development (The Space and

Missile Systems Organizatiou or SAMSO, now the Ballistic Missile Office or

BMO) convened a "Blue-ribbon Panel" "haired by Dr. Newmark of the University

of Illinois to review the baseline concept dpsign. This panel considered only

transverse response fr-r- external loads, and, based on the informa,ion

presented them, the panel concluded that thb design was excessively

conservative. Early in 1977, SAMSO initiated a 90 day study to define a less

conservative base line. The Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) participated

in the study and based on experlmental and analytical studies recommended

17



against reducing the baseline capacity (reference 3). Despite this

recommndation, an alternate baseline was adopted in May 1977, which was

identical to the original baseline except that the wall thickness was reduced

by one-third to ten inches (254 sm), the amount of fiber reinforcing was

reduced by three-quarters to ono-half percent, and the nominal concrete

strength was increased from 6000 psi (41 MPa) to 8500 psi (59 MPa). Refer to

figure 3 for the original baseline desigu. The decision to change the

baseellne came at a t'&= when the test model construction for T-1 was already

complete. To change the wall thickness for T-2 would hare required the

fabrication of new forms and would have substantially delayed the test. As a

result, T-1 vas conducted as planned and only three changes were made to T-2.

The concrete strength vas increased and the steel fiber percentage was reduced

to match the new baseline values. Also, the roof panels were eliminated so

that the structure could be cast as a continuous cylinder. This last change

reflected 'a revised estimate of breakout requirements, and capabilities.

Although the data from T-1 was not expected to be available in time to

"?'Per the design of T-2, recommendations based on T-1 reopults were included in

a redesign of the blast plugs fc.r T-2. The number of ribs engaged we reduced

to ý:wo to conform with current mechanical plug design concepts and the design

of the rib engagement was altered to prevent the cast in place plug

construction from influencing expansion and wall failure at the rib engagement.

The half-sized T-2 test is described in figure 6. As with T-l, the major

emphasis of the test was to obtain fundamental loading and response data.

However, T-2 Included the simulation of the external airblast environment

which would accompany the internal environment during an attack. This

external env•lronment, unlike the Internal envirorment could be relatively well

1i sP
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characterized for a given attack acenario. T)h-. major effects of this external

environnt were to offer restraint to the trench expansion ihead of the blast

plug region and to provide external loading resulting in displacement •nd

deformation of the trench structure behind the blast plug. Another, important

effect of the external loading was to reduce the longitudinal motion of the

trench (due to internal rib and plug loading) by increasing the longitudinal

shear resistance at the soil-structure interface.

In addition to examining the importance of external loading, the study of

trench-plug interaction in T-2 was continued, While contractors for SAMSO

were developing mechanical blast plug designs to attenuate the loading applied

through the rLbs to the trench wall, the T-2 test examined basic rib shear

behavior and the concept of a simple two plug system to attenuate internal

loads. In this dual plug concept, the first plug would couple the full

internal loading into the trench structure forcing rib shear and/or wall

failure in the region between the two plugs. The bulk of the energy

associated with the internal shock would be dissipated first through inelastic

damage to the ribs and trench wall adjacent to the first plug and between the

plugs and finally through venting from the damaged trench. The second plug

would see much reduced ioading and could safely protect the missile and

launcher.

Pretest analysis for T-2 (reference 22ý examined the longitudinal re-

sponse of the trench. This analysis gave the first estimate of the importance

of shear resistance at the soil-otructure interface to longitudinal response.

Three calculations were performed to predict the longitudinal response of the

trench wall behind the plug due to loadin-g from the internal airshock. The

20
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first was a simple single degree of freedom calculation as shown in figure

7a. The mass used was the mass of the fore plug and the stiffness was based

on the trench wall between plugs. The force time history was simplified from

the predicted loading on the plug but matched peak force and total impulse at

20 ms. The resulting peak force in the spring was 190 MN (43 million 1bs).

The second calculation was a one dimensional multiple degree of freedom

analysis described in figure 7b. This analysis represented each of the

fourteen 6 meter trench sections with four masses and springs. Mass and

stiffness values were increased at each plug location so that the plugs were

modeled integrally with the trench sections. The numerical ";alues were

derived in a manner consistent with the single degree of freedom analysis.

The soil at the downstream end of the trench model was also represented by a

series of masses and springs. Two forms of loading were applied. Each of the

21 masses upstream of the fore plug was loaded with a force (FRi for the ith

mass) which represented the drag force of the internal ehock on the ribs. The

magnitude and time of arrival (TOA) of these forces were adjusted for each

mass, but the waveform used was constant as shown in figure 7b. This loading

was derived from the analysis of an axisymmetric hydrodynamic calculation of

flow in the ribbed trench. The second type --5 loading was the direct plug

loading applied at Mass 22 which was also analytically derived. The multiple

degree of freedom analysis differed from the single degree of freedom analysis

primarily by accounting for the Internal loading and response of the trench

upstream of the fore plug and by accounting for the deformation of the trench

from the rear plug downstream. The effect of modeling the upstream region was

to generate an outrunning force of 22 MN (5 million Ibs, 22% of the static

21
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wall capacity) in the upstream wall of the trench prior to arrival of the plug

loading. The more dramatic effect of including the downstream portion of the

trench was to reduce the peak force due to plug loading in the region between

the plugs to 40 MN (9 million lb.). This 80 percent reduction of the force

estimate provided by the single degree of freedom analysis resulted b. allow-

ing deformation and displacement of the rear plag and the trench downstream.

While the results of these two calculations may be taken as bounds on the

axial response of the trench wall between the two plugs, the expected behavior

ranges from essentially elastic to failure (bqsed on a calculated static axial

wall capacity of 98 MN or 22 million lb.). While the rigid downstream

bo'inJary condition in the single degree of freedom analysis clearly leads to

unrealistically high wall force estimates, the multiple degree of freedom

analysis provides low estimates by ignoring the longitudinal shear forc2 0-1_.h

develops at the soil structure interface and which resists the downstream

motion of the trench. To gain an improved estimate of the influence of this

force, an axisymmetric finite element calculation was performed. The geometry1

of the calculatioi is shown in figure 7c. The calculation ircluded the entire

test model surrounded by an annulus of soi.l in the axisymmetric

representation. Rib loading and the internal normal pressure were applied

sequentially upstream of the fore plug to mod-l the loading of the Internal

airblast running toward the plug. An appropriately timed pressure time

history was applied to the plug. The external airblast loading was also

applied sequentiall, to the surface of the soil. To mitch the test design

condition the arrivaj. of the external shock was approximately five milli-

seconds behind the arrival of the internal snock. The interface between the

soil and structure wes represented with a sliding, debonding interface

24
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%.. = uJumo rrictlon model. The SAMSON structure-tsdis Interactioa code

use' tn the analysis Is described in reference 1.

Using internal loading and material properties consistent with the

previous two calculations, the finite element calculation predicted an

outrunning vall force of 5.8 MN (1.3 million lb.) compared with 22 PMN (5

million Tbh) In the multiple degree of freedom analysis. The peak wall torce

Iindlately behind the plug was prolicted to be 95-115 W (21.4-26 million lbs)

compared to 40 MN (9 million lb-) in the multiple degree of freedom analysis

and 190 MN (43 million lb.) In the single degree of freedom analysis. Since

the soil stress due to the external alrblaa.' environment attenuates rapidly

with depth in tho dry sandy voll, the effect of external shear was over-

emphasized in the calculation. Ahead of the plug, this shear force acts to

attenuate rib Induced loading while close behinO the plug It tends to i-cresse

the wall stresses due to plug loading. This error wva not considered to be

too significant becauie the five aillisecond delay in external loading in

general caused ,-he effects of the exterual force t, appear only after the peak

longitudinal strain had occurred. Post test analysis revealed that the actual

internal environment was different from the values used in the predictions.

The peak pressure yas slightly high, but within ten percent of the value used

"In the predictions. However, Ihe impulse delivered to the plug during the

first twenty milliseconds of loading was thirty percent low and the delay

between internal and ext.rnal shock fronts was only 2.6 as. Force* in the

trench wall were calculated from experimental strain Jsta using standard test

day material property data and the approxImatlor. of, elastic behavior. The

out-running force derived by this method (ruference 14) vas 30 KN (6.7 million

lb.) while the plug induced force was 76 NM (17 mallion )be). Comparing the

26



experimental result- vith the pretest calculations was not entirely straight-

forward. The reduced inpulsi was shown to have significantly reduced the plug

induced loading in the wall. The source of the higher then expected out-

running strain could not be directly traced, but it appeared to have been

affected by shock loading coupled directly into the wall by the explosive

driver and not modeled in the' analysis.

However, the most significant result of the compsrisoe of the experz-

mental data with the calculations was the confirmation of the external shear

loading as a major contributor to the longitudinal response. The measured

wall response to plug loading was almost twice the value predicted in the

-multiple degree of freedom analysis despite the reduced experimental plug

loading. The results were far more closely represented by the finite element

analysis including longitudinal shear effects.

The results of the axisymmetric analysis were also used to predict that

rib shear would occur at the fore plug. The ribs were not modeled explicitly

in the calculation. Rather, rib Ahear was inferred by comparing the

calculated force trans•mitted by the plug to the wall with a calculated static

rib shear capecitl. The calculation also Indicated expansion of the trench

wall along the side of the fore plug up to the first engaged rib where shear

and flexural failure of the wall would occur.

A tvo-dimensional plane strain analysis of a transverse cross section of

the test model under external loading was performed using the SAMSON code.

The geotstry of the calculation Is shown in figure 8. Based on the reaults of

this calculation collapse of the zegion between the plugs &,d behind the

27
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second plug due to exterval loading was not expected. However, local wall

failure (concrete crushing, substantial cracking) at the crovw, springline and

invert associated with transverse bending of the cross section in the primary

bending mode was predicted.

The actual T-2 test results in general confirmed the predicted results

(references 22 and 14) with some exceptions. The wall adjacent to the blast

plug did expand and tbe plug sheared both engaged trench ribs and the next rib

back, before coming to rest on the second rib past its original position. The

concrete rib engagements on the plug itself were severely damaged. Blast

presaure measured in the region between the plugs showed that low level (25

psi or 180 kPa) pressure did get past the first plug. The external airblast

loading d'*d cause local wall failure at the crown, invert and springline in

the region between the plugs and behind the second plug as predicted.

However, the wall damage in the region between the plugs was sufficient to

cause collapse. In addition, external load damage to the region behind the

second plug was extensive and this region appeared near collapse (figure 9).

After the T-2 test, a substantial change in the baseline design occurred.

Instead of providing a uniform design for the entire twenty mile trench

structure, the new hybrid concept provided a series of haidened parking

segments connected by a soft tunnel structure. The capacity of the hardened

regions would 6e substantially increased when compared with the concepts

tested to date.

The analysis of experimtntal data from T-1 and T-2 made sigiificant

contributions to the decision to alter the baseline. The first contribution

wvat to clarify internal loading behavior. The two tests provided a basic

29
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description of the loading coupled into the trench near a blast plug for

simplifled plugs and a known incident internal *irshock. Comparisons cf

calculations with experimental data confirmed the ability of analytical

methods to provide reasonable estimates of loading, accounting for local

ef'ectc of rib attenuation and wall expansion. However, the far more

difficult job of predi_:ting the incident internal environment which provides

the initial conditions for the loading calculations was not yet complete. For

a more complete description of the probles associated with calculating

initial coupAing and the effects of upstream attenuation see reference 26.

Regardlees, using the predictive techniques evaluated in T-1 and T-2 and the

best estimate incident environment, it was clear that significant outrunning

strain could be expected from airblast loading of the ribs and substantial

load attenuation would be required from the mechanical blast plugs to prevent

rib shear or wall failure in the tre-ch.

The second contribution was to provide basic data or. the behavior of the

trench in the region of the plug. In T-1. wall expansion was stopped at the

first engaged rib through a combined shear and tension failure if the wall.

Since the cast in place construction of the T-1 plug wias thought to have

influenced the wall failure, the design of the T-2 plugs was revised. In T-2

substs itial wall expansion alongside the plug did occur, but not enough to

completely disengage ribs or to allow substantial pressure penetration behlrný.

the fore plug. Three one-thirteenth size dynamic tests conducted by AFWL's

Civil Engineering Research Facility also indicated that wall expansion would

limit rib engagement (reference 11) and that a reduction of fiber percentage

from two to one-half percent significantly lowered the energy dissipated in
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rib shear. The models tested had wall dimenaions scaled from T-1 and T-2

designs and used nominal 8500 psi (59 MP&) concrete. In all tests, substan-

tial rib shear, wall damage and pressure penetration beyond the plug due to

wall expansion were experienced. In addition, a quarter-size test of a

mechanical blast plug concept developed the Martin Marietta Corporation was

conducted by the AFWL as a precursor to the T-5 event (reference 4). The

trench response In this test produced a catastrophic failure of the trench-

plug system. The wall design was essentially scaled from T-2 with one-half

percent fiber reinforcing and a design concrete strength of 8500 psi (59

.MPa). The rib dimensions and spacing were altered to match the Martin

Marietta plug design. Failure in the test was initiated when the outrunning

compressive shock !zD the trench wall accelerated the trench wall downstream

with respect to the plug. At the arrival of the internal airshock at the

first engaged rib, the outward and downstream motion of the trench wall

provided a gap for pressure penetration to the region between the tie, engaged,

ribs. Subsequent expansion of the trench wall adjacent to the plug occurred

so quickly that the first rib was never engtged and the effective capacity of

the second rib was reduced. The plug translated approximately 1.26 m, shear-

ing two downstream ribs, before coming to rest. As a result of the larger and

smaller size testing and associated analysis, the behavior of continuously

hardened baseline concepts in the region of a blast plug was determined to be

unacceptable. The smeller size testing in particular had demonstrated

problems with expansion under internal loading. In addition, the results of

T-1 and T-2 had raised concerns with the mechanical plug designers for the

capability of fiber reinforced concrete ribs and wall sections to react the
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anticipated plug forces. With the shift to the hybrid "Hardened Aim Point

Concept," baseline designs would have substantially increased capacity, not

only to resist expansion, but to acccmmodate plug forces as well.

The third major contribution was the demonstration in T-2 of the damage

that might be expected from external loading in the lightly fiber reinforced

trench. This confirmed the severe damage behavior observed with one-sixth

size models added to the S-i and S-2 tests. In the S-2 test, side-by-side

comparisons of original and alternate baseline structures indicated that while

both models had substantial damage, the thinner wall alternate naseline

suffered the most severe damage (reference 21). The amount of deformation of

the cross-section was substantially larger than predicted in the pretest

finite element analysis. This discrepancy highlights the difficulty of pre-

dicting behavior when material failure occurs but prior to collapse. Exten-

sive improvements to constitutive models and numerical techniques are required

to model thib behavior accurately. Providing the capacity to resist external

loading for the region where the missile launcher would be parked wouAd

continue to remain a concern. Solutions would have to accommodate missile

breakout and launch requirements. A suitable design concept had not been

demonstrated at the time the preferred basing mode was changed to che vertical

shelter.

The main objective of both the T-3 and T-5 tests was to demonstrate the

performance of the mechinical bKast plug designs developed by the Boeing

Company and Martin Marietta Corporation. The test configurations are shown in

figures 10 and 11. For the concrete trench structure, the most significant

aspects of behavior were the response of the hardened sections to plug induced

loading and the response of test sections behind the plugs to external loading.
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For. the half-sized T-3 test, model trench sections were already under

construction when the decision to change to a hybrid baseline was made. The

test structure originally would have modeled the alternate baseline

configuration (full size wall thickness - 10 inches or 254 m, f - 8500C

psi or 59 MPa, one-half percent fiber reinforcing). The test was modified by

using the already constructed alternate baseline models to represent the soft

connecting tunnel and by constructing two hardened sections to model the plug

engagement location (Sections 13 and 14, figure 9). The region where the

missile would park was not modeled, but alternate baseline sections were

placed behind the nardeneo section to react the longitudinal stress created by

the internal loading. The hardened section contained two percent conventional

reinforcing in both the longitudinal and circumferential directions. The test

day concrete strength averaged approximately 70 MPa (10,000 psi) in soft

connection regions and 67 MPz (9700 psi) in the hardened region. The

connection between soft and hardened regions war designed to limit shear to

reduce wall expansion at the plug engagement location. The design of the

hardened region was straightforward in all aspects except for predizting the

shear capacity of the ribs.

The method proposed by the AFWL was empirically derived and fundamentally

based on a study perforred in 1973 for SAMSO (reference 19). Specimens were

loaded quasi-statically to failure. Concrete strength, shear reinforcing and

normal confining stress (d') across the shear plane were varied during

testing. Experimental data is shown in figure 12 along with the recommended

analytical expression for maximum shear stress (Cmax). This expression is a V
sunmation of three terms representing the contribution of the concrete, the
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confining stress and the steel shear reinforcing. The third term is identical

to the American Concrete Institute shear friction formulation (ACI 318-77,

reference 18). At the AFPL, the first tero was revised based on the static

rib shear data in reference 10. The recommended expression is:

_r. - .1 fc + 1.4 (dn + Asfy/A )

where A - cross-sectional area of shear reinforcement across thes

shear plane

A - cross-sectional area of concrete along the shear plane
c

(n - externally applied confining stress normal to the shear

p] ane

f c - unconfined compressive strength of concrete

f - yield stress of shear reinforcement

The above expression was developed after the T-3 design was finalized,

and predicted that the design would have a margin of safety ex-:eeding sixty

percent. During the test, although the fore plug attenuation aud sealing

mechanisms did not perform as expected, the trench section did not fail under

expansion nor was rib shear a problem. Because the fora plug was not totally

effective, the region between the plugs experienced a pressure pulse with a

peak of .85 MPa (125 psi) and relatively long duration of 240 us. This was

successfully resisted by the aft plzig, demonstrating tn.z value of a dual plug

concept.

The T-3 test provided the first experimental data for large size models

of the continuously hardened alternute baseline derign for conditions of

external loading. Based on numerical analysis (reference 23) and the
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experimcntal data from T-2 and smaller sized component tetits (reference 7),

collapse of the thin wall region behind the hardened blast plugs was not

certain, but appeared likely. The difficulty in predicting damage states when

substantial cracking and crushing occurs has been discussed. To improve the

performance of this region, the backfill stffness was increased by compacting

3 3the backfill to a minimum dry density of 2000 kg/m3 (125 lbs/ft , 95% of

maximum density as determined by ASTM D-1557, Modified Proctor Compaction

Test). This value compares with 1760 kg/m3 (110 lbs/ft 3) for tLe backfill

used in T-2 and also for the insitu soil. However, failure planes between

compacted lIfts of backfill reduced the effective stiffness observed in the

test. As a result the effective constrained modulus for the T-3 backfill was

approximately the same as for the insitu soil and approximately twice that of

the T-2 backfill. Both theory and previous experimental data established that

the stiffer soil wotuld reduce the effective loading and the resulting damage

associated with the external loading. The actual test provided interesting

results. Substantial local crushing and cracking did occur, and plastic

hinges were formed at the crown and inve-mt as well as at the longitudinal

separato. joint (550 either side of the crown) and at 300 below each

springline. Surprisingly, the structures did nut collapse immediately.

Movies taken during the test show the structures coving to peak response ( 20

as) and recovering. When the light fails at 200 as the structures wre still

standing. However, the structures .vid extensive damage and were only

mrginally stable with six complete hinges formed around t e circular

section. At about eight seconds after test detonation a vtry low level

groondshock was caused by fall back of the loose soil overburden which had
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confined the explosives for the external loading simulator and this was

sufficient to collapse the atructures (reference 15).

The T-5 test was similar to T-3 not only in objectives, but also in

results. Although the Martin Marietta Corporation designed blast plug was

substantially different in approach and design when compared to the tw plug

Boeing contept, it also experienced difficulty with sealing and attenuating

the internal loading environment. In addition, alttugh T-5 included test

sections, behind the blast plug, specifically designed as model parking

regions for the missile, the inappropriate design of a longitudinal breakout

joint led to the failure of this region under external loading.

As with T-3, the region of plug engagement was specifically designed to

accommodate the Martin Marietta plug design. T-5 was a three-quarter size

test and the wall thickness in the plug engagement region was 457 me (18

inches) arJ contained 1.5 percent reinforcing longitudinally and 6.75 percent

circumferentially. The plug engagement region performed satisfactorily

despite the higher than anticipated loading transferred to the rib when the

shock absorbing mechanical engagement arms on the plug bottomed out (refer-

ences 16 and 24). The first engaged rib was observed to have crushed

longitudinally 80 to 100 m at the forward face, however no evidence of

significant rib shear was seen. The second engaged rib did show shear damage

between rails at the Invert where the inner hoop reinforcement is not

continuous, and minor cracking and spelling of concrete was seen at other

locations. The plug did tessin engaged and cracking due to expansion was very

minor. Despite the larger than anticipated plug response and scme pressure

penetration, performance of the plug and trench combination appeared to be

within the required limits.
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The behavior of sections behind the plug in response to external loading

was not nearly as successful. The test region behind the plug actually

incorporated two separate designs for hardened parking locations for the

missile launcher. Requirements to minimize cost and to provide a design which

would allow the launcher to break out through the roof of the trench after an

attack, lead to lightly reinforced section designs with marginal capacity to

resist external loading. The th•,nner wall section (190 mm or 7.5 inches) had

one percent conventional reinforcement circuaferentially while the thicker

wall section (330 ma or 13 inches) had 0.7 percent. To allow breakout, the

circumferential rehar design for both sections contained short (80 - or 3

inch) splices at 550 either side of the crown facilitating tensile failure

of the wall at that location under the erection loading. Similar designs

showed satisfactory pe rformance in maller size testing (reference 7);

however, in T-5 this detail proved inadequate to resist the flexure occurring

at that location resulting from Initial external loading of the crown. The

splice on the outer rebar separated in tension forming a longitudinal crack on

the outer surface. The wall capacity in shear was then insufficient and the

entire roof between splices punched through as a rigid piece. Later testing

.cnd analysts of joint sections wnuld provide wore suitable joint designs,

ho'wever the trench concept would be abandoned as a basing concept before

candidate designs could be evaluated.

HORIZONTAL SHELTER CONCEPT

This basing concept is essentially couprised of a series of horizontal
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bermed shelters connected by a surface road network. A single vehicle per

missile served to shuttle the missile between shelters as well as to erect and

launch the missile (figure 13). This concept avoided the difficulties of

defining In-trench environments and dealing with breakout requirements. It

was carried through the concept validation phase of system development as a

back-up to the trench concept in the event that the technical issues associ-

ated with the trench could not be resolved.

In general, the development of a design was a straightforward process.

The two major structural uncertainties addressed during large size testing

were definition of the reflected and drag loading on the structure and the

evaluation of analytical methods for loading and response to support design

and assessment of the structure.

The four large size tests are shown in figure 14. The tests will not be

individually discussed in detail; rather, the overall results will be (
summarized. In addition, reference 9 describes the analysis 3nd component

testing which also supported development of this basing mode. The first three

tests (S-1, S-2, S-3, figure 14) used a Dynamic Airblast Simulator (DABS) to

determine reflected and drag losding waveforms for 00 (head-on), 900

(side-on) and 300 orientations of the shelter with respect to. the direction

of propagation of the shockfront. The DABS is essentially a large shock tube

of corrigated arch construction with a soil covet to reduce early time

expansion of the simulator. This technique reproduces the shock flow and

subsequently, reflection and drag effects on loading waveforms. One-sixth

size Instrumented shelter models were used to determine the applied loading

and the fundamental response modes. This data was used to evaluate numerical
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analysis procedures for airblast loading and for structural response. The

final test (S-4) was at one-half size and contained an operational closure and

b.:rirg frame designed by the Boeing Company (reference 12). This test loaded

only the forward portion of the shelter using a High Explosive Simulation

Technique (HEST) to reproduce the loading wave forms defined by the earlier

DABS testing and subsequent analysis. The REST technique uses a thin cavity

of explosives to reproduce a specified pressure time history. For S-4, the

HEST was designed to reproduce the high pressure (30 NPa, 4400 psi) loading

corresponding to reflection and drag effects of a head-on attack. The test

model responded as expected with only limited compression damage where the

large headworks transitioned into the saller tube section. The closure

opened easily after the test.

As a result of the first tests the headworks design was streamlined to

reduce both the magnitude of loading and the surface area exposed to loading.

The S-4 test demonstrated a feasible design for worst case attack conditions.

The one region where design revision may have been required was the transition

from the large load accumulating headworks to the much smaller tube section.

Inelastic response seemed unavoidable unless the tube crossectional capacity

was substantially increased. A recommended alternative was a ductile, energy

absorbing connection at the front of the tube section.

VERTICAL SHELTER CONCEPT

A number of factors influenced the Air Force decision to adopt a

vertically oriented shelter for ?X basing. In general, the buried trench
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basing mode was abandoned for both technical and political reasons. Technical

concerns included not only the design issues discussed above but also

uncertainty associated with the nuclear environment coupled into the trench as

well as uncertainty associated with the detectability of the missile during

normal operations and under a low level attack. Political concerns included

cost and issues associated with public access to the basing region. The

decision to adopt discrete shelters included consideration of the enhanced

structural loading generated by the drag sensitive configuration of the

shelter. For the dry deep. alluvial valleys considered for basing, a surface

flush vertical shelter design would reduce the effective peak bJ.ast loading by

as much as a factor of eight and, as a result, the hardness and cost required

to survive a given threat. However, one advantage of the horizontal concept

was the ability to rapidly move the missile (termed a "Dash" capability),

since the integral transport .and launch vehicle was garaged in the shelters.

For the vertical concept, the transport vehicle haa to pick up the missile a-

one shelter and unload it at another. As the entire weapoais system design

evolved, the requirement for a dash capability was reevaluated and dropped.

With this change in requirements the vertical shelter became the preferred

basing mode.

Because the majority of the supporting equipment was designed to be

incorporated into the canvister containing the missile, the shelter geometry

was quite simplified compared to l.iunch facilities for the existing MINUTEMAN

or TITAN missiles. An artist's concept is shown in figure 15. The major

uncertainty in the design process is the longitudinal shear loading due to rel-

ative motiou the soil structure interface. The only large size test of this
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basing concept addressed the definition of this shear loading and the

influence that it had on the structural response.

The one-third size vertical shelter test is illustrated in figure 16.

Three similar models were tested, two designed to respond without significant

damage and one designed to have major longitudinal compression damage in the

tube wall (reference 25). The reinforcing for all modelo was one percent

longitudinal and two percent circtmferentially, at the headworks, transticaiid

to two-thirds percent circumferentially in the tube section. The A and B

models were conventionally reinforced as was the headworks of the C model.

The tube section (lower 11 m of the model) wasi constructed of plain concrete

with reinforcing supplied by an unbonded inner!steel liner. All models were

cast in place agaiuet native soil.

The test was extremely successfixl and provided the first experimentally

measured shear loading data for large cast! in place structures. The

structures behaved as predicted with negligible damage in B and C structures

and with substantial crushing of the upper wall of the A structure reducing

the overall length by 0.3 m.

The experimental measurements of normal and ishear stress at the soil-

structure interface were extremely difficult to obtain and 'there is

considerable scatter in the data. The experimental transducer used Is

described in reference 17. Nevertheless, the basic loading behavior could be

established as well as the variation in loading caused by the post-yield

response of the A model. As a result of the analysis of this data and the

data from associated smaller scale testing (references 8 and 5), the

analytical expression for shear loading developed in the prediction report
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(reference 25) was confirmed as adequate. The recommended formulation is:

v -eCs vMt; "t(t) -d' u(t)

where: e- soil density

C5 - soil shear wave velocity

V(t) - relative velocity at the soil-structure interface

parallel to the interface

- VSTR(t) - VSOIL(t)

The shear stress calculated by this formulation is limited by the shear

capacity of the soil and of the interface (T max). The formulation of this

failure surface is illustrated in figure 17 and represents an adaptation of an

analytical and laboratory experimental study reported in reference 6. Anal-

ysis using this formulation represented the T.asic character of the loading

observed experimentally although significant variations were observed. In

general, the loading was well enough characterized to provide confident design

and analysis procedures.

Considering only hardness against nuclear weapons effects, the vertical

shelter clearly provided the best basing solution of the three concepts

considered. However, as discussed previously a number of issues in addition

to weapon effects surviiability must be evaluated in the selection of a

preferred basing mode. In late 1979, considerable attention was focused on

Strategic Arms Limitations and verification of the number of strategic weapons

was a major consideration. The Presidential decision was to adopt a

Verifiable Ho-rizontal Shelter Concept as the weapon system moved into its Full

Scale Engineering Development phase.
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SUNMMY

The large size testing of structural models associated with MX basing

coucepts played a major role in defining the expected loading and response

modes. This data, in turn led to concept design revisions and was used to

develop, refine and evaluate numerical analysis and assessment procedures.

The large size testing was most valuable when it formed an integrated part of

a combined program including structural component testing and numerical anal-

ysis. Both component test data and numerical calculations were essential for

interpreting the complex behav!or observed in the large size tests. In addi-

tion, the evaluation of analysis pLc edures provided the capability to more

confidently adapt designs for siting or attack conditions not represented in

the testing.

The major role of ttis combined testing and analysis program was to alter

and refine preliminary design concepts. However, nuclear hardness and

survivability considerations are only one of many factors that must be

considered in selecting or changing basing concepts. The development of a

modern weapons system such as MX involves committment of significant iiational

resources and influences our national and international policy. Technical

considerations as well as political, must be viewed with this perspective.
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1/5 SIZE VHS SERIES BLAST AND SHOCK SIMULATIONS

By Michael L. Noble 1

INTROOUCTION

A high explosive test series was conducted in 1981 to evaluate the respective

performance of simulation techniques for Blast and Shock environments. Two tests

were conducted on a 1/5 size Verifiable Horizontal Shelter (VHS) in the Multiple

Protective &helter (MPS) configuration. The purpose of the 1/5 size tests was to

compare the effectiveness of a Shaped High Explosive Simulation Technique (HEST)

to the Dynamic Airblast (DABS) technique for Blast and Shock effects simulation

through the response of the test structure before proceeding to the first full

size test on an MX prototype horizontal shelter. The nuclear airblast simulation

environment was produced in the D-1 test through the DABS technique In which, the

dynamic blast interacted with the target's geometry. The resultant pressure loads

were reproduced by a multipressure-zoned HEST in the SH-1 test. A HEST charac-

teristically produces a waveform without the physics that occur due to diffracted

and reflected shocks. The simulation objective of the 1/5 VHS test series was to

demonstrate the capability of a High Explosive Simulation Technique (HEST) simula-

tor to adequately duplicate the test structure's input load!. This paper will

highlight the simulation aspects of the 1/5 VHS test series. The discussion will

focus primarily on the comperisons of the two simulator's loading waveforms.

!Chief, Effects ;imulation section, Weapons Effects Branch, Civil Engineering
Research Division, Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base,
Albuquerque, New Mexico



BACKGROUtVD

Defense requirements for the simulation of nuclear weapons effects were

recognized when the Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty was ;lgned in the fall of 1963.

Specifically, the Nuclear Hardness and Survivability (NH&S) criteria and assessment

tasks were initiated in designing and testing military structures to withstand severe

nuclear environments. Development of Blast and Shock simulation techniques for

testing defense structures ensued. The Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) has main-

tained an ongoing research and development program to meet the NH&S needs of present

and future defense systems. In the absence of nuclear blast effects data to deter-

mine a system's response, simulation tests using conventional explosives are

performed. Two of the most successful for simulating nuclear airblast effects are

the Dynamic Airblast Simulator (DABS) and the High Explosive Simulation Technique

(HEST).

DABS

The DABS is basically a large expendable shock tube. The explosive driver

chamber contains an explosive charge array placed against the rear wall of either

steel plate or concrete. The driver's chamber is lined with a steel plate to mini-

mize the amount of debris thrown into the shock-induced flow by the explosion. Upon

explosive driver initiation the hot gases flow down the tube forming a shock wave 4n

the air of the tunnel. The tunnel section confines the shock wave. The wave propa-

gates down the tube to the target sedtion where the test structiral model is sub-

jected to the specified waveform. A tube runout section is normally required past

the target to prevent the post shock rarefactiof from limiting the simulation time

of the air shock's positive phase. A DABS can be constructed in several cross-

sectlional cohfigurations, preferably, either a full circle or hemicylinder tube.1



HEST

The typical HEST consists of explosives arranged within a planar cavity of air

or foam which is confined by soil overburden. The target section (structure) is

placed in the ground, eithev surface flush at the bottom face of the cavity or buried

in the test bed. The explosive array can be initiated either simultaneously or

sequentially. Initiation in the vertical direction will produce a near-instantaneous

spike while horizontal initiation will produce a sweeping wave. Either can be tuned

to achieve the appropriate loading signature required on the test structure. Also,

the distribution of explosives within the cavity can be varied for the specified

pressure profile loading effect. The overburden covering the explosion cavity serves

as a tamping agent to contain the high-pressure gases created by the explosives and

to tailor the simulation time of the experiment. A HEST can be constructed in any

size or pattern necessary to obtain the desired simulation.1

Originally conceived, the HEST was not thought to be useful for test articles

sensitive to dynamic pressure loads associated with the flow behind a nuclear shock

front. However, the 1/5 VHS test series work has shown not only the feasibility but

the application of using the blast overpressure from a specially designed HEST to

approximate the dynamic and reflected shock loading on above ground structures. If

the structural loads are known for a particular dynamic airblast environment, either

from calculations or from previous experiment;, a HEST can be designed to reproduce

those loads. The nuclear airblast simulator used in the SH-1 test was a recently

developed variation of the High Explosive Simulation Technique (HEST) which has been

used in the past. The variation, called "Shaped-HEST," presumes knowledge of the

airblast waveform which is to be applied in several regions on and about the target

structure.
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HEST simulators possess a distinct cost advantage over other nuclear airblast

simulation techniques such as, free-air conventional explosives or the Dynamic

Airblast Simulator (DABS). HEST is at least an order of magnitude cheaper than these

other methods, but one must be willing to accept the dominant nonsimulatlon cffects.

A HEST is designed to generate nuclear shock-front overpressures without the dynamic

winds normally associated with shock propagation. Therefore, it is not possible to

use the HEST in examining the shock flow phenomenology of shock interactions with

structures. Once again, If through previous tests or calculations, the dynamic

airblast loading can be specified, then the HEST may be used to simulate this loading

just as though it was an incident overpressure. The airblast waveforms, which were

applied in designing the multizone SH-1 test, were established using data from the

0-1 test's loads and earlier DABS developmental tests

TEST SERIES'CRITERIA

The Blast and Shock environment was formulated to be consistent with the NH&S

validation objectives for a one-on-two surface burst attack on a shelter spacing of

1585 m (5200 ft). The airblast loading objective at the structure closure (door)

was 3 MPa from a 24 KT surface burst, equivalent to a 3 MT yield at full scale.

The test structure was located at a 50 degree aspect angle to the airblast which

Is consisternt with an attack scenario for the MPIS basing geometry. D-1 pretest

analysis projected that the region of the first Stragegic Arms Limitation Talks

(SALT) verification port had the highest susceptibility for deformation. As a

result, both simulators and testbed designs focused on providing the longest simu-

lation at that point. Simulation time for the events corresponded to the pro-

jected time span required to achieve peak ovaling response at the first SALT port

location. This criteria set the simulation time at 16 is. The first ground shock
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relief effects originate at each simulator's boundar*es. The first SALT port,

located near the center of the testbeds, is the last to receive these relief

effects. The SH-1 simulator size was chosen on the basis of shear wave propaga-

tion velocities, a dominant factor in non-simulation relief wave Interactions. 2

TEST SERIES OBJECTIVES

The test series was planned to ylald data required to meet the following com-

posite objectives: (1) Determine location, distribution, magnitude and duration of

loads on a generic MX horizontal shelter design; (2) Evaluate localized effects on

loading and response due to the incorporated baseline structural details. The details

incorporated in the test article are: two SALT verification ports, a closure tran-

sition area with a hinge mass region, and the cylinder with a single rebar cage and

steel liner; (3) Evaluate analytical techniques for hardness design procedures; (4)

Evaluate a Shaped-HEST as a technically viable alternate simulator to the DABS

technique. The fourth objective is the thrust of this paper. 2

TEST CONSTRUCTION

D-1 Simulator Facility

The 0-1 DABS farility, shown in Figure 1, is the largest of its type to date.

The facility was constructed using commercially available double-corrugated metal

arch sections to achieve a span of 17.4 m, a rise of 7.72 a and a length of 60 m.

The driver end of the facility was closed off by a cast-in-place reinforced

concrete wall 0.6 m thick. To prevent the explosives from cratering and injecting

debris into the flow, a steel plate covered a concrete floorpad extending over the

entire width of the facility and to a downstream range of 6.1 m. Additionally, a

0.3 m thick layer of concrete was cast over the steel arch to a range of 6.0 a.
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The D-1 explosive charge consisted of Iretol 30T27-C blocks, a castable

TNT-sensitized AN (ammonium-nitrate) slurry explosive. The blocks were uniformly

distributed over the endwall of the DABS facility (Figure 2). Each block weighed

approximately 20 kg and was initiated by a Fentolite booster and by a length of

detonating cord. The charge array was initiate- simultaneously by a three-

dimensional array of 54-grain detonating cord which branched out from two initiation

points in front of the explosives to achieve a near simultaneous detonation of each

charge. Redundancy in the detonating cord array was provided to insure reliability

of initiation. Unconsolidated soil overburden was placed over the arch and outside

the concrete endwall. This overburden was designed to provide confinement during

the 16 ms simulation time, but also to allow the entire facility to blow out and

away from the testbed after completion of the simulation (ts)100 ms). To facilitate

this process of facility expansion and overburden dispersal, the base of the arch

was attached to a concrete footing to provide lateral restraint and to provide a hinge

for rotation. Additionally, a minimum of 1 m overburden depth was placed )ver the

crown with increasing depths progressing down the side to provide maximum velocity

near the top and to cause rotation of the arch and overburden around the hinge at the

base. Typical behavior of the simulator facility is for most of the overburden and

arch materials to be thrown clear of the testbed. The arch and overburden did not

disperse as well as desired, but this had no effect on the overall simulator

performance.
3

SH-1 Simulator Facility

The SH-1 simulator was constructed with polystyrene beaded foam, cord type

explosives and soil overburden. The testbed's planar dimensions w•re 26.5 M by

25.6 m. The foam for the SH-1 test had a density of .016 gms/cm3 (1.0 lbs/ft 3 )
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while the 1.3 m native soil overburden had a nominal dry density of 1.76

9ms/cm3 (110 lbs/ft 3 ). The test used a 100% foam structure to form each HEST

cavity zone. This construction str'cture provides for both the maintenance of the

proper explosive charge dimensions a.d for supporting the overburden. Figure 3

shows a testbed detail of the SH-1 simulator during construction. The explosive

charge was constructed using 400-grain PETN detonating cord. Zones 1, 2, 3 and 4

were preassembled and placed on the testbed. Zones 8-1, 8-2, 5 and 6 were fabri-

cated in place as shown in Figure 3. The major zones' primary timing system was

through edge timing with the tie-zone concept for interior zones. The tie zones

interconnect splices, used to ensure timing continuity across zones 8-1, 8-2, 5

and 6, were preassembled and placed on the testbed prior to assembly of the major

zones. The tie-zones' foam panels were grooved to accept both the primary deto-

nating cord and the redundant firing system. 4

The SH-1 simulator consisted of eight separate representative HEST zones

(Figure 4), each with a specific peak overpressure and airblast waveform. Each zone

has the same environment in terms of peak pressure and decay over its entire area,

with the exception of zone 4. Zones 8-1 and 8-2, both identical in design, were

intended to simulate the free field airblast from a 24 KT nuclear explosion at the

3 MPa overpressure range through the use of the Brode nuclear equation. Zone 4,

located along the headwall and closure of the test structure, contained the low

pressure and high pressure cavity designed to produce the flow-resultant double peak

waveform. All the nearfield zones were designed to produce a specified overpressure

and waveform defined in D-1 loads data. Each sloped region on the 0-1 testbed had a

different pressure time history resulting from the dynamic component of the flow. 4
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SIMULATOR INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation fielded to assess the airblast simulation consisted

of piezoelectric crystals, blast prtssure gages, and photopoles. The crystals

mesured time of arrival (TOA) of the blast wave at various simulator locations for

determining the velocity and planarity. Blast pressure gages were installed both

direct and side-on to the blast wave to measure the overpressure waveforms at

various locations across each testbed. Locations of near field and structural gages

were essentially the same for both tests. A comparison of diagnostic (ptessure)

gage locations between 0-1 an4 SV-1 i: shown in Figure 5. The photopoles in SH-1

served to provide impulse histories for each zone. The velocities of these poles

when combined with the densIty and thickness of the overburden are indicative of the

impulse in each HEST zone and provide a means of assessing the HEST cavity

performance.

AIRBLAST EFFECTS

The D-1 test provided the baseline data for the test series airblast effects

associated with the shelter's configuration. The MPS configuration-geometry had

significant affects upon the nominal 3 MPa targeted overpressure environment.

Primary differential loading factors were the 50 degree aspect angle, the shelter's

berm exposure, the driveway cut and the headwall profile.

Headwall Shock Dynamics

The shock front rtached the entry point into the driveway ramp prior to reaching

the structure's closure. The blast began to move down the rap, acrtss the driveway

and up the opposite side. Upon impact with the ram on the opposite side, a

reflected shock was generated and moved along that side ramp towards the structure.
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Meanwhile, the main shock front encountered the front face of the headwall and began

moving across it. These two shock systems collided near the face of the structure

near the y - -2 m structure coordinate (Figure 6). This shock collision spawned a

large reflected shock which accounts for the 27 MPa peak pressure observed at the

y m-2 m range and the other high pressures in that headwall region. 3  This strong

reflected shock is similar to what would be expected from a nuclear airblast

loading at the 50 degree aspect angle for a 3 MPa overpressure. In general, the

airblast pressures on the headwall and closure were higher on the downstream side

(right) conpared to those upstream.

Berm Area Oynamics

Overpressure waveforms measured as the blast wave passed over the shelter model

are shown in Figure 7. Pressures along the upstream side of the berm are approxi-

mately 20 percent higher than along the downstream side. The airblast arrived at

the first alrblast gage on the upstream berm at 16 ms and then swept over the berm

traveling at 1900 m/s. The airblast moved from this gage to the last near-field

gage in about 5 v.. Figure 7 shows the locations and waveforms of several

airblast measurements on the berms and the drive-ay of the structure. At axial

distances of several mp*ters behind the headwall, the vertical overpressure on the

upstream berm (left) was higher than the downstream. The peak overpressures on

the headwall and door varied (from left to right) from about 6 MPa to 11 WPa.

Except for the reg, jn within approximately a meter of the headwall, peak over-

pressures on the upstream berm were about 4 MPa + 0.4 MPa while peak overpressures

on the downstream (right) berm were about 3.1 to 3.5 MPa. 3

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Scope

Replication of the preceeding 0-1 headwall and berm areas airblast loadinq

effects were the goals. in the SH-i HEST test. A principal feature of the SH-1

-/
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simulator design was the requirement to produce the double peak waveform across

the headwall and closure face. This was accomplished by using a HEST (zone 4)

designed to produce a low pressure region and a high pressure region, both within

the same cavity. The detonation of the explosives in the low pressure region pro-

duced a working gas through which secondary shocks could propagate. Upon detonation

of the high pressure region & secondary shock propagated back through the low

pressure region creating the second peak and the desired waveform.

A redundant zone-interconnecting and timirng system was used to ensure the

proper propagation rate of the shock front across each region and from orie region

to the other. The SH-i simulator timing was a critical simulation feature. In

order tc be completely successful, all zones must fire at the proper tiae and

sweep at the required rate, The detonating front in each zone was designed to

travel at the free-field nulclear velocity 1684 m/s (5525 ft/s) and at a direction

of 50 degrees to the longitui'nal axis of the structure. The blast wave's propa-

gation timing the various zo.,#zs in SH-1 was done externally and does not result

from flow, except as stated in the secondary wave of zone 4. The near-field zones

were designed to produce the peak effective pressures resulting from the blast

flow dynamics with the berm. The pressures were normalized in the areas shown in

Figure 4.

Headwall and Closure

The times of arrival of the blast wave propagating across the headwall and

face of the structural model are shown in Figure 8 along with the arrival times

for the second pulse which travels back across the face and headwall. The primary

blast wave traveled across the headwall at approximately 2486 m/s, which was

slightly faster than the 2424 m/s predicted value. The second pulse c3used by the

high pressure region in zone 4 traveled back across the headwall at approximately

630 m/s. The SH-1 value was slower than the 850 m/s rate observed in the D-1
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test. The second shock in SH-i propagated through a gas composed of detonation

products and vaporized foam rather than air, which accounts for its rate being

slower than that observed in D-1. The blast overpressure waveforms measured at

selected locations across the headwall and closure are shown in Figures 9, 10

and II. The single peak waveform over the downstream high pressure region and

the double peak waveform over the upstream low pressure region are clearly

observable. Waveforms measured at comparable locations in the D-1 test are

overdrawn on the SH-1 waveforms. Values for peak simulation pressure (PPS) and

for the second peak were plotted as a function of the y-coordinate across the

headwall and face of the structure in Figure 12. Smooth curves were visually

fitted through the data and corresponding data for D-1 were also included.

PPS in the low pressure region of zone 4 (upstream headwall) was approximately

9.5 MPa for SH-i as compared to 6.5 MPa for D-1. In the high pressure region of

zone 4 (downstream headhiall) the PPS was approximately 34 MPa in SH-1 as com-

pared to 27 MPa for D-1, 5

Free-Field and Berm (Testbed)

The blast overpressure waveforms at selected locations across the SH-i

testbed are shown in Figure 13 with comparisons of the associated Brode

waveforms. Although the front end spikes and oscillations typical of a HEST are

present, the waveforms produced agree well. The free-field overpressure is

estimated to be 3.5 MPa and yield to be 24 KT, slightly higher than the 3 MPa,

24 KT design goal. 5
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SUMMARY!
I

The Shaped-HEST simulator performed very well as a nuclear Blast and Shock

loader for exposed surface structures, Evaluation of the SH-1 simulator adequacy

was a primary concern as to modeling the complex nuclear airblast loading wave-

forms. This HEST technique reflects the best state-of-the-art as a low cost simu-

lator alternative to the DABS. Comparable load characteristics were produced.

Overpressure waveforms very similar to the 24 KT nuclear waveform at the 3 MPa

range were produced in the free-field regions (zones 8-1 and 8-2). The airblast

waveforms produced over the top of the structure were quite comparable to those

produced in the D-1 test. Along the headwall and closure double peaked waveforms

were produced which were very similar to those produced in D-1. The zone 4 high

pressure region along the downstream headwall produced secondary peaks very similar

to the D-1 test. Propagation of the HEST blast wave over the testbed was uniform

and planar, providing proper times of arrival in each of the test zones. Peak

overpressures were slightly high in the free field as compared with the 3 MPa

nuclear and 25 to 50 percent higher than the 0-1 test across the headwall and the

face of the structure. Impulse loading appears to be correspondingly high in most

regions and approximately ?0 percent higher over the closure. The HEST-generated

high amplitude spikes and high frequency oscillations are present in the blast

pressure waveforms during the first few milliseconds, but effectively produced

minimal energy transfer.

Further HEST development to adjust and improve the quality of the nuclear

airblast simulation provided in SH-1 is recornmended prior to full-size test

applications. However, the simulator has proven its utility for producing both

multiple shock effects and multi-pressure loadings on reflection and drag sensitive

structures.
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Appendix II - Notation

The following symnbols are used in this paper:

cm - centimeter

ft - feet

gis - grams

gr - grains per foot

KT - Kiloton

kg = Kilogram

lbs - pounds

MPa - Megapascals

MT = Megaton

a • meter

as - m4 llisecond

s - second

ts = simulator disassembly time

y - structure coordinate horizontal axis



1/5 Size VHS S-ries Blast and Shock Simulatlon by Michael L. Noble.

The capability of a High Explosive Simulation Technique (HEST) simulator to ade-

quately duplicate complex airblast waveforms was demonstrated. Dynamic test

comparisons showed the HE.i simulator's utility for providing both multiple

shock effects and multi-pressure loadings on reflection and drag sensitive

structures.



1/5 SIZE VHS SERIES BLAST AND SHOC.• SIMULATIUNS

KEY WORDS: Civil Defense; Explosives; Field Tests; Military Engineering;
Technology Assessmenti Dynamic Air Blast Simulator (DABS); High Explosive
Simulation Technique (HEST); Airblast; Simulator.

ABSTRACT: The simulation objective of the 1/5 Verifiable Horizontal Shelter
(VHS) test series was to demonstrate the capability of a High Explosive Simula-
tion Technique (HEST) simulator to adequately duplicate complex 'i--blast wave-.
form loadings. A principal feature of the HEST design was the requirement to
produce double-peaked resultant overpressures. The modeling baseline was
established by a test (D-1) producing dynamic flow. The HEST test (SH-l) com-
parably matched the loading waveforms both in relative magnitude and phase
characteristics. The HEST simulator has proven its utility for both multiple
shork effects and multi-pressure loadings on reflection and drag sensitive
structures.
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SMALL-SCALE TESTS OF t4( VERTICAL SHELTER STRUCTURES

James. K. Gran, John R. Bruce, and James D. Colton

Abstract

The purpcse of this research was to assess the arplicability of

apomptric scaling at very small scale to study the response of buried

reinforced concrete vertical shelter structures subjected to airblast

loading. The approach wis to build and test two 1/30-scale models and

compare the responses with those from corresponding 1/6-scale tests. One

of the structures tested was designed to respond elastically, and the other

was designed to respond inelastically. The 1/30-scale and 1/6-scale models

were built with as much geometric and material similitude as practical.

Special fabrication techniques were developed for the 1/30-scale models.

Concrete sand (ASTH C33) was used for the backfilled soil at both scales.

The airblast from a nuclear burst was simulated with a high explosive

simulation technique (HEST).

A comparison of the 1/30-scale and 1/6-scale tests shows that the

surface loads and soil responses matched and that the structural responses

agreed ver-y well. For the elastic structures, concrete surface strains

measured in the 1/30-scale test ard reinforcing steel strains measured in

the 1/6-scale test showed that the direct loading wave, the reflections from

the base and the closure, the base and closure flexure, interface friction,

and soil resistance to punchdown were all accurately teproduced at 1/30-scale.

For the inelastic structures, the responses agreed up to the time of

failure in the 1/6-scale structure. Failure in the 1/6-scale scructure

occurred at an apparently locally weak section of concrete. Concrete

surface strains measured in the 1/30-scale test and reinforcing steel

strains measured in the i/6-scae test showed excellent agreement above the

failure location. The 1/O-scale strains throughout the structure were also

in excellent agreement with the predictions of numerical analysis.

Research Engineer, SRI International.

Director of Engineering Mechanics Department, SRI International.
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Introduction

The major objective of this research was to assess the applicability

of very small-scale modeling to the study of blast-loaded buried reinforced

concrete structures. This included an assessment of the geometric and

material similitude attainable for 1/30-scale models, the accuracy with

which the surface loads and soil/structure interface loads could be modeled

at 1/30-scale, and, of course, the fidelity of the overall structural

res.onse. The approach was to build and test two 1/30-scale models of

MX vertical shelter designs and compare the responses with those from

1/6-scale tests conducted by the Civil Engineering Research Facility (CERF)

at the University of New Mexico. The 1/30-scale and 1/6-scale models were

built with as much geometric and material similitude as practical. They

were not identical to the 1/3-scale structures tested in the VST Program. 7

The'response of a vertical shelter under airblast loading is illus-

trated in Fig. 1. The direct load from the air blast on the structure'

produces flexure of the closure plate and an axial compression stress

wave that propagates down the length of the structure. The airblast also

produces a compressive stress wave in the soil that propagates at a lower

velocity than the structure wave. This soil wave produces radial com-

pression and vertical shear along the soil/structure interface. The

magnitude of the interface shear load depends on the interface roughness

and soil properties. The wave in the structure may be elastic or in-

elastic and may produce failure during its first passage down the tube.

When the wave reaches the base of the structure, it reflects and a relief

wave propagates back up the tube. The base responds in bending the shear

modes and the soil beneath the base arches. This may also result in

structural failure. Two or three more transits of the stress wave may

occur in an elastic structure before the wave disperses and significantly

attenuates. Eventually, the soil wave completely engulfs the structure,

but by then surface load is nearly gone and the structure is nearly at rest.

2
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FIGURE 1 VERTICAL SHELTER RESPONSE TO AIRBLAST LOADING
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Small-Scale Structural Models

The two designs that were built and tested at 1/30-scale were the

'B' structure, designed to respond elastically, and the 'A' structure,

designed to respond inelastically. Geometric similitude was maintained

in both the external structural dimensions and the details of the rein-

forcement. The overall length of the models was 1280 mm and the inside

diameter was 142 mm. The wall thickness of the 'B' structure was 20 mm;

for the 'A' structure it was 10 mm. Measurements showed that in both

structures the walls were held to within 10% of the design thickness,

except at the base where 15% variations were measured. The main rein-

forcement for both structures was 1% steel in the longitudinal and cir-

cumferential directions, placed in two layers. Radial stirrups at each

of the approximately 4000 bar intersections provided shear reinforcement.

To match the reinforcement layout of the 1/6-scale structures, wires

approximately 1 mm in diameter were used in the 1/30-scale models.

The degree of material similitude achieved in the 1/30-scale models

is illustrated in Fig. 2. The microconcrete used in both the 'B' and 'A'

structures consisted of graded sand, water, and Portland cement, with no

admixes. The strength of sample cylinders form the 'B' structure averaged

39.1 MPa with a standard deviation of 3.1 Mia. The strength of the sample

cylinders form the 'A' structure averaged 23.0 HPa with a standard deviation

of 2.7 MPa. In neither case was any trend apparent in the strength vari-

ation along the length of the structures. Typical stress-strain records

from the 1/30-scale microconcrete are shown in Fig. 2(a), where they are

compared with records from the 1/6-scale concrete.

The main reinforcement was made of steel welding wire that was de-

formed and heat-treated to produce the desired bond and strength properties.

Tensile tests showed that uniform strength was achieved along the length

of the 1.5-m-long heat-treated wires, and strength varied less than 5%

from wire to wire. A ty-,ical stress-strain record is shown in Fig. 2(b),

where it is compared with 1/6-scale data. A close-up photograph of the

deformed wires is shown in Fig. 2(c). The results of direct pullout

bond tests are shown in Fig. 2(d), where they are compared with 1/6-scale

"test results and prototypical bond data.
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Test Configuration and Load Simulation

The 1/30-scale experiments were conducted in the Compact Reusable

Airblast Simulator (CRABS) ccnstructed at SRI's Corral Hollow Experimental

Site. The CRABS facility, shown in Fig. 3, is geometrically similar to

the Giant Reusable Airblast Simulator (GRABS) used for the 1/6-scale tests.

Concrete sand (ASTM C33) was used for the backfilled soil at both scales.

It was rained into place from a height exceeding 0.75 m to achieve a

uniform density of about 1750 kg/m 3 . The surface pressure was generated

with a HEST charge.

Several types of instrumentation were used to record the loads and

the structural response. A typical instrumentation layout is shown in

Fig. 3. The measurements included blast pressure, vertical soil accel-

eration, radial and vertical soil stress, concrete strain, structural

acceleration, and interface pressure. All the gage signals were condi-

tioned and recorded in analog form, then digitized electronically at a

sampling rate of 6 ps/point. In the gage records discussed below, the

gage locations are given in terms of the ratio of the gage depth to the

overall length of the structure (d/L). For the purpose of comparison,

all the data from the 1/6-scale tests were digitized manually and scaled2

to correspond to the 1/30-scale records.

The design load for the vertical shelter is the airblast from a 5 MT

nuclear burst at the 8.3 M~a range. The Brode approximation3 to this

load was simulated at both scales using a HEST charge- The explosive

charge design for the 1/30-scale tests was scaled from the 1/6-scale

charge: the 1/30-scale charge consisted of four layers of Primacord

explosive and polystyrene foam, covered by a 0.44-m-deep layer of sand.

Direct comparisons of typical blast pressure and soil stress measurements

in the structural tests are shown in Fig. 4. AP indicated, the surface

pressure and impulse compare very well with the design load. The soil

stress measurements also compare well at both scales, although the wave

speed in the 1/6-scale tests was consistently slightly higher than in the

1/30-scale tests. The cause of this difference has not been determined,

but the effect on the structural response was insignificant.

6
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Interface Shear Load Measurements

Before the structural tests, an independent set of experiments was

conducted to characterize the soil/structure interface properties of the

1/30-scale models. The configuration for these tests is shown in Fig. 5.

The test device was a segmented concrete column extending from the base of

the CRABS facility up through the explosive cavity. The cylindrical

segments were connected by load-measuring "dogbones." The surface of the

concrete was representative of the 1i30-scale and 1/6-scale structures.

By measuring the forces between the column segments, the acceleration of

the segments, and the normal interfac. stress, a relation between average

normal stress and average shear stress at the interface was obtained for

each segment. A reasonable fit to the data from these experiments is the

bilinear curve consisting of the assumed soil strength envelope (zero

cohesion, 30* friction angle) and an estimated interface strength envelope

(0.14 IlPa cohesion, 100 fricton angle). This fit is nearly identical to

the model suggested by Huck4 for smooth concrete and sand.

'B' Structure Comparison

A _.,mparison of the results from the 1/30-scale and 1/6-scale tests

of the 'B' structure sbows that the surface loads and soil responses

matched ind that the structural responses agreed very well. The direct

loading wave, the reflection from the base, the base response, and the

soil shear loading were all reproduced accurately at 1/30-scale.

Concrete surface strains measured in the 1/30-scale test and rein-

forcing steel strains measured in the 1/6-scale test are compared in

Fig. 6. The initial small oscillations in the records are the result of

electrical noise generated from the detonation of the explosive. When

"the direct blast load wave in the structure arrived at a particular

location, the axial strain rose sharply in compression. The tensile

reflection of this wave from the base then reduced the axial strain

sharply. Between 0.5 ms and 1.0 ms after the initial shock arrival,

depending on the location, the strain again, rose because of both a

second stress wave reflection (frot <ue top) and the continually increas-

ing soil/structureinterface shear load. Not shown are the circumferential

9
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strains, which were tirst tensile because o. the axial compression, but

then fell abruptly into compression when tha soil wave arrived. The

comparison of the 1/30-scale records with t ie 1/6-scale records indicates

that all the features of the response were iaptured in the 1/30-scale test,

although the magnitude of the strains was sA. ghtly higher in the smaller

model. Also, in the 1/30-scale test the peak axial compressive strain

measured during the first wave transit increased with depth to about

d/L - 0.67 and then decreased. Because strain was measured at only t.';

axial locations in the 1/6-scale test, a complete comparison of the

variation of peak strain along the length of the structure cannot be made.

The records showing the base response are compared in Fig. 7.

Oscillations in the base acceleration and velocity indicate that flexural

vibrations of the base plate occurreZ for about 1 ms. The difference in

the magnitudes of the interface pressures from the two tests is a result

of the difference in the gage locations: the 1/30-scale pressure was

measured very near the center of the base, whereas the 1/6-scale pressure

was measured nearer the perimeter of the base. Thr difference in magnitude

indicates that soil arching occurred beneath the base. The soil stress

measured directly belcw the structures, at d/L - 1.20, shows that nearly

the same total load i•z, put into the soil at both scales.

*A' Structure Comparison

A comparison of results from tie 1/30-scale 3nd 1/6-scale tests of

the 'A' stricture sho:-s that the surface loads and soil response were

matched and that the structural responses agreed up to the time of failure

in the 1/6-scale structure. The damage in the 1/30-scalc 'A' structure

model is shown in Fig. 8(a). T.' apparent chronology is that tne wave

in the structure from the direct blast loading pr3pagated all the way to

the base withosit causing failure, and peak strains of 2200, 2000, and 2300

microstrain were recorded at d/L = 0 .12, 0.38, and 0.57 lccations, res-

pectively. When the wave reached the base, or shortly thereafter, failure

occur-ed at the tube/base junction because of a combination of axial

compression, toroidal bending, and shear. In co-p~arison, the 1/6-scale

'A' structure model, shown in Fig. 8(b), failed aL d/L = 0.40 when the

12
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I

stress! wave in the structure reached that depth. The failure occurred in

the vicinity of a construction Joint that may have been a locally weak or

brittle section. The decreased load that propagated past the failure

location also damaged the base slightly.

Concrete surface strains measured in the 1/30-scale test and rein-

forcing steel strains measured in the 1/6-scale test are shown in Fig. 9.

The comparison at d/L - 0.12 is excellent and suggests that both structures

behaved the same at very hign (although different) strain rates, eren

though the unconfined static strength of both structures was exceeded by

a factor of about 2. Because failure occurred at the d/L - 0.40 depth in

the 1/6-scale test but not in the 1/30-scale test, the strain comparison

at d/L - 0.38 is not good and at d/L = 0.72 it is meaningless.

in Fig. 10 the 1/30-scale strains from the d/L - 0.12, 0.38, and 0.72

locations are compared with the results of elastic-plastic finite element
5 6calculations performed by other rescarchers.5' The agreement is good at

all three locations, and neither the analyses nor the 1/30-scale experi-

ment predict the d/L - 0.38-0.40 depth to be A critical location. However,

during the first millisecond of response (1/30-scale) the analyses predict

strains of 4000 to 5000 microstrain at about the d/L - 0.22 location. This

is the depth at which the soil stress wave meets the reflection if the

structure wave. Apparently, above that point the peak strain is limited

by the radial pressure in the soil, nnd below that point the peak strain

Is limited by the relief wave from the base of the structure. Unfortunately,

strain was not measurcd at this predicted critical location in either of the

experi.ments because the phenomenology was not well enough understood at the

time the experizients were conducted.

The records showing the base response are compared in Fig. 11. In

contrast with the '3' structure, significant acceleration in the 1/30-

scale 'A' structure was sustained for only about 800 us, and flexural

vibration of the base plate is not evident in the velocity record. This

suggests that failure took place very soon after the arrival of the direct

loading wave. The 1/30-scale base damage is shown in Fig. 11(c). The

soil Ptress measured at d/L - 1.20 (Fig. 11(d)] indicates that in the
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1/30-scale test a significant force was exerted by the base on the soil

long after the assumed time of structural failure. In contrast, the

1/6-scale soil stress is much lower because comparatively little load

propagated past the early failure at d/L = 0.40.

Analyses

Three computer calculations were conducted to aid in the understand-

ing of the experimental results. In the first calculation, an elastic

analysis of the 'A' structure was conducted to help determine the nature

of the wave reflected from the base and to estimate the potential for

failure at the tube/base junction. The results showed that the reflection

from the base is predominantly tensile and that the principal strains at

the tube/base junction are large enough to cause either compressive failure

or tensile failure within 25 ,is of the arrival of the wave at the base.

However, because plasticity effects were not included, the actual time

of the failure observed in the 1/30-scale 'A' structure test cannot be

determined from this first-approximatioiu analysis.

In the second analysis, the effect of nonscaling gravity on the early

time response of a vertical shelter in cohesionless soil was studied. It

was concluded that, over the range of scale factors from 1/30 to 1/3,

the effect of gravity's not .caling does not cause significant differences

during the transit of the first structural wave. This is the time period

during which failure occurred in the 'A' structure in all three scales Of

the experiments.

In the third calculation, the individual effects of the direct end

load and the interface shear load were investigated in a wave analysis

of the 'B' structure. The comparison between this analysis and the experi-

ments indicates that most of the exrerimentally observed response is caused

by the direct end load, including the second rise in compression between

1.0 ms and 1.5 ms. The interface shear load ha,. a significant effect on

the magnitude of the strains at any particular time, but it has almost

no effect on the shape of the strain records.
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Effects of Scale

The excellent agreement between the 1/30-scale and 1/6-scale 'B'

structure responses indicates that all the significant response effects

that occurred in the 'B' structure tests scaled very well. These effects

include elastic wave propagation and reflection in the structure, closure

and base flexure, interface friction, and soil resistance to punchdown.

The slight differences in the magnitude of the tube strains may be due

to slight differences in concrete material properties. Gravity effects

are negligible. The difference in strain rate does not produce any sig-

nificant difference in resr, nse, although the variation of peak strain

along the length of the structure may be a function of strain rate.

The 1/30-scale and 1/6-scale 'A' structure responses' also showed'

excellent agreement up to the time that failure occurred in the 1/6-scale

model. In particular, strains measured at the end of the transition

section match very well. The only explanation for the failure in the

1/6-scale structure at the d/L - 0.40 location is the existence of a

weak section. The failure location coincideswith the top of a lift in

the concrete formwork, where the concrete could have been weakened by

the settlement of the aggregate. The excellent agreement between the

1/30-scale measurements and the computer analyses is further evidence

that the smaller-scale model responded properly. Neither the 1/30-scale

test nor the finite element analyses predict the d/L - 0.40 location, to

be critical during the first passage of the stress wave down the tube,

Joe., when failure occurred in the 1/6-scale model.

After failure occurrea in the 1/6-scale structure, the responses at

the two scales, of course, differed. Lower strains in the tube and a

lower base velocity in the 1/6-scale model re'ulted from the lower stress

below the failed section. The higher stress wave in the 1/30-scale model

produced higher strains in the lower tube and caused failure at the tube/

base junction when the wave reached the base. Thus, the 1/30-scale test

revealed that one weak pýint of the 'A' structure design is the tube/base

junction. Failure at the tube/base junction isolated the base from sub-

sequent loading through the tube, including dow-ndrag effects. Thus, both

20
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the magnitude and the character of the base velocities differed at the

two scales because of the difference in failure locations.

Unfortunately, in comparison with the 1/30-scale models and the
i/6-scale models, the I/3-scale VST 7 models had different gecmetry (wall i

thickness variations), different material propertie3 (higher concrete

strength and lower steel strength), different loads (higher pressure),

different soil (in-situ HAVE HOST), and different interface characteristics

(cas~t-in-place roughness). Thus, it is very difficult to isolate the

effects of nonscaling parameters by comparing 1/30-scale and 1/6-scale

results with the 1/3-scale VST results.

For example, the strains measured in the 1/3-scale 'B' structure are

about twice as high as those in the 1/6-scale and 1/30-scale structures.

It appears that the combination of higher surface pressure, the cast-in-

place interface condition, and the cohesion of the in-situ soil produced

o-erall higher loads on the structure and thus higher strains. It does

not appear that the differences between the 1/3-scale VST 'B' structure

data and the data taken at the two smaller scales are results of scale

per se.

The 1/3-scale VST 'A' structure response was similar to the 1/6-scale

response in that failure occurred during the first passage of the stress

wave in the structure. However, because the failure location was in the

transition section, the strains before failure cannot be compared. The

quicker failure in VST may have resulted from the higher load, a weak

section, or the stronger interface condition.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The conclusions of this study are as follows:

(1) The geometric and material similitude in the 1/30-scale
models was excellent, and the quality contrr.1 was at
least as good as that of the larger scale models.

(2) The blast pressure and soil structure interaction loads
were accurately modeled for the conditions tested, but
in-situ soil and cast-in-place interface roughness may
pose modeling p-oblpms at any scale.
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(3) The structural response of the 1/30-scale models was
generally in excellent agreement with the 1/6-scale
response. The only major discrepancy was the location
of failure in the 'A' structure, and this is attributed
to a locally weak section in the 1/6-scale model.

(4) The effects of nonscaling gravity were negligible for the
cases studied. The effects of non3caling strain rate
were not obvious.

The tests at all three scales clearly made important contributions

to the understanding of vertical shelter response. Furthermore, the

response of a vertical shelter under airblast loading is dominated by

those parameters that scale properly, e.g., geometry, material properties,

and loads. This makes small-scale testing an excellent tool for concept

screening and for verification of analytical models. However, small-

scale testing should not be substituted for large-scale proof testing.

Construct±on techniques can cause differences in response, especially

as they affect strength, geometry, and interface conditions. Also,

in-situ soil properties may not be accurately modeled with backfilled

soil.
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LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF EXPANSION, VEITNG,
AAD SHOCK ATTENUATION IN THE MX TRENCH "

James K. Gran,* John R. Bruce,* and James D. Coltont

Abstract

An experimental program using 1/26-scale models of a buried

concrete trench was conducted to study the dyn-mica of expansion and

venting caused by an airblast propagating down the trench, and to study

the effects of the expansion and venting on the attenuation of the

airblast. The trench models were made of steel fiber-reinforced

concrete and were buried in sand. The airblast was produced with an

explosively driven shock tube. Expansion and venting dynamics of short

trench sections wera studied for flat-topped pressure pulses ranging

from 700 psi to 2600 psi. Radial expansion histories and veut-times

were recorded. Shock attenuation was studied with 60-ft-long trenches

in which the peak pressure of an exponential waveform decreased from

4000 psi to 300 psi as the shock propagated the length of the trench.

The effects of expanf, ion were isolated by cosaring the attenat:.sa in a

concrete trench to that in a steel trench. Expansion reducE-1 the peak

pressure slightly at distances greater than 40 ft. The data were used

to validate computer models 2or shock attenuation in the MX t:znch.

Introduction

An important aspect of the MX trench is its response to air shock

waves created inside the trench. The objectives of the work presented

here were twofold: (1) to determine the expansion and venting respconse

of the trench under internal pressure loading and (2) to deterwdne the

effects of attenuation mechanisms (viscous wall drag, trench expansion,

and trench-tc-surface venting) on the air shock wave inside the trench.

*Research Engineer, SRI International

fDirector of Engineering Mechanics Department, SRI International
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Expansion and Ventint Tets

Experimental Setup

The expansion and venting tests were conducted with the assembly

shown in Fig. 1. The trench is subjected to the largest internal pres-

sure when the chock wave produced by the explosive has traverfed the

run-up section and the model, and reflects from the reflect~ig vall. at

the end of the model. T-he assembly rested in a soil bin that pri~vided

two fil of soil to each side and below the zodel trench. Pressure was

measured in the shock tabe run-up section and at the reflecting wall.

Response was photographed with two h!h-speed camerat, ore viewing the

end of the trench through the Lucite %.rndow, the other viewing the soil

surface from the side.

SCALE -

0 3 6 9 12

ModeL View Model 12-foot-long
Trench So61 W;,,dow Soil Trench 30-imch-ilf I Explosively Driven

~7-w -Y -N $:4jRun-Up Section Shock Tube

~~~~~~~ ,L +. ...+ . . +
7(D .. I. i Assembly tc -- e Pc..

S Piesure Transducers in Soil Box

(a) END VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW MA.A M3-118

FIGURE: 1 EXPANSION AND VENTING EXPERIMENT ASSFMIt.LY

Eight strands of explosive cord in the shock tube vere lisod to

generate ti.'inall7 flat-to-cd .hock vams with reflected ýresqurep

ranging Orom about 700 psi to about 2603 psi. These ioax4 were

calibrated with a creel tube in place of the rtodel trench° The

cAlibratlio pressuri records are nhown In Fig. 2.
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The expansion and vmnting tests were performed using "-n.-ID.

12-sin.-long trench models having a wall thickness of 0.15 In. Two

longitudinal 0.56-ln.-dleep saw cuts off set 110 degrees from each other

and two tranav-rse 0.56-to.--dewi saw cuts at the third points separated

the roof bletis. Atypical trench model to shown in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3 F18ER-REINFORCED CONCAC-TE TRF.4CH MOOEL
WITH SAW-CUT ROOF BLOCKS



The formula used for the fiber-reinforced concrete was similar to

that used by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) in the fabrication

of 1/2-scale trench models. The steel fibers are U.S. Steel Fibercon,

0.010 in. in diameter and 0.5 in. long. They represent about 1.72 of

the concrete mix by weight (0.5% by volume). Eight unconfired com-

pression tests (ASTM C39-64) and 5 split-cylinder tension tests (ASTf

C496-71) were performed on 3-in.-diameter, 6-in.-long samples. 3  The

compression strength varied from 6590 psi to 8420 psi and averaged

7430 psi. The split-cylinder tension strength varied from 820 psi to

1010 psi and averaged 900 psi.

The soil used in the expansion and venting experiments was obtained

fro* a designated location at the HAVE HOST test site on the Luke Air

Force Rangc in Arizona where AFWL's 1/2-scail tests were performed. The

soil was packed around the model trench manually, and s&aples were taken

to measure the soil density and moisture content. Densities (except

Test 20, the dry soil test) ranged from 117 to 122 lb/ft 3 with moisture

contents from 2.6 to 3.9%. The soil cover depth was 2.3 in.

Expeerimencal Results

M(any expansion and venting experiments were conducted. Only five

are deecribed in this paper. The parameters of these experiments are

given In Table 1.

Table 1

TEST PARAMNETR FOR EXPANSION A14D VETAI;G TESTS

Test %mbe r
Parameter 17 18 11 20 22

Soil density 122 122 122 120-122 118

Moisture content 3.3 2.6 2.8 0.3-1.9 3.6

Plek pr-ssure 70 1100 1100 1100 2600
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1T
The following general features were observed in this set of

experiments:

(1) Several longitudinal cracks fors in a circumferentially
symmetric distribution in the trench vail almost imme-
diately (within 0.3 me) after the arrival of the shock
wave. Fig. 4 shows the cracking patterns observed in
Test 17 and Fig. 5(s) shows the recovered trench
fragments. fig. 5(b) *bows the crack pattern observed
in an AN!. 1/2-scale test. The patterns are the same
for both scales.

(t -2.20 nit Test 17)

FIGURE 4 TRENCH CRACKING PATTERN

(2) The expansion of the tiench into the soil is cylindri-
cally symmetric until the rarefaction wave returns from
the free soil surface to the trench toof. Fig. 6 illus-
trates this phenomenon iF observed in Test 17. In this
illustration, the shocck wave arrives at the renflecting
vall at 1.7 me, and :!:, trench begins to expand
symmetrically. Besed on a soil wave spoed of 405 ft/s
(observed in a previous toot), the pczý,sure wave. in the
aoil reaches the surface abo-Aat 0.45 me Isatr, after
which the soil surf ace begins to move. After another
0.45 me, Ote relief wave from the soil surfact' reaches
the crown, ending the symaetric phase of the expanseion.

5



ROOF SECTION

~Al-
t

(a) RECOVERED TRENCH FRAGMENTS FROM SRi TEST 17 (1126-Sca14)

TRANSVERSE STEEL
SEPARATOR BETWEEN

ROOF PANELS
LONGITUDINAL CRACKING LONGITUJDINAL

AT CR•OWN, INVERT, AND STEEL SEPARATOR

SPRING'LINE

TEC CRCUMFERENTIAL

CRACKING IN TRENCH
BOTTOM !

LONGITUDINAL CRACKING
APPROXIMATELY BETWEEN

300 AND 60° BELOW SPRhr!GLINE

(b) CRACK PATTFERN OBSERVED IN AFWL 1,12-SCALE TEST T-1

MP-6307- 17Q

FIGURE 5 COMPARISON OF TRENCH CRACK PAT'SERNO BENEEN ST 17 12-SCALE TFSTS

ANO AFWL 1/2-SCALE TEST T-1

SEPARTOR..T6EE

....... ...... ... ....ROOF= PA EL
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35 -- Roof Displacement

0 Soil Surface Displacement

3.0 0 Left Wall Displacement

2.5 - _, ., L-U/.4j 0

z 2. -j

U).

1.0 1 0

Im Ir

0
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

TIME - ms
MA-6307-47

FIGURE 6 SYMMETRIC TRENCH EXPANSION PHASE (Tht 17i

(3) After the sy etric expansion phase, the slug of roof
fragments soves vertically with little or no change of
shape until venting occurs. The soil above the crown
mounds up without much lateral flow. The eoans'fou of
the trench at the springlines an4 floor .onttinue tc be
approxlmtu 1 -y trie, Fig. 7 illustrates this phase
of expansion in Test 17.

(4) Venting begins st the roof crack nearest the crown, when
the trench roof has moved to about the level of the
original Aoil surface. InitistiGc of venting in Test 1?
Is shown in Fig. 8.

7
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"w

(t -3.70 ins, Test 17) (t 4.20 Ins, Test 17)
MP-6307-1 5C MP-6307-1 50

FIGURE 7 ASYMMETRIC EXPANSION PHASE FIGURE 8 IN!TIATION OF VENT:*NG AT
CRACK~ NEAREST CROWN

(5) Once veentiug begins (near the reflecting wall), the soil
surface unzic~ps along the lengzh of the trench at about
the same rate as the propagation of the reflected shock
wave. This phenooenon as observed in Test 17, is illus-
trated 1tn rig. 9. (The unzipp~ing phenomenon was
difficult to observe with short test sections, espe-
cially at the higher pressures, but the 3hock attenua-
tion t sts with long trenchs verified this response
feature.)

~... ..~-~ .. ....

(a) t -4.10 ins Nb t 4.50 mis (c) t- 4.95 ins
MP-.E307-16 C

FIGURE 9 SIDE VIEW OF GROUND SURFACE ABOVE THE TRENCH MODEL
(Ph~oto pins used to rronsure abiofu" roof ditplarnent)
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The effect of pressure on venting is illustrated in Fig. 10, where

the tim of venting and the roof displacement at the tim of venting are

plotted against pressure. For this series of tests, a higher pressure

caused venting to occur sooner and with lose roof displacement. The

lines drawn through the data are not fitted curves; they indicate only

the trend. The data from Tests 18 and 19 do not lie near the lines.

Even though in Tests 18 and 19 several measurements were repeatable, the

ventint data from these zest* are considered anomalous because premature

verttng initiated through a path provided by a photo pin positioned to

provide data on the motion of the trench roof.

3.2 --

3.0 - -13.0
Ed

12.8

2.6
TEST'17 -2.5 0

S2.4
U h

"• 2.2 STEST 20 <

23 2.0 2.0 Z
Z 2

I- 1.8 - LLu

LU> 1.6 - '"2 1 •
0 TEST22 L

- -1.5 0' 1.4 -. U.
0

N 0
1.2 TEST 18 8; ,'TEST 19

1.0 1.0
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

AVERAGE PRESSURE UP TO TIME OF VFNTING - psi
MA-63074-

FIGURE 10 EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON VENTING TIME AND ROOF DISPLACEMENT
AT VENTING TIME FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE TRENCHES

(0 - venting time., - roof disp me*"nt)
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The effect of pressure on trench fragmenation is illustrated in

Table 2, which lists the number of longitudinal cracks seen in the

reinforced concret,: cronch models at various pressures. These data

suggest that slightly more cracking occurs at higher pressures; however

more data is needed to si.' ýtantiate this possibility.

Table 2

EFFECT OF PRESSUEM ON LONGITUDIA.AL CRACKING

Test Nominal Peak

Number Pressure Number of Cracks

17 700 8

18 1100 10

19 1100 9

20 1100 7

22 2600 12

Analysis of Experimental Data

To assure the consistency of the data, we performed some basic

analyses, in which we treated response features separately and did not

attempt to calculate the entire response in a single analysis. The

response features analyzed were:

(1) Roof motion calculated from the pressure measured at the
reflecting wall.

(2) Trench expansion at the springlines and invert calcu-
lated from the pressure measured at the reflecting wall.

The motion of the roof was calculated to verify the consistency of

the pressure measurements and the roof displacement measurements. A

one-dizmebional o ncdel was adejuate to calculate the displacement of the

roof up to the o-t-1ual soil surface level.

The mathematical model used to predict the roof displacement con-

sists of an infinitesimal ring element of roof material and cover soil

10



loaded by internal pressure. Inertial effects are dominant over the

effects of material strength, therefore, material strength was neg-

lected. The roof/soil ring element was assumed to have a constant mass.

A kinematic constraint (consistent with observation) required the thick-

ness of the ring element to remain constant. Thus, as the inside radius

grow., the loaded area increases and the mass density of the ring

element decreases. The equation of motion for this model is

Pa (d9) a P 2 (a+b)/2

where P Is the pressure, a is the inside radius, b is the outside

radius, and p is the mass density of the ring. The assumptions of

constant mass and constant thickness reduce this equation to

2
2x Pa - a da

dt

where m is the mass per unit leugth of a full ring.

TVs model was used to calculate the roof displacement for each of

the. exp4•aision and venting tests. Figure 11 compares the results of the

calculations with roof displacement measurements taken, from the films

for tests with peak reflected pressures of 7(M psi (Test 17), 1100 psi

(Test 18), and 2600 psi (Test 22). The soil displacement for Test 17 is

also given, indicating that abourt 0.4 in. of compression occurred in the

soil cover. The correlation of the calculations with the data enhances

the reliability oi the pressure ane dish icement measurements and

indicates that the simple model for predicting roof motion is adequate.

The trench expansion into the surrounding soil was calculated to

verify the consistency of the pressure and displacement data, and also

to confirm the soil wave speed observed In the high-speed movies. The

problem was formulated for an axisymmtric, plane strain analysis.

Calculations were made with SRI PUFF, a finite difference computer code

capable of analyziug two-dimensionil continua undergoing large

deformation.
5
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4.0

3.5 - Calculation

A Observed Roof Displacement

d 3.0 0 Observed Soil Surface TEST 17

Displacement TEST 18 (700 psi)

(1100c psi)

- 2.5z

wu 2 10
I TEST 22

L 1,2600 psi)

0.5 -

0
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

TIME - ms
MA-8307-63

FIGURE 11 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED ROOF DISPLACEMENT

The trench wall was modeled with typical concrete properties,

allowing fracture at a low tensile stress. The radial compressive

eeformation of the concrete is negligible compared with the radial

displacement. Thne soil was modeled a3 a Mohr-Coulomb material without

dilatancy due to shear. In this model, the dilatational response is

governed only by a variable bulk modulus (K). The distortional response

is govarned by two parameters, the cohesion c and the friction angle A.

The soil properties were determined from the U.S. Army Waterways

Experiment Station's (WES) uniaxial strain test data on HAVE HOST

backfill. 4  In the cmlzulations, the loading pressure-volume path was

made to follow the o - e curves given in Ref. 4. For unloading, a
z z

bulk modulus equal to the maximum loading modulus was used. A good

12



correlation with the expansion test data was obtained using soil

parameters computed from WES's lower bound curve for low density soil

even though our measured wet soil density was 5% to 10% higher than

WES's low density soil.

One reason, for using the lower bound low density stress-strain

curve is that the bulk modulus computed from that curve, up to about 4%

vertical strain, agrees with the bulk modulus estimated from our

observed wave speed. Also, we calculated the tzench expansion due to

the pressure measured in Test 17 (700 psi nominal) using both the lower

bound low density soil data and zhe upper bound high density soil

data. The values of c and f were taken directJy from the WES data. The

results of these two calculations are shown in Fig. 12, along with the

Test 17 results. Cleerly, the low density soil data produce a more

accurate expansion calculation. I

2.0 Low Density

Low Density SoiI Properties Low Dens;ty
Soil Properties /Test 18 (1100 psi) Soil Properties

-- Test 22 (26C s;) /Test 17 (700 psi)
z

w Test18
•: Data

-J(1100pi)

Ln 1.0
00 Test 17
Test 22tDataSData 0o (700 psi)

3 (2600 psi)0

00
z

: - High Density Soil Properties
- •Test 17 (700 psi)

0
1.0 .2.0 310 4.0 5.0

TIME - ms

MA-6307--65

FIGURE 12 COMPAIISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED SPRINGLINE

AND INVERT DISPLACEMENTS
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We then calculated the vall motion using the pressures meastired in

Test 18 (1100 psi nominal) and Test 22 (2600 psi nominal) with the low

density soil data. These calculations are also compared with the

experimental results in Fig. 12. Again, the calculations and the

experiments correla'.e well enough to confirm the reliability of the

pressure and expansion data and indicate that the computational model is

adequate.

Shock Attenuation Tests

Experimental Setup

The shock attenuation tests were conducted using the assembly shown

in Fig. 13. A l-in.-thick pad of COMP B was used as the explosive be-

cause of its well-characterized equation of state. To achieve a nearly

plane wave, we detor-ated the COMP B pad simultaneously at nineteen

points spaced as uniformly as possible over the back surface of the pad.

Steel Collar

te Drive Ph nolic Sleeve Model Trench

30 in.

MA-7295-1 A

FIGURE 13 SHOCK TUBE DRIVER CONFIGURATION

The relati"e effects of the various attenuation mechanisms were

determined by imeasuring shock attenuatior, in a steel pipe, a deep-buried

fiber-reinforced concrete trench, and a shallow-buried fiber-reinforced

concrete trench, ea'h having a length of 60 ft (120 diameters).

14
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Shock pressure in the trench was measured with pressure gages in

the wall of the trench (grout was used to place the gages in the con-

crete trenches). The gage configuration had an average density approx-

imating that of the trench so that the gages would move with the trench

wall. The time of arrival (TOA) oZ transition zone between shocked sir

and the detonation products was also measured with custom-made ioniza-

tion probes which were sensitive to the electrical conductivity of the

gas in the tube.

Steel Pipe Experiment

In the first shock attenuation test, the concrete treach was re-

placed by a steel pipe. This tebt defined the shock attenuation duo t-

frictional drag on the walls of the pipe and due to rarefactions origi-

nating upstream because of the fin "e thickness of the explosive charge.

The pressure records are shown in Fig. .4. The peak pressure decreased

from about 4000 psi near the source to about 700 psi near the open end

of the pipe.

To check the pressure data, we calculated peak pressurus from TOA
data and compared them with the measured peak pressure. Shock velocity

at each station was obtained by fitting a polynocial to the TOA data and

differentiating this polynomial with respect to time. A fourth-degree

polynomial gave the best fit. Based on the equations for conservation

of mass and nomentum, the relationship betveetn shock velocit.7 and

pressure is

P P 2 U 2

1 o 7+l V

where v is specific volume, 7 is shock velocity, y is the ratio of

-!ecific heats, and P is the pressure. The subscript o refers to

conditions ahead of tte shock front; the subscript 1 refers to

conditions behind the shock frunt.

This equation was then used to ralculate the peak gage pressure

PI-Po et each station. For the shocked air, we used values of y ranging

from y - 1.22 at a pressure of 4500 psi to y 3 1.38 at 300 psi. Mhe

15
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FIGURE 14 PRESSURE RECCRDS FROM A SHOCK ATTENUATION TEST WITH STEEL PiPE :
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coaparison between the calculated and measured peak pressures for the

three tests vith steel pipe Is shoam In Fig. 15.

5M0

i 2113W -

Wr 0 Test 101
L 1000 0 Test 1t,,

_ , T.ft 109
- Calculatea from time of arrival (TOA) data

(TOA the same for all three tests)

2 4 6 10 20 40 60
DISTANCE FROM SOURCE - feet

MA-M•,'2St43A

FIGURE 10 PEAK PRESSURE VERSUS OISTANCE FOR THE THHEE SHOCK ATTENUATION
TESTS USING STEEL PIPE

A typical ionization probe record is shown in Fig. 16. The probe

records shoved that the start of the transitio•. zone ranges from 0.2 so

behind the shock front and 14 ft froam the source to 3. 5 as bhind the

shock front and 58 ft from the source. The probe records and the pres-

sure records vote used to construct a plot of TOA of the shock front and

n1 the transition sone ve.sus distance from the source. This plot Is

shown in Fig. 17.
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Concrete Trenc tzpariments

Two tests more conducted with concrete trenches. In Test 116, the

concrete trench mas buried 12 Lo 15 in. do-p, so the only added attenua-

tion effect relative to the steel tube was trench expansion. In TUst

117, the trench was buried 2.3 In. deep, a depth scaled from the base-

line design. This test had the added effects of asymmetrical expansion

and trench- to-surface venting.

The 60-ft-long concrete trenches were made up of 21 fiber-rein-

forced concrete trench sectlons, each with a 6-1n.-ID, a 1-in.-thick

wall, and a length between 30 and 36 in. The same concrete and fiber

mdx was used as in the short sections tested to study expansion and

venting. The compressive strength ranged .roe 4100 psi to 8600 psi and

averaged 6800 psi. The tensile splitting strength ranged from 800 psi

to 1800 psi and averaged 1400 psi. in the field, the Individual trench

sections were Joined together with epoxy. A laser was used for

alignment.

The soil was obtained from theo same location at the HAVE MST site

as used In the expansion and venting tests. It was beckil-lled into a

3-ft-vide, 3-ft-deep excavation. For Test 117, the laser was uned to

aid in leveling the soil surface to within +0.1 in. For both tests, the

sull was beckfillld in layers of 4 to 6 in. Each layer wes compected to

a nominal 110 lb/ft 3 dry density at a water cootezt of 3 to 5 percenz

using a mechanical, gasoline-engine-driven tamper. Actual dry densities

measured ranged from 108 lb/ft 3 to 116 lb/ft 3 , with an average of 111

lb/ft 3 . Measured water contents runged from 2.9 to 5.3 percent.

Radial displacement of the trench wall was measured with linear

variable displacemeat transducers (LVVT3). the LVDT core was connected

to the outer trench wall at the springlIne by a 2.5-in.-Iong push rod.

Each LVDT body was backed up by a 1.3-in.-diameter, 6-in.-lof steel

slug located 6 in. from the trench wall. Thus, 'he slug remained

stationary until the shock wave in the soil reached it (about 0.5 me).

Because of its mess, the slug moved only a short distance thereafter.

These tests were also photographed vwih three high-speed cameras.
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In both tests, the concrete trench fractured over the entire

60-ft length. For the deep-buried trench in Test 116, there was only

minor breakout, with most pieces sLill under the soil cover. In Teat

117, with the shallow depth of boirial, the roof of the concrete trench

was thrown into the air and pieces were lying to either side of the

trench axis. The trench Selow the springlines expanded radially 0.5 to

1.5 in., yet was ro-ighly In Its origiiAl orientation. The fracture

patterns for Tests 116 and 117 *ere similar. The predominant fracture

was longitudinal. Longitudinal cracks were from a few Inches long to 4

or 5 ft. The majority of longitudinal cracks ran uninterrupted past the

trench joints. Hovever, som trenc*; .tints fal;d, causing the longitu-

dinal crack to end at the joint. The trench frage-nts were smaller

closer to the driver, indicating that the number of cracks increases

with the pressure. The relation between pressure and number of cracks

was similar to that found in the expansion and venting tests on short

concrete trench sections. The high-speed movies showed that in Test

117, venting took place after the trench crown had displaced between

2.2 in. and 3.9 in. These displacements are higher than observed in the

short sectlon expansion and venting tests, possibly because of the

thicker trench wall add the 1ower pressure at the tim of venting.

Interpretation of Results

We then compared the shock attenuation for the three types of

tests: steel pipe, deeply buried concrete trench, and concrete trench

with scaled soil cover. Figure 18 shows a log-log plot for the peak

pressure versus distance for each type of test. The curves are the peak

pressures calculated from the TOA data. (As discussed earlier, these

curves agree with the discrete peak pressures measured in the tests.)

The pressure attenuation for the steel pipe, shown by the solid line, is

caused pretaril7 by the finite thickness of the source and by frictional

drag on the pipe walls. The pressure attenuation for the deep-buried

concret.e trench, shown by the upper dashed line, should be the same as

that of the steel pipe except for the effect of trench expansion.

Comparison of the solid and upper dashed lines show that the effect of

20



trench expansion was to decrease the peak pressure by 55 percent at 58

ft from the source.

The pressure attenuation for the concrete trench with the scaled

sotl cover, shown by the lover dashed line, should be the sa as that

of the deep-buried concr-za trench except for the effects of asymet-

rical expansion and creu. -to-surface venting. Comparison of the dashed

lines shows no difference: in peak pressure for the first 40 ft of propa-

Sation and only a 15 percent decrease in peak pressure after a distance

of 58 ft. In these data, the effect of asymmetrical expansion of the

trench crown and the effect of venting cannot be separated; however, it

is clear that the combined attenuation effects of asymmetric expansion

aind venting are minimal compared with the effect of simple expansion.

Averarge springline velocities over the first millisecond after

shock arrival were determined from the LVDT records and are plotted in

Fig. 19M The closeness of the data from the two tests suggests that for

the range of pressures and trench lengths in the these tests, the atten-

uating effect of upstream asymmetric expansion and venting also has

little or no effect on the impulse for up to 1 millisecond after shock

arrival dow stream.

Conclusions

The major conclusions from the expansion and venting tests are that

(1) Approximately symmetric longitudinal cracks form in the
trench soon after shock arrival.

(2) Afesr reflections from the free surface of the soil, the
roof fragments and soil move vertically as a slug.

(3) Venting occurs directly above the roof when the bottom
of the slug reaches tne original soil surface.

The data from the shock attenuation tests showed consistently lower

peak pressures as "ore attenuation Pchanisms were introduced. For

example, the effect of trench expansion (concrete trench versus steel

pipe) was to decreAse the peak pressure by 55 percent at an L/ID of 116.

For the test of a concrete tr.nch with a scaled soil cover, the peak
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pressu-e was the same as that of the deep-buried concrete trench for the

first 40 ft (L/D - 80). Thus asymmetrical expansion of the treuch and

venting has no effect on peak pressure up to La'D - 80 and has only a

small effect (15 percent decrease) on peak pressure at L/D - 116.
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DYNAMIC CYLINDER TEST PROGRAM

by

Jerry E. Stephens, A.M. ASCEI

INTRODUCTION

The Dynamic Cylinder Test (DCT) program consists of three tests' on

models of the tube section of the generic, horizontal Missile-X (MX)

shelter (see Table 1). The objective of the program is to analytically

and experimentally determine the loads on and response of the shelter

and adjacent soil media subjected to nuclear airblast and airblast-

induced ground shock loadings. The first two tests in the program, the

OCT-V and DCT-2 tests, have been cc~npleted. The particular areas of

concern in these tests were,

1. the effects of structural detail (SALT ports, breakout joints,

mass simulator support (MSS) beams, floor, and thickness-to-radius (t/r)

ratio of the tube) on shelter response,

2. the character of the loadings across the structure/soil inter-

faces, and

3. the development/refinement of nuclear blast simulation techniques.

The DCT-I and DCT-2 tests were performed by the New Mexico Engineer-

ing Research Institute (NMERI) at the Civil Engineering Research Facility

(CERF) on Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB), Albuquerque, New Mexico. In the

DCT-l test, three shelter models were subjected to a side-on airblast

1
Rpsearch Engineer, Structural Mechanics Division, University of New Mexico,
New Mexico Engineering Research Institute, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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loading. In the DCT-2 test, two shelter models were subjected to a

combined axial and transverse airblast load. The simulated nuclear

airblast loadings were generated using a High Explosive Simulation

Technique (HEST). The instrumentation in the tests consisted of steel

strain, relative displacement, acceleration, structure/media interaction

(SMI), and Pormal stress gages in the models; and blast pressure and

soil stress and acceleration gages in the adjacent soil (freefield).

The behavior of the test structures was modeled analytically prior

to the tests. The effectiveness of the modeling techriques was evalu-

ated by comparing the calcalated results with the test data.

TEST ARTICLE

Desc-iption

The DCT-l and DCT-2 test structures were 1/5-size and 1/4.22 size

models, respectively, of the cylinder (tube) section of the generic MX

horizontal shelter, as shown in Figure 1. The DCT-I structures,

designated the A, B, and C models, were open reinforced concrete cylin-

ders with a common outside diameter of 1.341 m and a cylinder t/r ratio

of 0.22 (Figure 2). Model A was a monolithic cylinder without SALT

ports or breakout joints. Model B had both SALT ports and breakout

joints. Model C had only SALT ports. The DCT-2 structures were rein-

forced concrete canisters capped with removeable closures. These

structures, designated the 0 and E models, had a common outside diameter

of 1.341 m and cylinder t/r ratios of 0.28 and 0.19, respectively (Figure

3). The inside surface of the DCT-2 models was lined with sheet steel.

These models also had SALT ports and mass simiulator support beams.

V
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The :oncrete in the DCT-l and DCT-2 models had a design 28-day

uncctifined compression strength nf 59 VPa. The mix proportions for the

concrete are shown in Table 2. The location, percentage, and strength

of the reinforcing steels used in the models ar" indicated in Table 3.

The SALT ports in the DCT-I and DCT-2 models were removeable panels

spaced along the crown of the structure. The DCT-I models each had

three ports; the DCT-2 models, N.to ports. These ports modeled the

missilepresence verification inspection panels planned for the actual

shelter (such ports will possibly be required by future Strategic Arms

Limitation Talks'(SALT) agreement). Each port consited of a steel

lined opening and mating lid, as shcai' in Figure 4a. The ports were

reinforced consistent with the reinforcing in the main structure, with

the additiov, of shear ties encircling both the lids and the openins.

The treakout joints in the OCT-I B model consi.sted of lap splices

in the circumferential reinforcinq bars located 45 deg on either side of

the crown of the cylinder, as shown in Figure 4b. Thpse splices were

purposely underdesigned to facilitate breakout of the miss4 le through

the crown of the cylinder pursuant to launch.

Each DCT-2 model contained two MSS beams cast integrally on the

model walls immediately belom the springlines, as thown in Figure 4c.

These beams, running the full length of the cylinders, act as support

rails fcr a missile mass simulator deception device planned for the MX

sy stemn.

The closures and eid --lls on the DCT.2 models, constructed of

reinforced concrete, were purposely ovyrdesigned tn insure "heir

survival during the test.



TABLE 2. CONCRETE MIX PROPORTIONS FOR THE

DCT-I AND DCT-2 MODELS

Quantity

Material -ty
DCT-l DCT-2

Cement (Type I) 474 kg 595 kg

Fly ash 14 kg ----

Fine aggregate (washed sand) 605 kg 648 kg

Coarse aggregate (9.5 mm crushed stone) 949 kg 943 kg

Water 193 kg 191 kg

Pozzolith (Master Builders 300R) 1820 ml 3312 ml

High range water reducer 7278 ml 11325 ml

(Master Builders LA-8)

Yield 1 m3  1 m3

Sl 1ump 222 mm 222 mm

Water/Cement ratio 0.35 0.32



TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF THE REINFORCING IN

THE DCT-l AND GCT-2 MODELS

Rei nforcenent

Model Percent by Volume
Description Type

Long. iCircum.

X3T- 1

A,B,C Inner Cage #3 Grade 60 Bars 0.5 0.5

Outer Cage #3 Grade 60 Bars 0.5 r 0.5

DCT-2

D Inner Liner 2.7 mm A36 Plate 1.6 1.8

Outer Cage #3 Grade 60 Bars 0.2 0.5

E Inner Liner 2.7 mm A36 Plate 2.4 2.6

Outer Cage #3 Grade 60 Bars 0.2 0.5

ti
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Fabrication

The DCT-l and DCT-2 models were cast in a vertical orientation. The

inside of the DCT-1 models was formed using reuseable segmented steel

cylinders; the inside of the DCT-2 models, using the models permanent

inner steel lining. The requisite reinforcing cages were fabricated

around the inner forms. The outside forms, consisting of reuseable

segmented steel cylinders, slipped over the completed inner form/rein-

forcing cage assembly. A uniform wall thickness was maintained in the

models by placing steel spacer rods between the inner and outer forms.

The models were cast using two vertical steel pipes placed between

the inner and outer form walls. The pipes were placed in the models

during form assembly. The pipes were gradually withdrawn as the level of

conc"'ete rose in the forms. Inspection holes were drilled in the lower

wall of each SALT port frame and an inspection panel cut in the outside

form to permit observation of the consolidation of the concrete under the

frame. During casting, the concrete was consolidated using both external

and internal vibration. The SALT port lids were cast separately from the

models using the same basic concrete used in the models but with a lower

slump (less water reducing agent was added to the mix).

The models were allowed to cure in the forms undisturbed for a

minimum of seven days. The forms were subsequently stripped, the exposed

concrete surfaces sprayed with curing compound, and the models turned to

their no~mal horizontal orientation. Turning of the models was accom-

plished using a special lifting fiAture fabricated for this purpose.

During model fabric3tion, specimens were cast from each batch of

concrete for material strength and response testing. All sampling and

t
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testing was performed in accordance with the applicable American Society

for Testing and Materials (ASTI4) standards.

TEST FACILITY

The DOCT-i and DCT-2 tests were conducted at the CERF McCormlck Ranch

test site. The layout of the DCT-I and DCT-2 testbeds is shown in Figures

5 and 6, respectively. The soil profiles at the two testbed locations are

shown in Figure 7. In the OCT-I test, the models were situated parallel

in the testbed, perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the air-

blast load. In the DCT-2 test, the models were placed parallel in the

testbed, parallel to the direction of propagation of the airblast load.

The DCT-l models were buried 305 mm below the ground surface; the DCT-2

models, 361 mm.. In both tests the models were placed in 120 deg cradles

cut in situ McCormick Ranch soil. The DCT-l models rested on a thin layer

of soil matching grout poured In the cradles. The DCT-2 models were

seated in the cradles on a 25 mm layer of moist sand. On either side of

the cradles was a 356 mm wide horizontal bench. The sides of the trenches

around the models sloped at 45 deg from the edge of the bench to the

ground surface. The trenches were backfilled with native McCormick Ranch
soil compacted to a target unit weight of 1760 kg/m 3 . The density of the

recompacted material was checked at 200 mm intervals using a Troxler

nuclear density meter. At the SALT ports, a sheet of plastic was placed

in the backfill isolating the fill material over the ports from the rest

of the backfill. The backfill over the SALT ports in the DCT-l B model

was compacted to a target unit weight of 1602 kg/m 3 . The backfill over the

rest of the SALT ports was compacted to a target unit weight of 1760 kg/m3.
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In the DCT-2 test, at the closure end of the models, a concrete

headwall was constructed trans erse to the models. The models extended

through this wall, with the surface of their closures flush with the

surface of the wall. The wall 229 mm thick, was constructed of concrete

with a design 28-day unconfined compression strength of 34 MPa. The wall

was reinforced 0.5 percent by volume. This headwall functijned as part

of the environment simulator and was not intended to accurately model any

portion of the actual shelter system.

i
TEST ENVIRONMENT

The DCT-l and DCT-2 test environments were generated using HEST's.

A HEST is a method for simulating the incident airblast overpressure and

airblast-induced ground shock motions resulting from a nuclear explcsion;

it consists of an explosion cavity confined by an earthen overburden

placed over a testbed. The desired peak overpressure and impulse time

history are produced by varying the charge and overburden derrities and

the cavity and overburden dimensions. The proposed HESTs for the OCT-1

and DCT-2 tests were designed using the Air Force Weapons Laboratory

(AFWL) Lock-up Impulse Code (Reference 1).

The required environment for the DCT-l test consisted of a traveling

airblast at the 3.0 MPa peak overpressure range from the near surface

detonation of a 24 kt (scaled) yield nuclear weapon (Figure 8). The

airblast had to sweep the testbed side-on to the structures at a rate

simulating a nuclear airblast traversing a bern with slope of 1/10. The

airblast pressure and impulse time histories for this environment are

shown in Figure 9. The HEST designed to generate this environment

I
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consisted of a 100 percent foam filled explosion cavity, 333 mm high,

covered with 1.22 m of overburden, as shown in Figure 5. The charge

density of the cavity was 6.25 kg/m 3 . The cavity contained four layers

of 0.085 kg/m detonation cord. The cord was placed in Aewed parallel

arrays to produce the dpsired airblast propagation rate. The sweep rate

of the airblast was adjusted to a value of 1653 m/s so that the angle of

incidence of the shock wave induced in tne soil matched that which would

be induced for an airblast sweeping a 1/10 slope. The overburden on the

explosion cavity consisted of uncemented, uncompacted McCormick Ranch

soil placed at a unit weight of 1442 kg/m 3 .

The required environment for the DCT-2 test consisted of a traveling

nuclear airblast with a 4.0 MPa peak overpressure and scaled 40 kt yield.

The airblast had to sweep across the models at an attack angle of 50 deg

(Figure 8). This environment was modeled by applying a combined axial

and transverse load to the structures using a vertical and a horizontal

HEST, respectively. The airblast pressure and impulse curves associated

with these environments are shown in Figure 10. The vertical HEST,

generating a design 18.0 MPa peak overpressure, consisted of a 100 per-

cent foam filled explosion cavity, 457 mm wide, bermed with 1.83 m of

soil placed at 1441 kg/m 3 (Figure 6). The HEST was constructed directly

against the headwall and model closures. The charge density in the HEST

cavity was 16.66 kg/m 3 . The cavity contained six layers of 0.085 kg/m

detonation cord. The HEST was fired vertically from top to bottom at a

shock propagation rate of 6400 m/s (maximum burn rate for the detonation

cord used). The horizontal HEST, generating the transverse load, con-

sisted of a 100 percent foam filled cavity 318 mm high, covered with
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1.83 m of overburden placed at a unit weight of 1441 kg/m (Figure 6).

The charge density in the cavity was 8.01 kg/m . The cavity contained

four layers of 0.085 kg/m detonation cord. The cord was placed in skewed

parallel arrays to produce an airblast propagation rate parallel to the

models of 3005 m/s. Detonation of the vertical and horizontal HESTs was

staggered so as to simulate the smooth sweep of an airblast across the

testbed.

Prior to each of the main test events, two calibration tests were

conducted usi,g the proposed HEST designs to cneck the adequacy of the

generated simulations.

INSTRUMENTATICN

The instrumientation layouts for the XT-l and DCT-2 t.ests are shown

in Figures 11 atid 12, respectively. The structural instrurentation in

the models consisted of strain, relative displacement, acceleration, and

SMI gages. Stress and accelerati)n ga;es were also placed in the recom-

pacted soil irmmediately adjacent to the models and in situ soil. The

airblast loading generated by the HESTs was measured using blast pressure

gages. The number and type of transducer employed for each kind of

measurement are indicated in Table 4. The instrumentation in the DCT-l

test was positioned primarily to monitor ovaling response of the cylinders.

In the DCT-2 test, the instrumentation was positioned to monitor both the

ovaling and axial response of the models.

Hoop strain was measured at several locations on the circumferential

reinforcing bars in the DCT-l models and on the circumferential reinforcing

bars and liner steel in the DCT-2 models. Axial strain measurements were
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TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF DCT-I AND DCT-2 INSTRUMENTATION

,Number of Channels

Location Type Make/Model Du T-e o Dh T-l

DCT-I DCT-2

Freefield Blast Pressure Kulite 12 19

HKS-l1-375-5K

Acceleration Endevco 32 33

2264A-2KR

Soil Stress Kulite 34 19

LQK-080-8U
hard diaphragm

Structure Steel Strain Micro- 87 92

Measurements

MM-EA-06-500GC-

350 (Rebar)

Bean 39

BAE-06-25NBB-

350TE (Liner)

Relative Maurey 12 12

Displacement

Acceleration Endevco 18 28

2264A-2KR

SMI NMERI-built 96 78

TOTAL 291 320

_______________ _____________________I ___________



also taken on the longitudinal reinforcing bars in the DCT-2 models.

Epoxy bonded gages were used at all strain gage locations. At each rein-

forcing bar installation, two gages were mounted on the bar. These gages

were wired so that local beading effects cancelled.

Crown-to-invert and springline-to-springline relative displacements

were measured at several locations in each model using linear potentio-

meters. The potentiometers were mounted across passive relative displace-

ment gages.

Radial structural accelerations were measured at the crown, invert,

and springlines of all models. At the springlines of the DCT-2 models,

longitudinal accelerations were also measured. The accelerometers were

mounted on the interior wall of the models.

Force interactions at the soil/structure interface were measured in

both tests using NMERI built SMI gages. The SMI transducer provides a

measurement of three mutually orthogonal dynamic stress vector histories,

normal stress, circu-lzerential shear stress, and longitudinal shear stress,

at the structure/media interface (Reference 2). The SMI gages were

mounted in canisters cast in the tiodels during construction. In both the

DCT-1 and DCT-2 tests, normal and circumferential shoar stress were

measured at several locations around the modeli' cire-.,ference. In the

OCT-2 test, longitudinal structure/soil shear stresses were also monitored.

High speed motion picture documentation of the response of the

interior of the DCT-2 models was performed. Emphasis was placed on

observing the behavior of the SALT ports.

All power and signal wires to the model :nstruentation were routed

on the inside of the models. The wires were collectively exited through



cable access pipes at the ends of the models.

Soil stress and motion were measured in the DCT-I and DCT-2 tests

with soil-stress gages (WES type) and accelerometers, respectively. The

soil stress gages, mounted in aluminum padd~es, were positioned to measure

radial soil stress at the crown, invert, and springlines of the models.

Soil accelerations were measured with accelerometers mounted in epoxy

canisters. Measurements were taken at the soil stress gage locations and

at locations between the models in situ material.

The airblast loading generated by the HESTs were measured with blast

pressure gages mounted on the surface of the explosion cavities. The

gages in the horizontal HESTs were mounted in concrete cylinders placed

in the soil flush with 'he surface of the testbed. The gages in the

vertical HEST (DCT-2 only) were mounted in steel canisters cast in the

headwall and model closures.

The instrumentation signals were recorded in vans located 600 m from

the testbeds. Conditioning and amplification of the electrical signals

from the strain, acceleration, and blast pressure measurements were

provided by downhole mini-conditioners located in a spl'ce bunker 30 m

from the testbeds,. The signals from the relative displacement, SMI, and

soil stress gages were amplified and conditioned in the vans. The signals

were recorded using 28 tract Ampex recorders.

PRETEST ANALYSIS

DCT-l Test

The DCT-l pretest calculations were performed using the finite

element computer code SAMSON and the finite difference code DEPROSS.



SAMSON is a two-dimensional (2-0) dynamic finite element computer code

originally developed by the Illinois Institute ef Technology Research

Institute; it has been modified and expanded by AFWL (Reference 3). The

code is particularly suited for handling problems involving nonlinear

material properties and a large number of degrees of freedom. The SAMSON

code was used in the DCT-i test to predict ovaling related velocity,

displacement, and strain in the structures and stress at the soil/

structure interfaces. DEPROSS is a dynamic finite difference code

developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Reference 4).

The DEPROSS code can accomodate both geometric and material nonlinearities

in a structure. The DEPROSS code was used to investigate the response of

the breakout joints in the B model.

The 2-D model used for the DCT-l SAMSON prediction consisted of the

test structure, the McCormick Ranch backfill, and a section of the in situ

McCormick Ranch soil. Roller boundary conditions were applied at both the

vertical boundaries and the bottom nodes of the structure/soil-island grid.

Sliding separating boundaries were assumed at the contact surface between

the structure and soils, and between the SALT ports and the main portion of

the structure. The sliding phenomenor is characterized in the SAMSON code

by the Coulomb friction law and is limited to small displacement behavior.

The reinforced concrete, in situ soil, and backfill soils in the model

were treated as piecewise linear elastic-plastic materials. The surface

of the structure/soil-island was loaded with a piecewise linear approxima-

tion of the design airblast pressure time history.

In the DCT-l DEPROSS calculations only half of the cylinder was

modeled since the structure and loading were assumed symmetric. The model

)



of the structure was divided into circumferential segments, with the

segments divided into discrete concrete and steel layers. The concrete

and steel were modeled as piecewise linear elastic-plastic materials.

The model was loaded by forces applied through the displacement of

springs representing the soil adjacent to the structure. The outside

ends of the springs we-'e driven by soil motions derived from the motions

of the boundary of a vold in a soil medium under a surface airblast load.

Based on the SAMSCN and DEPROSS calculations, the following predic-

tions were made for the DCT-l test.

1. The principal structural response would be ovaling, with the

long axis of the elliptical deflected shape horizontal. Tensile strains

would develop sufficient to cause cracking in the models on theinner

surfaces at the crown and invert and outer sirfaces at the springlines.

2. The strains at the breakout joints in model B would be signifi-

cantly below yield values.

3. The peak reflected interface normal stresses at the crown of the

models would be approximately twice the level of the incident peak over-

pressure. The largest reflected peak overpressures would occur over the

SALT ports with loose backfill (model B).

4. The peak interface normal stresses at the springlines and invert

of the models would be, respectively, 80 and 50 percent lower than the

peak normal stress at the crown.

DCT-2 Test

The DCT-2 pretest predictions were performed using three simplified

computational techniques. A computer or minicomputer is required for

these techniques. They are, however, fairly inexpensive and offcr a



detailed treatment of the dynamics of the response of the test structures.

The three techniques employed were,

1. A Two-Degree-of-Freedom (TDOF)'Programr to investigate the ovaling

response and to determine an average normal load around the circumference

of the structure.

2. A Multi-Degree-of-Freedom Elastic-Plastic Spring Mass Program

(MDFSMI) to model the axial response.

3. A Multi-Degree-of-Freedom Beam-Column (BEAMCO) Model to investi-

gate the beam-column action.

These simplified procedures assume that the effects of ovaling and axial/

beam bending can be decoupled and solved separately.

The ovaling of the cylinders was predicted by a program that models

the cylinder as two masses lumped at the crown and invert. The masses

are connected by a spring which represents the stiffness of the cylinder

in flexure and includes the stiffness resulting from the soil adjacent to

the springlines. This system is driven by forces applied through the

displacement of springs representing the soil adjacent to the crown and

invert. The forced displacements on the outside ends of the soil springs

are derived from the displacements of the boundaries of a void in an

elastic medium under a pressure load. The calculated displacements of

the crown and invert of the cylinder are used to determine a change in

curvature and thus bending strains and stresses in the cylinder (Refer-

ence 5).

The dynamic axial rresponse of the structures was calculated using a

computer code called SPRING (Reference 6). It is a one-dimensional

(axial only) multi-degree-of-freedom, spring-mass code that models the
, A i



structure as a series of lumped masses joined by springs and dashpots.

The computer code SPRING has a subroutine, MATCON, that is used to

calculate the forces generated by the springs that represent the concr-ete.

The material model used by MATCON is a strain softening model that unloads

along the slope of the initial elastic modulus. The material model also

contains a tension cut off. In addition to the concrete, the structures

also contained steel liners and reinforcing bars, each of different

strength. The steel springs were modeled by an elastic plastic material

that allows cyclic loading and tensile or ccpressive failure. One set

of SPRING calculations was performed including shear force interactions

at the structure/soil interface.

The beam column response of the structures was modeled using BEAMCO.

BE AMCO, a modified version of the code DEPROSS, is a multi-degree-of-free-

dom spring-lumped-mass program that treats the cylindrical shelter as an

equivalent (equal area and moment of inertia) rectangular beam resting on

an elastic foundation (Referencr 5). The applied loading used in the

BEAMCO calculations consisteoý of a time dependent axial load and an end

moment applied at the fiwnt of the model. An end moment was applied to

the model purely for investigative purpcses and did not represent any

expected load condition. Axial shear forces were also applied to the

BEAMCO model to simulate the shear at the soil/structure interface result-

Ving from axial displacements of the shelter relative to the soil. In the

BEAMCO analysis, the structure was represented by 80 mass nodes, the first

three simulating the headworks and door region; the remaining ones, the

tube. Each node was divided into eight equal flanges. The foundations

soils were treated as elastic material represented by springs applied
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Derpendicular to the axis of the cylinder (beamn).

Based on the simplified calculations performed, the following

predictions were made for the DCT-2 test,

1. The cylinders would not fail in the ovaling mode.

2. The cylinders would not fail under the axial load, unless the

axial load acted eccentrically.

TEST RESULTS

The DCT-l models sustained minimal damage during the test. All the

models ovaled under the applied load, with the long axis of the elliptical

deflected shape horizontal. The ovaling deformation caused longitudinal

tension cracks in the model walls on the inside surface at the crown and

invert and outside surface at the springlines. A sketch of the typical

damage observed in a DCT-l model is presented in Figure 13. Similar

patterns and degrees of distress were observed in all the models. The

structural response data obtained from the test was similar for all models

and supported the distress patterns observed. The level of damage of the

SALT ports was consistent with the damage observed in the main Ctructure,

with the exception of a longitudinal compression crack seen on the outside

surface of the SALT ports in the B model. The effect on shelter response

of varying structural details (breakout joint, floor, and SALT port) and

SALT port backfill densities was minimal. The SM•I data from the test

indicated the structures moved vertically downward relative to the soil

and translated horizontally In the direction of propagation of the air-

blast.

In the CCT-2 test, the models exhibited both ovaling and axial/beam

kj
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bending distress. A sketch of the damage observed on the exterior

surface of the DCT-2 D model is presented in Figure 14. The damage

sustained by the thinner walled E model was similar in nature to, but

more severe in degree than, the damage sustained by the D model.

Longitudinal tension cracks were observed in the exterior surfaces of the

models at the sprirglines, indicating ovaling of the models occurred

under the transverse load. Circumferential tension cracks were observed

at the invert of the models opposite the SALT ports. At'the first SALT

port, these tension cracks were accompanied by compression buckling of

the interior steel liner in the upper (crown) portion of the models. In

the E model, major compression cracks were observed in the exterior wall

paralleling'the compression buckles in the interior steel liner. This

distress pattern (tension at the invert, compression at the crown) is

consistent with that produced by longitudinally bending the structure in

a "smile" mode. The test data, presently under examination, supports

these observed distress patterns.

SUMiARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of the Dynamic Cylinder Test (DCT) program was to

analytically and experimentally determine the response of a buried MX

horizontal shelter subjected to a nuclear airblast. The first two tests

in the program, the DCT-l and DCT-2 tests, have been completed. These

tests were concerned with the effect of structural detail on shelter

response and the character of the structure/soil interaction ioadings on

the shelter. Pretest predictions wEre performed for each test. The

prediction techniques were evaluate-i using the test data.

i
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In the DCT-l test, three 1/5-size models of the cylinder (tube)

section of the shelter were loaded sideon with a simulated nuclear air-

blast. The :est articles, constructed of reinforced concrete, consisted

of a monolithik tube, a tube with inspection panels, and a tube with

inspection panels arnd missile breakout joints. In the DCT-2 test, two

1/4.22-size models of the shelter tube were subjected to aicombined axial

and t:-ansverse load. The two models had different wall thicknesses. The

structural instrumentation in both tests consisted of stra~n, acceleration,

relative displacement, and structure/media interaction gages. The free-

field instrumentation in the tests consisted cf blast pressure gages and

soil stress and acceleration gages. The DCT-2 test alto included high

speed photographic documentation of the interior of the models during the

test.

The DCT-l structures ovaled under the sideon load. The observed

distress patterns, similar in all the models, consisted of longitudinal

tension cracks or the inside wall at the crown and invert, and on the

outside wall at the springlines. The presence of inspection panels and

breakout joints in the models had minimal effect on response. The DCT-2

structures ovalec in 3 similar fashion to the DCT-l mridels under the

transverse load applied in the DCT-2 test. In the DCT-2 test, axial/beam

bending distress was also observed in the models. A significant dxial/

beam bending failure occLrred in the thin walled model at the first SALT

port.

The behavior of thc DCT-l structures was modeled analytically prior

to the test using a finite element and a finite difference computer code.

A compariso;n of the test and predicted response indicated both codes



correctly predicted the overall behavior of the models. Problems were

encountered in both calculations with the parameters input in the soil

material models and the techniques selected to model behavior at the

soil/structure interface. The pretest predictions for the DCT-2 test

were perforn*d using a spring-mass, a two-degree-of-freedom, and a beam

on elastic foundation code to determine axial, ovaling, and longitudinal

bending response of the structures, respectively. These codes, general

by nature, adequately predicted the gross response of the structures.
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KEY WORDS: dynamics; missile; Mtisslle-X (MX); nuclear explosions;
reinforced concrete; structural analysis; structure/media inter-
action

ABSTRACT: The response of buried horizontal MX missile shelters
to simulated nuclear airblast and airblast induced ground shock
loadings is investigated. Two tests were conducted on scaled
reinforced concrete models to examine the effect of structural
variations on shelter response and to characterize the loadings
across the shelter/soil interface. Pretest calculations were
performed for each test. The effectiveness of the calculation
techniques was evaluated through comparison of the test and
predicted results.
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SUMMARY: Dynamic Cylinder Test Program, by Jerry E. Stephens.
In the Dynamic Cylinder Test Program the response of horizontal
Missile-X (MX) shelters to nuclear airblast loadings was in-
vestigated both experimentally and analytically. The program
emphasized the effect of structural variations on response
and load characterization across structure/soil interfaces.
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Figure 1. DCT test article.

Figure 2. DCT-I model detail.

Figure 3. DOCT-2 model detail.

Figure 4. DCT structural details.

Figure 5. OCT-I test-bed layout.

Figure 6. OCT-2 test-bed layout.

Figure 7. In situ soil profiles, DCT-l and DCT-2 test-beds.

Figure 8. Direction of simulated nuclear airblast attacks, DCT-i and
DCT-2 test-beds.

Figure 9. Design airblast environment for the DCT-i test.

Figure 10. Design environment for the DCT-2 test.

Figure 11. Typical model instrumentation in the DCT-i test.

Figure 12. Typical model instrumentation in the DCT-2 test.

Figure 13. Distress patterns in the exterior surface of the OCT-l B model.

Figure 14. Distress patterns in the exterior surface of the OCT-2 D model.



PROTECTIVE VERTICAL SHELTERS

by

Ian Narain, A.M. ASCE1
Jerry Stephens, A.M. ASCE 2
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INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the test program entitled GOVS (Giant Reusable

Airblast Simulator (GRABS) on Vertical Shelters) which was an investiga-

tion of the response of vertical shelters for Missile-X (MX) to vertical

airblast and to airblast-induced ground-shock loadings. Specifically

under investigation in thiese tests were the effects of site geology

(depth to bedrock) and structural detail (presence of a shelter transition

section, thickness-to-radius ratio (t/r) of the shelter tube section, and

concrete strength) on shelter response. In addition, the results of these

tests were used to evaluate analytical computer procedures, to correlate

static and dynamic test data, and to provide information for research

relating to shock isolation systems (SIS).

The GOVS program consisted of three tests conducted on models one-

sixth the size of a generic vertical shelter. The models were constructed,

instrumented, and dynamically tested by the New Mexico Engineering Research

Institute (NMERI) at the Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility

(CERF) on Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB), Albuquerque, New Mexico. One

I
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2
Research Engineer, Structural Mechanics Division, University of New Mexico,
New Mexico Engineering Research Institute, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Research Engineer, Structural Mechanics Division, University of New Mexico,
New Mexico Engineering Research Institute, Albuquerque, New Mexico.



model of shelter configuration A and two models of shelter configuration

B were tested individually in the GRABS facility at CERF (see Figure 1).

The test-bed 1or each test was composed of dry sand rained into place

at a uniform densly around the test structure. Model Instrumentation
included blast-pressure gages, accelerometers, velocity gages, strain

gages, structure-media interaction (SMI) gages, interface-pressure gages,

and relative-displacement gages. Test-bed instrumentation consisted of

blast-pressure, soll-stress, and acceleration gages.

The design environment for GOVS-I consisted of a vertical airblast

with a peak overpressure of 8.3 MPa and a scaled yield of 23 kt (scaled

5 Mt). The designl environments for GOVS-2 ard GOVS-3 were the same as the

actual GOVS-I testý environment. This environment was generated by the

High-Explosives Simulation Technique (HEST). Three calibration tests were

conducted in the GRABS facility to define the HEST structure for the GOVS

tests.

SAMSON dynamic finite-element computer code provided pretest

predictions of stresses and motions within both the structure and the free-

field. The code generated acceleration, velocity, displacement, and stress

and strain histories for the structure and the soil. An axisymmwetric model

of the test layout was assumed. The structure and test-bed materials were

modeled in the calculation as piecewise linear, elaýtic-plastic materials.

TEST DESCRIPTION

Shelter Models

The generic MX vertical shelter is basically a large, reinforced-

concrete canister capped with a removable closure. The specific

____ ____ ____ ___
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configurations of vertical shelter types A and B are shown in Figure 1.

Both the full-size shelter dimensions and the corresponding model

dimensions are indicated on this figure. The model dimensions were

scaled from the full-size dimensions by a factor of 1/5.85, rather than

1/6, so that commercially available form material could be used in the

construction of the model. The geometry of the closure, headworks, and

base was idertical for both shelter configurations. The tube in sheltzi

A, however, had a full-size wall thickness of 305 mm in comparison to

the 610-mn tube wall thickness for full-size shelter B. The reduction

of the wall thickness in shelter A was accomplished by means of a

transition section placed between the headworks and the tube.

The shelter models were constructed of conventionally reinforced

concrete. The concrete in the A and B models had design 28-day unconfined

compression strengths of 27.6 M•a and 41.1 MPa, respectively. The mix

proportions are reported in Table 1. Type II high-early portland cement

was used in the mixes. The maximum size of the aggregate in the concrete

was 6.4 mm.

The percentages of steel reinforcement used in the GOVS models are

listed in Table 2. The primary reinforcement in the headworks, transition,

and tube of model A was D-2.5 deformed wire. The primary reinforcement in

the headworks and tube of the B models was No. 2 deformed bars. All model

bases were reinforced with No. 4 deformed bars. The stirrups in the

models consisted of 2.4-mn,-diameter wire for the A model and 3.2-mm-

diameter wire for the B models. The tensile yield strengths of the D-2.5

deformed wire, the No. 2 deformed bars, and the No. 4 deformed bars were

483, 480, and 414 MPa, respectively.



/

TABLE 1. GOVS CONCRETE MIX PROPORTIONS (PER YARDS)

Models BI and 82
Content Model A MoesBanB2•i;

Cotete A and all Closures

Cement, in kilograms 299 342

Fine aggregate, in kilograms 927 795

Coarse (6.4-millimeters)
aggregate, in kilograms 245 532

Water, in kilograms 189 155

Pozzoligh, in milliliters I1183 1124

Entrained air, as a percentage 3 3

Slump, in millimeters 127 i27

Water/cement ratio 0.63 0.45



TABLE 2. MODEL REINFORCEMENT PERCENTAGES

Longitudinal Steel, Hoop Steel, Radial Steel,
as a Percentage as a Percentage as a Percentage

Model of Volume of Volume of Volume

GOVS GOVS GOVS

A

Headworks 0.94 0.50 0.12

Transition 0.98 0.99 0.13

iube 1.03 1.00 0.11

B

Headworks 0.97 0.50

Tube 0.97 1.00 0.19

/
/



The structure closures, identical for all three models, were rein-

forced with No. 4 bars. The concrete used in the closures had a 28-day

unconfined compression strength of 41.4 MPa. The shells and liners were

studded with 6.44-iir-diameter Nelson studs. In each model, the closure

was anchored with eight 12.7-mm.-diameter A325 bolts (tensile ultimate

strength of 828 MPa) to a steel ring welded to the headworks liner. A

pressure penetration seal, which consisted of a 51-mm-wide by 3.3-mm-

thick circular plate, was welded to the closure liners.

MODEL FABRICATION

Fabrication of the models was accomplished in three phases, form

assembly, constructing the reinforcing cage, and casting and curing the

concrete. The vertical shelter models were constructed in an inverted

position. The Forms for the inside walls were fiber-void tubes. The

bottom end of the void tube was anchored against the steel lining of the

headworks. Approximately 2 m of sand were placed in the tube for

additional support. The upper end of the tube was capped with a plywood

disk. The reýinforcing cage for each model was fabricated around the

completed inside form. All instrtumentation leads were routed to the

inside of the model.

The outside form was slipped over the assembled reinforcing cage.

This form consisted of a steel liner divided longitudinally into five

approximately equal segments. The segment-to-segment connections were

covered with steel bands, A uniform wall thickness was maintained in the

tube section by ;teel rod spacers placed between the inner and outer forms.

Each model was cast in five approximately equal sections from two batches



of concrete. A steel funnel clamped around the tops of trie form segments

was used to facilitate concrete placement. The concrete was consolidated

by four air-driven form vibrators, three attached to the funnel and ore

attached to the base plate of the model.

When the model had been cast, the exposed concrete surfaces were

sprayed with curing compound. The model was allowed to cure for about one

week. The outside forms were then stripped, and the model was placed in a

horizontal position and was transported to the GRABS facility, where the

inside forms were stripped. The models were instrumented at the test site

while they were still lying in the horizontal position.

Test specimens were cast from each batch of concrete for material

strength and response testing. The sampling and testing program for this

concrete is summarized in Table 3. Most of the concrete specimens were

molded and cured irn the laboratory according to the standards of the

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM); exceptions are indicated

in Table 3. In addition to the tests on the concrete specimens, tensile

stress-strain tests and pull-out tests were conducted on each size of

----reinforcing bar (wire) used in the models.

I r;STRUMENTATION

Both electrical (active) and mechanical (passive) measurements were

taken durirg the GOVS events. The electrical gages measured strain, SMI,

blast pressure, model motions, free-field motion and stress, interface

pressure, and relative model displacement. The mechanical devices

measured only relative model displacement. Model and free-field ;nstru-

mentation-locations are given in Figure 2. An average of 163 channels
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0 degree I180 degree
Measurement Symbol Number

Blast Pressure (BP) 04

Velocity (V) 0

~ fAcceleration (A) 0
Structure-Media

I Interaction (SMI) <> 18

A 0c Steel Strain (SE) j or .28
<& 4-,

IConcrete Strain (CE)4

Relative
Displacemient (RD)

0-180 degree1
90-270 degree ______

~Acceleration (A) 0 2

CL I Structure-Media
I I Interaction (SMI) <>6

0 c~
Steel Strain (SE) ior. 6

I Relative
Displacement (RD) or A 2

* ICable Exits 4,

I Concrete Strain (CE) 0 f

Velocity (V) o1'
IAcceleration (A) 0 5

I Structure-Media

Interaction (SMI) 13

Steel Strain (SE) I or 14

Relative
A Displacement (RD) ~ o

Interface
CA ressure (I0P4

<>Concrete Strain (CE) 0

Note.: Dotted lines indicate model A structure.
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0 degree 180 degree

Berm f
2 i cavity rP

"- t I I _0._M

A--A - -A -

, E

Cable entrance ports E

A-A-A 0-0-

4' t iýA 0.4 m

o Blast pressure gage

0 Soil stress gage vertical and radial
a Soil stress gage radial
am Soil stress gage vertical

A Soil accelerometer vertical and radial
& Soil accelerometer radial
,b Soil accelerometer vertical



was recorded in each test.

Strain measurements were taken on the reinforcing bar (rebar), on the

steel liners of the closure and the headworks, and on the faces of each

model wall. The closure gages were located where they would indicate

flexural behavior, as were the rebar gages in the model base. Vertical

gages installed on the longitudinal rebar in the model measured axial and

flexural behavior. Gages were placed on the hoop reinforcement to indicate

tangential compression and extension modes of behavior.

Blast-pressure measurements were taken in both the model closure and

the free-field. Four gages were located in the closure and six in the free-

field to ensure adequate pressure-history data and also to check the

synmetry and uniformity of the loading. The blast-pressure gages, enclosed

in steel canisters, were cast in the concrete during the construction of

the closures and were enclosed in 305-mm-diameter by 610-mm-deep concrete

canisters for the free-field measurements. All blast-pressure gages were

protected with a debris shield.

Velocity gages and accelerometers were used for measuring model

motions. Velocity measurements were taken on the bottom of the closure and

on the base of the model in the vertical direction with Sandia-type DX

velocity gages. Acceleration measurements were also taken on the model

closure and base and at two cther locations along the length of the tube.

Structure-media Interaction measurements were taken electronically

with NMERI-built SMI gages and Waterways Experiment Station (WES) Air Force-

Modified (WAM) interface pressure gages. The SMI transducer provides a

measurement of three mutually orthogonal dynamic stress vector histories,

normal stress, horizontal shear stress and tangential shear stress, at the



structure-media interface (Reference 5). The gages were mounted in

canisters cast in the model during construction and were located in such

a way that normal, vertical, and tangential input loading to the

structure could be determined at critical points.

Radial compression and extension of the tube section were measured

with active linear potentiometers mounted in parallel on passive scratch

gages.

Free-field stress end motion were measured with soil-stress gages

(WES type) and accelerometers, respectively. Radial sensing gages were

paired with vertical sensing gages at various locations to determine

vertical-to-horizontal stress and motion ratios. The soil-stress gages,

with vertical sensing axes, were firmly pressed into the test-bed and

covered with rained sand. The soil-stress gages, with horizontal or

radial sensing axes, were positioned on vertical support wires which were

implanted into the test-bed. Soil accelerations were measured with

accelerometers mounted in epoxy canisters.

The transducer data were recorded in vans, which were located

approximately 150 m from the test facility. The recording equipment used

in the GOVS test events is listed in Table 4. The recorded test data were

reduced to computer-produced plots by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory

(AFWL) Data Processing Division.

TEST FACILITY

The GRABS facility, located on KAFB, consists of a 5.49-m-diameter,

14.63-m-deep reinforced concrete cylinder emplaced in a massive limestone

formation. The facility has a 533-mm-thick wall and a 533-mm-thick base;



TABLE 4. GOVS RECORDING EQUIPMENT

Recording Signal Recording Equipment
Van Conditioners Amplifiers - _

Free-field Model

Van E7 B&F 1-700 B&F 702-IOD BH VR 3700 B,
3300

3300 BHVR3700B i

Van 4 B&F 1-234-I B&F 702-100 A-pex CP 10 B

AmpexCP 10



both are lined with 6.4-mn-thick steel plate. Construction of the test

facility is described in Reference 2. The geometry of the test facility,

and the rock properties, is shown in Figure 3. One model of shelter

configuration A and two models of shelter configuration B were tested

individually in the GRA8S facility, also shown in Figure 3.

Before the test-bed material was placed in the facility, the

necessary instrumentation cables were pulled through cable entrance holes

located near the base of the facility. At the mouth of t:.e access holes

the cables were packed in foam to seal the access and isolate the cables

from shock. The cables were connected to a junction box at the surface.

The test-bed material was a locally provided, washed and dried

concrete sand conforming to ASTM Specification C-33. The sand was placed

in the facility by a raining technique. Stockpiled sand was transported

by a front-end loader to a hopper that carried sand into the raining

device. The device, shown in Figure 4, was rotated around the circum-

ference of the test facility. The flow pattern was controlled by varying

the number of holes in the bottom of the device. This system was capable

. of delivering sand at a rate of approximately 38 m3 /h.

It has been shown that when sand is rained from the height required

for the particles to achieve terminal velocity, a near-maximum uniform

density is obtained. Experiments conducted by NMERI have shown that the

sand must be rained from a height of at least 610 mm if it is to reach

terminal velocity. The height of free-fall for the sand in the GRABS

facility ranged from 2.3 -a to 14.6 m. Density measurements were taken

at 1-m intervals during the test-bed buildup. A Troxler nuclear moisture

densitometer with probe depths of 152 mm, 203 ram, and 305 nm was used for
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this purpose. The average test-bed unit density was 1746 kg/m 3 .

The models were seated in the test-bed at the proper depths. In the

GOVS-3 test, the model was carefully seated in a grout solution directly

on the bottom of the facility. Instrumentation cables entered the model

through 50-mm-diameter holes spaced along the length of the model, and

were protected by an encasement of polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe near the

entrance holes. At each instrumentation level the cables were routed

horizontally to the wall of the facility, down the side, and then out

th'rough the cable exit ports.

When the sand-raining, the free-field instrumentation placement, and

the structural gage placement had been completed, the closure was bolted

to the model with eight 13-mm-diameter bolts torqued to approximately 200

N-m. Preparations for the placement of the explosive charge were now

complete.

TEST ENVIRONMENT

The required environment for the GOVS test events was a vertical

. airblast having a peak overpressure of 8.3 MPa and a scaled yield of 23

kt (scaled 5 Mt) with a simulation time of 12.5 ms. The scaled Brode

pressure-history and impulse curves for the desired enviror~nent are

plotted in Figure 5. A HEST structure (Reference 7) was used to generate

the environment. A modified form of the Lock-up Impulse Code (Reference

7) developed for the HP 9820 programmable calculator was used in the

initial design of the HMST.

Because exoerimental data on the peunrmance of the foam-cavity HEST

in a confined environment were ,.,.available, three calibration tests were
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condurted to define the HEST. The final design of the HEST used in the

GOVS test events consisted of a 100-percent foam-filled cavity, 140 mm

high. Four layers of 13.7-gr/ntm detonating cord were evenly distributed

throughout the cavity. The charge density of the explosives was 14.7

kg/m 3 ; the total weight of the explosives was 48.8 kg. A single-point

detonation scheme at the center of the HEST was used to ignite the system.

Approximately 300 mm of sand was rained in above the HEST as a base

for the soil surcharge. The surcha' ge, which consisted of McCormick Ranch

soil, was dropped into the facility. The total height of the overburden,

sand and surcharge, was 2.29 m. Its density was 1326 kg/M3 and its total

weight was 71,823 kg.

PRETEST PREDICTIONS

A SAMSON dynamic finite-elemen-. computer code (Reference 1) was used

for the GOVS pretest predictions (References 3, 4, and 6). The SAMSON

code was developed by the Illinois Tnstitute of Technology Research

Institute, and it was later modifie!d and expanded by AFWL. The code is

particularly suited for handling problems involving nonlinear material

properties and a large numiber of degrees of freedom. Tt was designed

specifically to investigate SMI problems.

lhe two-dimensional (2-D) model used for the GOVS SAMSON predictions

consisted of the test structure, the sand test-bed, the wall of the GRABS

facility, and the limestone along the side of and beneath the GRABS

facility, Only a unit arc sectiun of the test configuration was modeled

bezause of the axial symnetry of the applied load and the symmetry of the

test-bed. The centerline of the model was fixed radially, but was left

S~I



free to translate vertically. The exterior boundries of the model were

totally fixed.

Sliding-separating boundaries were used in the meshes t0 model the

interfaces between, the sand and the test structure and between the sand

and the liner of the GRABS facility. The -iHding phenomenon is charac-

terized in the SAMSON code by the Coulomb friction law and is limited to

small displacement behavior.

The surface of the test-bed in the finite-e1,aent model was loaded

with a double exponential fit to an average pressure history generzated

from the third calibratior shot for the GOVS-1 calculation. The pressure

history used for the GOVS-2 and GOVS-3 calculations was a double exponen-

tial fit to an average of the GOVS-l data. The environments jsed in the

calculations are shown in Figure 6. For input into SAMSON, this pressure

history was approximated as a series of linear segments. T he pressure

was applied as a sweeping wave tra eling from the centerline of the test-

bed to the wall of the GRABS facility. A t i aveling wave was used in the

calculation to simulate the conditions of a single centerpoint HEST

detonation.

On the basis of the calculations, the following predictions were

made:

GOVS-I

1. The entire shelter would translate as a rigid body, with an average

peak vertical velocity of 6 m/s to 8 m/. and a permanent downward

displacement of approximately 100 nmn.

2. The closure would permanently deform downware at its center, with

tensile cracking of the concrete occurring in the bottom at the center.
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3. The cotvcrete below the closure bearing wouid undergo limited plastic

deformation.

4. The concrete wall of the tube would be severely distressed immediately

below the transition, with extensive concrete cracking and buckling of

the reinforcing steel occurring over at least a 0.3-m-length of the tube.

GOVS-2 (Results of the GOVS-1 test were considered in the GOVS-2

predictions.)

1. The entire shelter would translate as a rigid body, with an average peak

velocity of 5 m/s to 6 m/s and a permanent downward displacement of

approximately 70 mm.

2. The closure would displace downward but remain elastic.

3. The concrete below the closure would also remain elastic.

4. The concrete wall of the tube would remain elastic, and the primary

response would be axial compression.

5. The base would undergo bending, which would be minimally transmitted to

the wall.

GUVS-3 (Results of the GOYS-l and GOVS-2 tests were considered in the

GOVS-3 predictions.')

1. The closure would displace downward but would remain elastic.

2. The primary response of the structure would be axial compression, and

the structure would remain in the elastic region.

3. The base would undergo slight bending but would remain elastic.

4. Possible areas of distress % •uld include:

a. The bearing area of the structure, where crushing of the concrete

might occur.

b. The intersection of the base and the wall of the structure, where

high compressive stresses might develop.



TEST RESULTS

The GOVS-l test structure experienced significant distress in the

tube and base. Several circumferential compression cracks were observed

in the top portion of the tube, and a major compression failure occurred

in the tube wall at the 2.5-m elevation, as shown in Figure 7. The

strain-gage data from this region indicated that the distress had been

caused by the direct airblast loading of the structure. The base of the

structure experienced toroidal berding, and tension cracks developed in

the bottom of the tube and in the top surface of the base.

Unlike the GOVS-l model, the GOVS-2 model did not fail under the

airblast loading. However, the structure did experience minimal distress

in the tube section at a depth of approximately 6.35 m. At this location,

circumferential compression cracks and longitudinal tension cracks were

observed on the outside wall of the structure around 75 percent of the

circumference, as depicted in Figure 7. Circumferential-strain gage data

from this region indicated that the distress was a result of toroidal

bending of the tube wall at the base.

The GOVS-3 test structure experienced significant distress in the

tube section at a depth of 6 m, where circumferential compression cracki

were observed on both the inside and outside faces of the model wall and

around its entire circumference, as shown in Figure 7. Larger cracks

exposing buckled reinforcing bars on the inside face of the wall indicated

that toroidal bending of the tube section had occurred at this location.

It is apparent from the test data that the failure was not caused by

direct airblast loading but by a combination of shear loading at the soil-

structure interface and a shock wave reflected from the base of the model.
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CONCLUSIONS

The GOVS test series provided data that were used to investigate the

effects of variations in the structural details of the shelter models and

in site geology on the response of a vertical shelter to airblast loading.

The effects of varying structural details were evaluated by a comparison

of the GOVS-l and GOVS-2 test results. The effects of varying structure-

to-bedrock depth were evaluated by a comparison of the GOVS-2 and GOVS-3

test data. The test data were also compared to pretest predictions made

by a 2-D SAMSON dynamic finite-element computer code for the purpose of

evaluating thepredictions.

When the GOVS-I and GOVS-2 test results are compared, it is apparent

that the lower strength of the concrete in the GOVS-l model and the

presence of the shelter transition section (with the correspondingly lower
t/r ratio of the tube section) had adverse effects on the response of the

GOVS-l model. The GOVS-I model experienced significant distress in the

tube and base, whereas the GOVS-2 model experienced only minimal distress

in the tube section near the base. It can be concluded that the varia-

tions in structural detail affected the response of the models as follows:

1. The headworks and transition region of the GOVS-I model flexed

considerably more toward the interior of the structure than did

that of the stiffer GOVS-2 model.

2. The initial peak strain at the top of the tube in the GOVS-l

model exceeded that of the GOVS-2 model because of the reduced

cross-sectional area and lower strength of the concrete in the

former.

3. The GOVS-1 tube section, with its lower t/r ratio, deflected more



radially inward than did the GOVS-2 tube section.

4. The behavior of the bases of the models was similar. Toroidal

bending of the structure wall in this region was evident in both

models. This bending, however, was mtch more pronounced in the

GOVS-I model with its thinner wall and less stiff concrete.

The effect of placing the vertical shelter directly on bedrock was

evaluated by a comparison of the GOVS-2 and GOVS-3 tests. In both tests,

the predominant model response was axial compression. In the GOVS-3 test,

however, a shock reflection from the bedrock magnified the tube stresses

and strains in the region of the base of the structure. The stresses and

strains caused by this reflection produced severe distress in the base of

the GOVS-3 model. Because the two tests were similar in every detail

except depth to bedrock, it can be concluded that it is not desirable to

place a shelter directly on bedrock.

The pretest calculations and predictions performed by the SAMSON

dynamic finite-element computer code were in good agreement with the test

data. The calculations for the first two tests accurately predicted the

overall response of the structures. However, discrepancies between the

predicted and the measured timing of the free-field soil stresses and

magnitude of the interface normal and shear stress indicated that the

material model for the soil and the friction coefficients at the soil-

structure interface should be modified. Consequently, these parameters

were modified for the GOVS-3 calculation, and when the predicted and the

test data for the GOVS-3 were compared, it was concluded that the modifi-

cations had adequa"ely corrected the irregularities found in the previous

calculations. However, uncertainties associated with the accurate

. . . . .. ..



modeling of the behavior of the soil-structure interface invite further

study.
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Figure 1. Detail definition for GOVS models

Figure 2. Instrumentation layout for GOVS shelter models (1 of 3)

Figure 2. GOVS-1 GOVS-2 test-bed instrumentation layout (2 of 3)

Figure 2. GOVS-3 tert-bed instrumentation layout (3 of 3)

Figure 3. Location if GOVS models in GRABS facility

.Figure 4. Sand-rain.Ing device

Figure 5. Pressure and Impul-se curves for GOVS test environment

Figure 6. Pressure history for GOVS c3lculations

Figure 7. Cracks inil GOVS-1 shelter model A, 90-day view (1 of 4)

Figure 7. Cracks in GOVS-1 shelter model A, 270-deg view (2 of 4)

Figure 7. Cracks in GOVS-2 shelter model B (3 of 4)

Figure 7. Cracks in GOVS-3 shelter model B (4 of 4)



SUMMARY: Protective Vertical Shelters, by Tan G. Narain, Jerry E.
Stephens and Gary E. Landon. The GOVS test program, consisting of three
tests on Missile-X (MX) vertical shelters, was concerned with the effects
of site geology and structural detail on shelter response. Pretest
calculations were performed for each test.



KEY WORM: Axisymmetric model; Dynamic response; Giant reusable airblast
simulator (CRABS); GRAS on vertical shelters (GOVS); Structure-media
interaction; Missile-X (MX); Reinforced concrete; Shelter configuration;
Vertical airbiast; Vertical shelters

ABSTRACT: The response of buried vertical MX shelters to vertical
airblast and to airblast-induced ground-shock loadings is examined. Three
tests were conducted on 1/6 scale reinforced concrete models to investigate
the effects of site geology and structural detail on shelter response.
The experimental data provided an insight into shelter response, and was
also-used to evaluate the accuracy of pretest calculations and predictions.
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ABSTRACT

A method of calculating in situ one dimensional stress-strain soil

properties from vertical ground motion is presented. The method relies

on the fact that superseismic air blast ground surface loadings produce

ground motions that are very nearly vertical and one dimensional in

character. Therefore the equations of -notion that govern the response are

simple and may be integrated to obtain one dimensional stress-strain

relations. Thus, results from tests that incorporate superseismic air

blast surface loading and sensors te measure vertical notion at various

depths in the soil can be used to calculate soil stress-strain properties

directly. The method accounts for multiple records at a given depth and

features techniques for characterizing response histories and interpolating

velocities at depths between those where measurements have been made. As

an example, for the DISC HEST Test I event, conducted in Ralston Valley,

t-vada as oart of the MX develooment program, the site provfrtit; are

co'rputed basnd uo the free field data.



DETERMINATION• OF SOIL PROPERTIES THROUGH MROUNDO MOTION AKALYSrS

J. W. Fryel and N. Lipner 2 , P. ASCE

INTRODUCTION

The ground response to overhead highly superselsmic airblast loading

(airblast shock speed faster than ground shock sp".ds) is nearly one-dimensional

uniaxial strain and the motions are nearly vertical. Soil properties for

prediction of these motions have typically been determined from dynamic

uniaxial strain laboratory tests. However, the process of extracting soil

samples from the field can disturb the material and, as a result, the laboratory

properties could be different from the in situ material behavior.

An approach to determine the in situ properties is to perform a field

.est where the ground surface is loaded by superseismic airblast. Data from

sensors that measure vertical motion at various depths in the ground could

then be used to calculate the uniaxial strain properties of the soil by use,

of the one-dimensional equation of motion.

One type of surface loading that has been used to obtain a one-dimensional

response is the DISC (Dynamic In Situ Compressibility) HEST (High Explosive

Simulation Technique) test shown in Figure 1. This test employs a circular

region of explosives that is center detonated. The detonation propagates

outward fast enough that the early-time response to peak velocity is essentially

one-dimensional within some region under tto' loaded area that is governed by

the disc radius and the soil properties. Because of the finite propagation

velocity, time at any range from the centerline is measured with respect to

the arrival of the overhead airblast at that range.

1. Member of the Technical Staff, Hardness and Survivability Laboratory,
TRW, Redondo Beach, CA 90278

2. Department Head, Hardness and SurvivabIl1ty Laboratory,
TRW, Redondo Beach, CA 90278
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MAALYSIS FORMULATION

The one-dimensional equation of motion'relates the vertical normal

stress gradient to the acceleration of the soil.

014u (1)

Here a is the vertical coordinate (Fig. 1), a is the normal stress in the x
Z

direction (tensile stress is Positive), and p is the soil density.

Equation (1) can be integrated with respect to depth from the ground

surface to a depth z to obtain the following equation for stress:

"-Z -p(t) ,fo'o.,dz (2)

where the constant of integration, p(t), isý the surface pressure-time

history, a boundary condition of the problem, and the first time deriva-

tive of velocity, x , replaces the second time derivative of displacement.

The ore-dimensional strain, , Is the derivative of the vertical

displacement with respect to depth.

3(3

Taking the time derivative of Equation (3) provides the following relation

for the strain rate :

-- ~-(4)

and integrating Equation (4) gives the following relation for strain in terms

of velocity:

v' dt)

The constant of integration is zero because the strain in the soil is

/ 2



measured with respect to the geostatic strain and, therefore, is zero at

time zero.

From Equations (2) and (r) it is seen that if tha vertical component

of velocity is defined with respect to time and depth, then stress and

strain may be directly calculated from derivatives of the velocity by

performing integrations with respect to depth and time. The pressure

time history at the surface and estimates of the soil density are also

required by Equation (2).

Evaluation of the integrals of Equations (2) and (5) requires

knowledge of the velocity field for the complete space-time region of

interest. In a test, motion sensors at only a limited number of depths can

be implanted because of cost, as well as physical constraints. Therefore, a

method must be developed to interpolate from the data available for a limited

number of depths to the velocity history at ary depth. .

In many test events, more than one record is available at some depths,

so that if one sensor is faulty, all of the velocity-time information

concerning that particular depth Is not lost. Data records available for

a particular depth will vary from one another due to a numaer of reasons,

such as variation from one location to another of soil properties and surface

pressure-time histories. In examining the velocity-time records taken at

a particular depth, it is not always obvious that one particular record is

the most accurate and representative of all. Thus, some method of includinq

all acceptable records taken at a particilar depth must be employf..A In

defining the velocity-time history to be used in the interpolation process.

Clearly some records that show anomalous results, not represrntative of

motions that are physically plausable, should be excluded from consideration

Such records might be taken from sensors that either were poorly Installed,

'I



were destroyed by the shock loading, or produced records that were

extremely noisy.

The method chosen for interpolating the measured velocity records uses

a transformed coordinate system with a time-like coordinate a that remains

constant with depth along specific characteristics of the velocity time

history. At the beginning of motion, e is always taken as zero; at peak

velocity, a equals 1.0; and at the end of the velocity record, a assumes

some large value such as 10. Other values of q are chosen to follow

percentages of the peak velocity, as shown in Figure 2. Mathematically,

the transformation is as follows:

(6)
-wf(', t)

where z' is the depth coordinate of the new coordinate system.

This transformation is piecewise linear between depths where velocity

records are available. Averaged characteristic information available from

the records at each depth is used. At constant depth, the time-like

coordinate s is related to t through a series of straight line seqments between

a and t values established for particular velocity record characteristics.

Details of the formulation of the transformation and other matters concerniing

the interpolation between records at different depths are given in the

appendix.

Tiie interpolation of the velocity between depths where data are

available is done in the z', s coordinate system along lines of constant

j values; i.e., the interpolation is performed with respect to specific

velocity record characteristics. Peak velocities at adjacent depths where

data are available are used to interpolate the peak velocity at in-between

depths. Thus, half-peak velocity data are used to interpolate half-peak velocities,

ii4



I
and so on.

In ordp,- to establish a unique definition of the velocity history at a

given depth, the velocity record is broken up into a series of segments that

begjin and end at specific a coordinates. The se;,ents are taken to be the

same at all depths torming a grid work in the z', o space as shown in

Figure 3. The velocity history at each depth and over each segment is

represented as a cubic function with the beginning and end of each segment

having the same velocity value as adjacent segments so that step changes in velo-

city (infinite acceleration) are ruled out. The parameters of the cubic interpolation

functions are evaluated based on a least square fit to the velocity records

at the depth in question.

Interpolation between depths is done using an exponential function

that begins at the adjacent upper depth and ends on the adjacent lower depth.

Extrapolation of velocities to- depths above the shallowest depth for which

data are available is performed by extrapolating the exponential interpolation

function derived for the region between the two shallowest depths. Velocity

at depths below the deepest depth for which data are available is obtained,

in a similar manner, from the inteorpolation function of the two deepest

depths.

Having established a method of deriving unique velocity records for

all depths and times from the measured data, stresses and strains are

calculated from Equations (2) and (5) using central differencing and

standard rumerical integration techniques. The results of the analysis

have been found to be rather insensitive to the discretization used in the J

numerical analysis. The major factors in the analysis appear to be the

choice of velocity histories and of interpolation segments.

4
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ANALYSIS RESULTS

Soil stress strain relations have been calculated from one-dimensional

finite difference calculation results, as a check on the analysis, and from

DISC HEST test data. The finite difference calculation considered two dry

soil layers over a wet soil half-space (Reference 1). The dry soil layers

had linear loading and linear unloading moduli. The loading modulus for

the lower dry soil material was 1 .5 times as stiff as for the surface

layer; the unloading moduli in both layers were about an order of magnitude

stiffer than the loading (Fig. 4). The vzcocity histories from the calcu-

lation were input into the analysis developed herein, with the stress-

strain curve results shown in Figure 4. For this analysis, velocity

histories were used ,t every 1.83 m (6 ft) of depth from the surface down

to 18.29 m (60 ft) and every 3.05 m (10 ft) of depth from 18.29 m (60 ft)

down to 45.72 m (150 ft).

The technique is able to track properties that change with depth and

is able to follow unloading along entirely different slopes than the

loading curve. The unloading results are less satisfactory than those for

the loading portion of the response. However, because the unloading is so

steep, a small change in strain can make a large difference in the slope of

the curve. The results also show that the method predicts a gradual, rather

than a sharp, change in properties with depth. This is attributed to

smoothing and other approximations inherent in the use of exponential and

cubic functions to perform thf required interpolations.
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When using theoretical results, velocity records are available at

the surface as well as at large depths. With experimental data, 'surface

velocity histories are not known and histories at deep depths are likely to

be influenced by free surface reflections from outside the loaded area

that produce multi-dim-!nsional response characteristics.

After gaining experience with the technique using analytical results, it

was then applied to data from the DISC HEST Test I event (Reference 2)

conducted in Ralston Valley, Nevada. The HEST cavity radius on this test

was 13.7 m (45 ft), and data was obtained at eight depths down to 15.2 m

(50 ft) (Fig. 5). The data appeared to be relatively free of noise, allowing

most, of the records to be incorporated in the evaluation of the velocity field

history. A total of fourteen records over the eight depths (Fig. 6) were

included in the analysis. Figure 7 shows a family of interpolated velocity

histories obtained from the analysis.

The airblast pressure, history was measured at several points on the

ground surface within the HEST cavity. A best fit through the pressure

records (Reference 2) is shown in Figure 8. This pressure history

* was initially used in Equation (2) to calculate stress histories at depths

Sof interest, but unsatisfactory results were obtained. The main problem

was that, at the onset of incipient motion (a = 0) at some depths, the

stress was nonzero because the two terns on the right hand side of

Equation (2) did not exactly cance!. This occurred because the averaged

surface overpresst,-e and the velocity field interpolated from the data were

not completely consistent.

An alternate approach is to compute a surface pressure loading from

the velocity field. Setting the stress equal to zero In Equation (2)

7



at the arrival of motion at any depth, do yields

0 -p(t)+4 d0 t

4  dOt) (7)

P(t) (-)

A pressure history derived from the ground motion response is shown

in Figure 8 compared with the best fit pressure history. The pressure

histories agree reasonably well in the early time of the motion. The

initial slope cf the calculated pressure loading is not as steep as that

obtained from measurements. This is probably due to smnothing of the

velocity histories by the interpolation process and the difficulty of exactly

predicting ground motion at and near the surface from measurements made

below the surface. The impulse histories of the measured and calculated

surface loadings are also shown in Figure 8. They compare very well in the

early time of the motion indicating that the interpolation process averages

out variations in the velocity histories in a manner that preserves the

overall character and energy content of the response. After about 25 ms

of response, the calculated and measured pressure and impulse histories

begin a significant divergence. This can be attributed to the reduction

of the vertical ground accelerations by edge effects. The divergence of

the pressure histories may serve as a time marker for the demarcation of

when two-dimensional response becomes important.

•, repon8



Examination of the data in Figure 7 shows that peak velocity is

achieved within 25 ms down to a depth of about 8 m. For larger depths,

the time to peak velocity increases with depth at a faster rate than

might be expected for one-dimensional response. Information on properties

at deeper depths can be obtained from two-dimensional finite difference

calculations, however, assumptions are required to obtain the uniaxial

strain properties at the depths because the response is two-dimensional and

essentially only vertical motion records are available.

Figure 9 shows the interpolated uniaxial strain stress-strain plots

obtained from the velocity field and the derived surface overpressure.

The initial slope of the stress-strain curves and the 4 MPa secant modulus

are plotted as a function of depth in Figure 10 and compared with the

seismic velocity profile of the site. The loading properties show relatively

small variation with depth down to 9 m. The unloading properties are not

well behaved, but most of the unloading occurs after the 25 ms of one-

dimensional simulation time.

The initial slope of the interpolated stress-strain curves produces a

modulus that compares better with the seismic results (except very near the

surface) than does the 4 MPa modulus. This is to be expected since the

moduli obtained from seismic measurements are representative of the soil

response at very low stress values. The 4 MPa modulus is consistently

lower than the seismic or initial slope values. This reflects the softening

of the soil with increasing stress, characteristic of ceimented granular

soil.

The seismic profile shows a soft soil layer in the top 1.5 m (5 ft)

that is not present in the results of the interpolated stress-straio curves.

It is possible that the material is behaving stiffer than would be expected

from the seismic profile, because of strain rate effects. However, the

4 9



fact that the interpolated peak surface pressure is lower than (about 15 percent)

the averaged pressure gage data indicates that the near surface motions

were actually larger than those used in the analysis, which would result

in softer near surface properties.

Better results might be obtained by making use of seismic velocity

information in extrapolating velocity field data to obtain surface values.

The second depth that velocity data was recorded in DISC HEST Test I was at

1.5 m, the same depth that a sudden hardening of soil modulus was indicated

by seismic data. Thus the second velocity history occured at a transition

region in soil properties. the velocity response at this depth then

contained information that was more characteristic of the soil below the

transition boundary. Therefore, the extrapolation of motion field to

the surface was influenced by the second seismic layer. An alternate

approach to performing the extrapolation would be to increase the peak

sijrface velocity until the interpolated peak surface pressure was in

agreement with the data. In cases where it is important to more accurately

define the material properties in this very near surface layer, then gages

at two depths within the layer (such as 0.5 and 1.0 m) should be used in

the experiment.

4.
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CLOSURE

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a methodology for

determining uniaxial strain mechanical properties of soil solely from

velocity time histories obtained from a high explosive field test event.

It is similar to the LASS (Lagrangian Analysis of Stress and Strain)

methodology developed by SRII (Reference 3) for analysis of spherical

motions. However, for the spherical case both stress and velocity data

are needed.

Analysis of in situ field test data is generally the most accurate

technique for determining in situ mechanical properties. The material

property inversion technique described herein represents a first step

in the analysis of the data; the complete development of properties at a

site would consider all available relevant information, such as seismic

and laboratory test results. The properties derived from in situ data

might then be smoothed or adjusted based on auxiliary data, as long as these

changes were within the uncertainties of the in situ analysis. These

revised properties would then be used in one- and two-dimensional finite

difference calculations to verify their adequacy.

11



CONCLUSIONOS

(1) Dynamic stress-strain properties of in situ soil may be derived

directly from velocity histories taken f-om surface pressure loading

tests, using the method described herein, down to depths where the ground motion

is sufficiently one-dimensional. Results have been obtained from experi-

mental data for the DISC HEST Test I event.

(2) Surface pressure histories may be derived from the velocity data for

the duration of one-dimensional response. This can provide a check on the

consistency between pressure and velocity data. The time when the measured

and derived surface pressure loading diverges is an indication of the

duration of one-dimensional response. In the DISC HEST Test I event, the

measured and derived Impulse histories sere in reasonable agreement out

to about 25 ms.

(3) The interpolation functions used in the technique are effective in

deriving soil velocity as a continuous function of depth and time. Since

the functions are based on measured rather than hypothesized soil response

characteristics they %hould be able to be applied to tests with different

soil types with equal success. This approach can also be generalized to

apply to motion fields that are dependent on two spacial coordinates.
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Appendix I - Derivation of Coordinate Transformation and Interpolation
Functions

There are a number of characteristic times that are clearly important in

describing a velocity reccrd (Fig. 2). The two times of dominant importance are

the time when the motion begins and the time when the velocity reaches Its greatest

absolute amplitude. Other points such as the end of the record and time

where the velocity attains given fractions of the peak velocity serve to

complete a listing of the important characteristic time points of the

record. The points that serve to best describe the records may be assigned

labels that we will denote by the symbol 8. For convenience, the labels

can be made numeric and assigned values that increase with time for a given,

record. By convention the start of motion is at s-0; the peak velocity

is at e-l.0; and the end of the record is assigned a large number such

as a-10. Points between the peak velocity and the end of the record

have a values between I and 10 and points between the start of motion

and the peak velocity have a values between 0 and 1.

Once a set of a labels have been chosen they can be applied to all

of the records at all of the depths. The value of # remains constant with

depth along a characteristic line connecting similar time points of different

records. At a given depth, points with particular values of a form clusters.

The best estimate of where particular a points ought to fall can be obtained

by calculating mean values.
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where ttz.,a) Is the time of characteristic OoInt a at depth x. and record j;

U(z2,s) is the average time of characteristic point a fbr depth zi; and

ni is the number of records at depth x..

To estimate values osf -between depths where records exist, a straight

line can be drawn between the average time of the various s labels for

existing records. In this way, a family of segmented constant e curves

may be obtained, which can be considered as a new time-depth coordinate

system. Specific features of the velocity response history, for each

depth, occur at constant values of tne time like e coordinate. The symbols

of the new coordinates z',a are related to the z,t coordinates by the

following transformation relations.

a' - 2 (A-2)

a - f(21,)

In order to further define the function f(z,t) the variation of a as

a function of t at a given depth must be specified. The simplest choi:e,

and hi; one that will be shown here, is to let a vary as a linear function

of t between each of the labeled values of e. The linear function has the

advantage that It guarantees that a unique mapping of e onto t coordinates

exists and vice versa. This linear relation between a and t is illustrated

)1



in Figure A-1 and shown in equation form below

a ,(i) + (B(i+. ) .M (A-3)
[•(,•(+1 -. (s,a 1))]

for 7(,,e(i)) . t <.5 (0,i+

where 8(a) is the value of a at the i'th characteristic point on the

velocity history. Equction (A-3) can be rearranged to give the solution

of t as a function of a.

t - +(za(")) +)(A-4)

for B(i) < g ý_ 8(1+1)

The terms Z(z(i),s) are linear functions of depth. In equation form

the relation for t(z,e('")) is

. (a•i) , (zCi)+r [(.x,+, M *)-f(2j**C(i))](X-x i

S(a j+1-Xj) ' " (A-5)

for z, < ,- z +
j +1

Equations (A-3) and (A-5) define the function f(z,t) of equation (A-2).

The inverse transformation equatiun is

- (A-6)
t -gt'z 1, 8)

The advantage of the coordinate system is that it provides a convenient

framework for interpolating velocities between depths. Points at sl

will be related to peak velocity values only; points with a-1I2 will be

related to vnlocity values that are at 1/2 of the peak value, and so forth.

At each depth a variety of records are typically available. For

those records at a given depth that are valid, we have the problem of

forming a function that is ,-presentative of the velocity response

history. Since the records are complex it is impractical to consider

16



using one equation to represent the entire time history at a given

depth. An equation of this kind would likely be complicated and might

vary in form dependi ,j on the depth. A more realisticr approach is to

segment the velocity rY-cord and treat each segment independently of the

other but at the end, points of a segment have velocity values that match

up with those of adjacent segments. For convenience we will require that

common a values be used to define segment boundaries. It is usually better

to have a larger number of segments to define the history at the beginning

of the motion than at the end of the velocity record. The time history

at the beginning of the motion changes more rapidly than at the end and

thus should be more carefully described.

'Lagrangian interpolation functions are particularly well suited for

establishing the velocity histories for the various segments of the response

at a particular depth. These kinds of functions can be readily defined to'

any desi,-ed order, but the higher order functions have unfavorable properties.

Since the function must describe the velocity history over only a segment of

the total time of the record, a cubic function should be adequate to give a

good description of the required motion. The general form of a cubic

Lagrangian interpolation function is as follows:

a.__________ is) v.3 . (aWa ) V..1

W. + ~ -

(A-7)(a ll-m) (ai• Wai4-0) V• (all"•) ai-e) (ai-e). v..:

÷(a -..a3) (ai2 3 )(ai4"a-i ) --ai ) (ai2•4 (ai3".a(

Here v ij, v.2,, V j3 and V.,4 are the velocities at each of four 8

coordinate locations ai2, air as and as( within segment i ai d at depth J, and

W u is the function defining the velocity history for the i'th segment and

J'th depth. The locations a1 l and a= will be considered to occur at the
l U17



beginning and end of segment i.

At the point where s is zero, the value of velocity is zero also.

This is always true by definition since the s-0 point is taken to be

the point in time where the motion response begins. Thus, for the first

interpolation segment between s-O and a-eI, where er Is the value at the

end of the first segment, the value vi,. is zero. The values Vi'21 Vi73

and v ,74 Ire still unknown.

For any given time history at a particular depth, errors will

occur between the velocity given hy Equation (A-7) and the time history

value. For a given value a the error can be written as

E.(a) W. .(a)(A8
or

or) h h V -kh h (A-9)
E. ( .(a) - hV.. - h.i i - h. - h. v. (A-i)

where V.k(a) and E.k(8) are the velocity and velocity error, respectively,

for time history k at coordinate 8 and depth " and

h1=(a,. 2 -ai)(a~~. ,a) a i4-8 )

(a ~i2 -0) a.-- )(U-jT
(a 'ii-8 )(a.-3-a)(ai4-8)

i2 " (Ci- a2(ai.3-ai2) (ai4"iP)

(A-l)
(a.i-o)(a -i)(ai.-a)

i-3 - (a. i-a ) (a. 2 -a.i) (ai 4 -ai 3 )

(a. -e )(a-a)(i3-)

i4 (a.ii-i4I (-Zi2-i4 )(ai3-ai4)

The error value EK, (a) may t- either positive or negative; however,

only the absolute amplitude ol the error value is of importance. The

square of the error value E.ka) is always positive and is then a better
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error measure for the purposes of judging the ability of the function W J k

to fit the velocity-time response V.k(a).

The total error is not Just that measured at one coordinate value

for one record but is the integral for all points a over the segment

summed for all of the records available at a given depth.

n ..
iI-

Ev (8)-h V h h h. V de (A-=2)

"Ev A ii iji- i2 •j2_ i j3lp Z.4 iJ4
i- 1

We must select velocities vij2- 'ij.3. and vV4 that minimize the total

error 6Tji. We will assume that the value v.'1 is always constrained by

continuity reuirements with segment i-1. If we evaluate the segments in

order st?.-ting with i-1, we need only match the constant V1•4 for segment

1 with the constant v2 for segment 2 to preserve continuity of velocity

between segment 1 and 2. The constant v iiiis always zero since it corresponds

to the beginning of motion. In evaluating the constants for segment 1, we

need only find values for v 1j2-1 V1*3 and v j4' If V7j4 is set equal to

V 2j then for the second segment only the values v .2 , V2jJ and v2j4 need

be evaluated. The process can be continued for all of tne segments.

The positions a i 1 and a 4 then must fall at the beginning and

end of the segment.. Thus a.1 i ai-1 and a i 4 - a . The points ai2 and

a2 can be chosen as equally spaced along the segment. Thus

a -.
Oiii-1

aj2 jI +

2 (A-13)
a -. 1 + 2-(e-e-)

a , U S iI



The error function ET•j is always pcsitive and is a quadratic

function of the terms v..2, 3 and vii. It follows that its minimum

occurs where the derivatives of E Ti with respect to vt vQ.V and v .4

are all zero. These conditions produce the equations for the determination

of the unknown velocity constants.

T -& o j + hi, hi~ + h +i: hj13oj£-•viq' • i-I (A-14)

+ h ii4vi4 ]do

nj i

0= 0 + h2hivij. hi+hhj.2

ý i 0k -. hi3 hihi ijI +i2hi~vj'172

ij3 f= i-O (A-15)

+ h i4 AUVij4 +e4

n.

= h +i~ El hi -1h 4o 1 + h ~ho 2

k-I f -1i i 4 ivj i2ii,
ah3hvu. *hj, (,=-16

i3 i4 j3 + 14i1,4
Evaluating each term of the summation and irtegration processes of

Equations (A-14), (A-15) and (A-16) separately and placing terms of known

value on the right hand side of the equation with terms of unknown value

or, the left hand side of the equation produces the following results:

c 22 Vij2 + c, 3 Vjj 3 + #24vij4 F2

'23 ij2 + c 3 3 ij2 3 + c34,.74 =.3

C v + V +V V... =24 ij2 + 34%, +~ 44v,,,- ?4



where n.

2 h i (A-18) - h ~d•e (A-23)

n. 1 " i-
*i-1

4 hi2hid (A-19) F2 (ýkhi2_hilh. (A-24)
023 idhhA ~ J j~ 2v1 t )da A-4

k=l 8 i-1 k ai

o24 hŽi2 2 hi4de (A-20) F3  (]V khi 3 .hihi 3 vioil )da (A-25)

f~f

k1 i-1 I

h h nh ae ndot (A-21) the veohi fht hV a Vr )de (A-26)

k3.j

C• hi i4 (A-22)

Equations (A-17) are a set of three linear relations with constant

coefficients and three unknowns that can be readily o solved. The solution

is not a major problem once the constant coefficients cg22, C23., etc., and

the right hand side constants F or and l are known. However, these

constants require an integration that is not trivial. The fdnctions vild
hi2 hi and h1 are not~simple, and the velocity functions V./ are typically

defined at a finite number of points rather than in a continuous manner

due to the digital definition of the record. The integrations for the

coefficients of the equation can be carried out numerically with no difficulty

, ijsince the functions are defined for all values a within the segment. A

•.•i standard procedure for performing the numerical integration is to divide

•i up the segment into a large number of intervals, and then evaluate the

Integral based on the function values at the beginning end end of each of

the intervals.

For the integration of the constants F2, F3 and F4 , it will be necessary

to define values of V k at points a where digitized velocity data are undefined.

This problem is resolved by assuming that the velocity in each record, varies

linearly between the defined values. Figure A-1 Illustrates the assumed

A



variation of the velocity record with respect to a and time. By making the

assumption of linearity between the defined velocity record points, the

velocity record becomes in effec• defined at all points and the integrations

of Equations (A-24), (A-25) and (A-26) can be carried out to obtain the

constants FP2 F3 and F .

With the determination of the constants vi.k for all segments at

all depths, a set of velocity records are available at each depth that

are representative of an optimal average of all valid velocity records.

The problems now remaining are how to interpolate between depths where

velocity records are recorded and also how to interpolate from the

velocity record at the shallowest depth up to the surface and to depths

below the deepest where data is available.

There are any number of schemes that could be applied to the inter-

polation of the velocity records between depths. One could use linear,

quadratic, cubic or higher order polynomials, or one could use functions

that are appealing on a physical basis. Since soiie characteristics of

velocity histories are known to decay in an approximately exponential manner

with depth within a given material, exponential functions should provide

useful vehicles for interpolating the velocity records. After some experi-

mentation, it was found that the exponential functions in fact produced

more favorable results than the polynomial functions. The major draw-

back to the polynomial functions is their tendency to oscillate. This

oscillation produces velocity responses that can increase with respect

to depth instead of decrease even tholigh all of the points used in the

interpolation show a decrease in velocity with respect to depth.

The simplest type of exponential fit involves placing an exponential

function between two points. Suppose it is required to determine the
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variation of veloc ity between depths j and j+1 along a time-like coordinate

'l!ne a. Using Equation (A-7), the velocities wi(j+,) and wi. are obtained.

The equation mustithen satisfy the following constraints.
% , (ab , Q

I (A-27)
ti (J÷1 ) F )

The constants a and b are unknown and z' and at are the depth

+7r

values at depths /j and j+1. The equation can be solved for a and b by

taking the log of both sides of the equation.

logwj = a + bzt
(A-28)

'log w a + bat

Solving for a and b produces the following

S (wl ) - Z' log (Wi(a =iijl (A-29)
(z, t~

log (W. log (W. .)b = ;l, (A-30)
(zt -- )

Knowing the constants a and b, the velocity w(z') is solved from

the relation

(a~bz') ('<a ~WZ) e (z. z (A-31)

A specialý problem arises when the velocities are negative or change
sign between depths. In the case of negative velocities w.. and w. in

i z.,1 f'. j+/1)

Equation (A-29) and (A-30) are replaced by absolute values and the sign of

the right hand side of Equation (A-31) is made negative instead of positive.

In the case where the velocity changes sign a new velocity term w'(zl') is

defined by adding or subtracting from w(z') a constant equal to twice the

absolute value of the velocity at the lower depth point.
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W? (z) W(Z + 2 j1 
(A-32)

For instance if w(z'.) is negative dnd w(z'j+1) is positive then 21wi(j+1 )Iis

subtracted from w(z') to compute w'(z'), w(z•., 1 ) would then be equal to

W The experimental interpolation is computed in terms of w'(t')
- i(j+l) *

which always has the same sign. w(z;) is calculated from w'(t') by appro-

priately •Jding .r subtracting the constant 2w +1 from 0W ).

w(z') = w'(') 2 +l) (A-33)

The selection of the constant 21wi(j+j)I is arbitrary but is not a

critical one since sign changes in velocity occur at late times in the

.velocity histories where soil motions are not critical in determining loading

..lopes of the soil stress-strain behavior.

To extrapolate velocities to the surface, the velocity records of

the two shallowest depths must be used. The only piece of information

available at the surface is the time of the start of the pressure loading.

The first s label line at s=0 can then be drawn from the first depth to

this point at the surface. The s label at s=l should fall no more than

a millisecond behind the label for s=O since the rise time of the blast

loading is very short. The s labels falling after s-l can be extended

up to the surface based on their slope between the two shallowest depths.

These consi.derations are illustrated in Figure (A-2).

Having established the s coordinates for extrapolatinq the velocity,

it remains to establish how the velocity varies in the upper layer

of soil. The recommended approach is to simply extend the exponential

velocity fit between the two shallowest depths. If the exponential form

of the function has a physical basis then this form ought to be the best

possible to use given no other information about the velocity in this
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region. In a similar 'anner the two lowest depths with data are used to

extrapolate down below the region where information is available.

The velocity time history for all times and depths is thus obtained

by three fundamental steps. First. a coordinate transformation between

zt and z',a coordinates is established where certain e values relate

to particular features of the velocity-time record. Second, a set of cubic

Lagrangian velocity functions are established at each depth to fit a set

of velocity records using a least square error criteria. Third, an

exponential function is used to extrapolate velocity values from the

Lagrangian function along lines of constant a between depths where the velocity

functions are defined.
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Apoendix II - Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:

aiai, i3 ' ai4 ' time-like s coordirate locations within Interpolation
segment i.

ab - Unknown constants In the evaluation of the exponent'al
function used to interpolate between depths.

a.. - coefficients of set of linear equations used in least
square solution for •/k.

do (t) - shallowest depth at time t where soil motion and
stress due to soil motion are zero.

E.. (a) a error between velocity record j at depth k and
Lagrangian interpolation function for time-like
coordinate a.

f(z,t) - function defining time like coordinate a in terms
of x and t.

g(z',a) - function defining time t in terms of z' and a.

.2j;l * .-components of Lagrangian interpolation functions v'. '8).

n. a the number of records at depth i.

p w pressure at surface

s - timf-like coordinate that remains constant with depth
for particular features of the velocity response
history.

8i,5 • time-l'ke coordinates at the beginning and end of
interpolation segment i.

t - time

ii.sa) a the average time of characteristic point a for
depth z..

t (z.s), ) athe time of charactý Istic point & for depth z.
and rcord j.

aZ a displicement in vertical direction (positive direction
"•s up).

V'/e) velocity of record j ind depth k for time-like
ojdne

coordinate 9.
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Appendix 11 - Notation (continued)

V a velocity in vertical direction (positive direction
is down).

Vi.AV ij2,' v 1,14a -velocity values used with Lagrangian interpolationfunction for interpolation segment i at depth j.

V. (s) - Langrangian interpolation function written in terms
of time-like coordinate a for interpolation segment i
at depth j.

x - vertical coordinate (positive direction is down)((,t) coordinate system].

,a -vertical coordinate (z',e) coordinate system

p - soil density

oa nor-al stress in a direction (tensile stress is positive).
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